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Where do we go from here?

In some fundamental ways, Key

Technology is the same company we

were when we opened our doors more

than 50 years ago. This doesn’t mean

that we do things the same old way. It

simply means that we still believe in

the principles upon which our

company was founded.

We are committed to process automa-

tion — helping our customers

improve quality and safety, handle

product more efficiently, and operate

more profitably. We view our custom-

ers as process partners who work with

us to develop new applications and

solutions to their problems. And our

customers have always been able to

count on us after the sale, providing

services that go beyond just building a

machine. These are our operating

principles and they will remain

constant into the future.

So what’s different about Key

Technology today? Quite simply,

we’ve changed the way we think

about our processing capabilities.

Thanks to requests from the market-

place, we’ve realized that our

technologies are transferable beyond

food to other industries – industries

that require consistent processing to

produce a quality product.

While our products are at work in

almost every facet of the food

industry, they are making inroads into

others. And we’ve developed new

equipment and systems to serve these

new markets.

• Our new Tobacco Sorter™3 gives

processors a competitive edge by

removing foreign material at

unprecedented rates and accuracy.

• Innovative Conveyors and Classifi-

ers help plastic processors optimize

their production and reduce costs

while improving quality.

We continue to capitalize on our

recent acquisitions to bring our

customers the best technologies at a

great value.

Tom Madsen, Chairman & CEO

We are committed to
process automation —
helping our customers

improve quality and safety,
handle product more

efficiently, and operate
more profitably. We view
our customers as process

partners who work with us
to develop new

applications and solutions
to their problems.
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Chairman’s Letter
• Our new compact Optyx™ and

Prism®2 deliver on-belt sorting

with accuracy, reliability, and

efficiency you can depend on. And

we’re not stopping at what we

know now about visual inspection.

We’re exploring other types of

sensing technologies that will raise

the bar on accuracy and efficiency.

Already have an application idea

you’d like to try out?  Contact us

today to find out about our state-of-

the-art Applications Laboratories. We

can demonstrate equipment perfor-

mance to assist you in project

planning and system selection. Key

personnel also can conduct on-site

testing at your plant for test-size or

production conveying, inspection, or

preparation equipment.

And if you’re already a Key customer,

check out our new service offerings

designed to ensure equipment

longevity, prevent downtime, and

protect budgets. Our worldwide sales

and service technicians are there to

help you maximize the return on your

investment.

Our successes are best told by our

customers and you’ll find their stories

throughout this catalog. But the

stories that you don’t see on these

pages – stories about processes yet to

be discovered – will shape the future

of Key Technology. The application

possibilities for our equipment are

endless, and we can’t wait to explore

them with you. You’ll still have our

time-tested commitment to improve

quality and safety, handle product

more efficiently, and operate more

profitably. Together, we’ll see where

we can go from here.

We’ve taken our industry-standard

line of Iso-Flo® Vibratory Conveyors

to the next level.

• Check out our new Smart

Shaker™ technologies — ITS™

Integrated Tuning System,

Automatic Pneumatic Diverter,

and the new CentriFlow™ Mass

Flow Meter — a suite of advanced

conveying products designed to

make Iso-Flo conveyors more self-

adjusting, self-diagnosing, and

capable of communicating with

other processing systems for more

consistent product and line flow.

Visit our website often to find out

about new products, updates on the

products listed in this catalog, and

much more. Be sure to click on our

new Market Communities section.

You’ll find yourself in front of Key

equipment and systems that fit your

application. And if you don’t find

what you need, e-mail us and we’ll

brainstorm with you.



Mission Statement
Supplying process automation systems that enable our customers around the world to ensure the
quality, affordability and safety of products for consumers.

We are committed to:
•  The total satisfaction of our customers
•  Conducting business with integrity and respect
•  On-going innovation in product development
   and business processes
• Accepting the responsibilities of being good citizens
•  Sustained profitability and shareholder value

Key Technology’s Avery Street facility in Walla Walla

Manufacturing and
Administrative Locations
Key’s Corporate Headquarters
is located at the Avery Street
facility in Walla Walla. This
151,000 square-foot building, one
of the world’s most sophisticated
facilities for the production of
processing equipment, combines
state-of-the-art computer inte-
grated manufacturing systems and
a highly coordinated manufactur-
ing resource planning/scheduling
system. Key’s line of sorting and
defect removal systems is manu-
factured at this factory.

Our Melrose Street plant, also
in Walla Walla, is the site for
production of our conveying and
processing lines of equipment.
Farmco grading systems are
manufactured at our Redmond
location. Key has an additional
sales and service office in
Medford.

Our Beusichem facility, the
home of Key Technology BV,
manufactures Key vibratory
systems, and serves as our
European headquarters.

Key serves customers worldwide

from six  facilities: two in Walla

Walla, Washington; one in Medford,

Oregon; one in Redmond, Oregon;

and one in Beusichem,

The Netherlands.

2 www.keyww.com

Key’s Melrose Street facility in
Walla Walla

Key’s facility in Beusichem

Key’s facility in Medford, OR Key’s facility in Redmond, OR



Corporate Headquarters
and Western North American
Sales
Key Technology, Inc.
150 Avery Street
Walla Walla, Washington 99362 USA
Tel.: 509/529-2161 • Fax: 509/522-3361
Glenn Waller, Vice President of Western
Regional Sales

Teri Johnson, Director – Sales & Application
Engineering Services

Eastern North American
Sales
Key Technology, Inc.
150 Avery Street
Walla Walla, Washington 99362 USA
Tel.: 509/529-2161 • Fax: 509/522-3361
Steve Pellegrino
Director of Eastern Region Sales

European Sales
Key Technology BV
Beijerdstraat 10
4112 NE Beusichem
The Netherlands
Tel.: +31-345-50-99-00 • Fax: +31-345-50-15-94
Wim de Haan, Sales Manager

Latin American Sales
Asia/Pacific Sales
Key Technology, Inc.
150 Avery Street
Walla Walla, Washington 99362 USA
Tel.: 509/529-2161 • Fax: 509/522-3361
Ormand Hilderbrand, Director, Sales &
Marketing

Industrial Products Sales
Worldwide
Key Technology, Inc./SRC Division
2067 Commerce Drive
Medford, OR 97504-9744 USA
Tel: 541-776-9800 • Fax: 541-779-7915
Rod Larsen, Vice President / General
Manager

Glenn Waller

Steve Pellegrino

3www.keyww.com

Ormand Hilderbrand Rod Larson

Key Technology’s sales team covers nearly every
geographic area in the world. For the Key

representative in your area, call our corporate
headquarters or the sales manager in your region,

or visit our website at www.keyww.com/contact.cfm

Wim de Haan

Teri Johnson
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Systems
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Ballymoney Foods Overcomes
‘Vicious Cycle’ of Late-Season
Potato Processing with ADR®4

Potato processors are all too familiar
with the dilemma. The later in the
potato harvesting season it gets, the
more blemishes become a problem.
The more blemishes present, the
slower the line has to run to remove
them. The slower the line has to run,
the more blemishes become a
problem. Ballymoney Foods, the only
frozen potato strip manufacturer in
Ireland, faced this age-old challenge
year in and year out. That is until an
ADR4 from Key Technology became
part of the operation.

Line upgrades were already scheduled
since Ballymoney’s parent company,
Glenfarm Holdings, Inc., Belfast,
purchased Donegal Foods and
production for both companies was
consolidated at the Ballymoney plant.
The production line redesign, which
included a new peeler and blast
freezer, combined the best equipment
from Ballymoney and Donegal Foods.

However, according to Richard
Harris, operations manager,
neither facility offered an
automatic defect removal system
that could satisfactorily meet the
challenges of late-season
processing.

“Both of these (defect removal
systems) were set up to randomly
cut off the end of the product that
was rejected,” Harris recalls.
“This resulted in a lot of wasted
product.” That’s when the
decision was made to replace the
current defect removal systems
with an ADR®4 from Key
Technology. “The ADR4 is more
intelligent. It actually cuts out the
blemish.”

This “intelligence” Harris refers
to is what Key Technology calls
“smart cutting” – the ability to
selectively cut for size and to
remove defects at the same time.
The machine uses both visible
and infrared light for effective
defect detection. All-solid-state
illumination provides durability
and reliability and requires
minimal calibration.

“Everybody has found it to

be very simple to operate . .

. and it has done exactly

what we want it to do.

Two things (precise cutting

and continuous line speeds)

that it has achieved for us

were our reasons for

buying it.”

–– Richard Harris,

Operations Manager
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Historically, Ballymoney’s
processing line speeds were
reduced by up to 10 – 15% for
the last two to three months of
production to meet the company’s
product quality standards. Since
adding the ADR4, lines have run
full speed right up to the end of
the season, producing 7 tons
of frozen french fries per hour.

The ADR4 creates a win/win
situation for Ballymoney.
Running at full-capacity
throughout the season reduces
the prevalence of blemishes in
the potatoes. And since the ADR4
removes only the blemish, less
product is wasted. “The ADR4 is
the only machine that we were
aware of that dealt with the
problem we had,” Harris says.

After the potatoes are cut into
chips and sorted, the good chips
are conveyed to the blancher.
The rejected product, along with
the slivers and nubbins that are
by-products of the cutting
process, are directed to the ADR4.
The blemishes are removed and
the good reclaimed chips are
reintroduced into the line.

Although it is difficult to accu-
rately quantify the amount of
product this “recycling” process
saves compared to the old
production lines, Harris is certain
it recovers more product. “We
have seen much higher yields this
year than either factory ever
achieved before.”

After the good chips are blanched
and fried, they are fed via Key’s
Iso-Flo® Deoiling Vibratory
Conveyors to the freezers. During
this process, excess surface oil is
recovered and recycled into the
fryer’s oil filtration and heating
system and the chips are spread
across the freezer belt. After
freezing, Iso-Flo conveyors
distribute the chips in the packing
room.

Harris notes that they worked with
Key’s process engineers to design a
system that fit their needs. “All the
equipment we purchased from Key
was specific to our line. We sat down
with them and made the system fit our
building and our particular needs.
There are a number of suppliers in
Europe that we could have used, yet
we found Key to be competitive and
technically superior.”

Key’s training programs have helped
Ballymoney’s operators become
comfortable with the equipment,
especially the ADR4, Harris says.
“Everybody has found it to be very
simple to operate . . . and it has done
exactly what we want it to do. Two
things (precise cutting and continuous
line speeds) that it has achieved for us
were our reasons for buying it.”

Considering increased capacity
and recovered product,
Ballymoney expects the ADR4 to
pay for itself. “We think we are
getting a very quick payback on
that machine,” Harris says. “It
would vary in the company
between one and two years, but I
personally think it will be below
18 months.”

A Key technician is scheduled to
perform routine maintenance and
install updates to Ballymoney’s
production line, primarily in the
packing room, during the
seasonal shutdown period. Harris
expects to hit the ground running
when production resumes in the
fall. “We have experienced no
problems at all (with the ADR4).
It has been a dream installation.”
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When it comes to achieving efficien-
cies in potato processing, Mr. Joop
van Drunen, Deputy Managing
Director of the whole Aviko-Group
and CEO for Aviko Deutschland’s
facility is an expert. He has spent
most of his 34 years in the food
processing industry building new
factories and putting older, estab-
lished factories back on track.

His latest project involved upgrading
Aviko Deutschland’s old plant and
eventually building a new 80,000
meter squared facility. Experience has
taught him that close relationships
with suppliers like Key Technology
are critical to a project’s success.

“The excitement of the job is to get
(vendors) and use them the right way
in a short time,” Mr. van Drunen
explains. “That’s when you are
successful. The schedule is important
and you have to have the right
suppliers to deliver the services and
equipment. My philosophy is that I

only want the best equipment. This
is the eighth factory that I have
built so I know what there is in the
world of this industry. I get my . . .
sorters from Key in the USA (and
my) vibratory conveyors from Key
BV in Holland. I worked with
good people and suppliers who
I can trust.”

Aviko B.V., The Netherlands,
has been processing potatoes since
1962. With seven potato process-
ing facilities, 14 sales offices and
two trading companies worldwide,
Aviko supplies domestic and
international customers with a
reliable source of fries and
specialty potato products.  Mr. van
Drunen has been with the com-
pany since 1990.

In 1992 Aviko sent him to assess
the operations at their plant in
Germany.  At the time, it was
operating at a loss.  Mr. van
Drunen recommended either
closing the factory or investing in
upgrades to improve performance.

Although the decision was made
to ultimately build a new factory,
the Germany plant came in second
behind building a new plant in
Jamestown, North Dakota, USA
on Aviko’s project list.  So van
Drunen focused on bringing the
existing factory up to speed for the
interim and traveled to the United
States to complete the Jamestown
project.

Upgrades included replacing the
plant’s sorters with Tegra® Optical
Inspection Systems from Key
Technology, a decision based on
Aviko’s past experience with the
equipment.

Key Technology Works with
Aviko to Bring Efficiencies to
Potato Processing

“In my experience you don’t

take risks. You go only with

the best and that is what I

did. I want specialists who

understand the process.”

– Joop van Drunen,

Deputy Managing Director,

Aviko-Group
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“We had experience with the
(Tegra in our Jamestown plant)
and we believed it was the best we
could buy,” recalls van Drunen.
Aviko opted for the monochro-
matic versus color inspection and
was satisfied with the results.

Construction of the new Aviko
Deutshland plant began in 1999.
In the planning stage, van Drunen
had to consider issues like the
high cost of labor in Germany and
increasing energy costs. To be
competitive, he knew the factory
would have to operate with fewer
personnel and had to be automated
as much as possible.

When the doors opened, the Aviko
Deutshland plant was filled with
Key equipment. The plant had two
Tegras, one ADR® III, several Iso-
Flo® Belts and Vibratory Convey-
ors for scale feed, defatting,
alignment and packaging.

For automated defect removal,
van Drunen says he wouldn’t buy
anything else but an ADR system
from Key Technology. “A
processor can’t buy anything in
the market that can compare with
an ADR from Key. A bean cutter
has nothing to do with potatoes.
Forget that. It must be an ADR.”

Key’s ADR systems revolution-
ized the french-fry industry with
the first generation ADR® I in
1983 and now process over 95
percent of the world’s frozen
french fries. Aviko Deutschland
has an ADR®III that nearly
eliminates manual trimming and
inspection of potatoes, improving
recovery at the same time.

The ADR®4 is Key’s latest
addition to the ADR family and
was released to the idustry shortly
after the Aviko Deutschland
facility was completed. The new
ADR4 combines high-resolution
Vis/IR cameras, a patented belt
conveyor, a patented rotary cutter,
and Iso-Flo® high-speed vibratory
conveyors to align, singulate,

scan, and trim with unparalleled speed
and precision. It eliminates manual
trimming and inspection, improves
cutting accuracy and provides good
product recovery.

The plant utilizes Key Length Sizers
in the packaging area. “This factory is
built for every potato product from
fast-food French fries to oven
products. Some factories can handle
only one or two products. It is
because you need flexibility for
length and cutting and also frying
time – every product is different. We
have eight packaging machines
because we needed more flexibility
because of different products and the
different weights. But in the end, we
make a product consistent to our
customers’ demands.”

The automation has paid off in
increased production, van Drunen
reports. “We have few people on the
production floor and we have pro-
cessed 10,000 metric tons more in our
first year than was planned for a start
up year. Now I’m running 17 metric
tons an hour high quality fries from
one French fry line. Shorts and slivers
are going to a 500 kg/h potato-flake
line.”

When it comes to labor costs, the
Deutschland plant has saved
significant dollars. Mr. van
Drunen reports that there are only
two people in the entire process-
ing area. One person is at the
trimming table to look for any
defect that got through. The other
person is in the wet area to check
and clean equipment.

In the control room there is one
person overlooking the entire
system. The rest of the plant’s 80
total people are in the office,
engineering/maintenance, waste-
water and waste removal, packag-
ing room and shipping depart-
ments. Shifts run from Sunday at
10 p.m. until Friday at 10 p.m.
Engineers and cleaning people
come in to make any adjustments
and clean everything for the next
week’s production during the
weekend. On-site there is also an
aerobic and anaerobic waste water
treatment plant, a fully automated
coldstore with a capacity of
18,000 pallets. Aviko
Deutschland’s factory also has its
own power plant and potato-
storage for about 12,000 tons.

Mr. van Drunen plans to continue
using his plan for successful plant
upgrades and new facilities. ”In
my experience you don’t take
risks. You go only with the best
and that is what I did. I want
specialists who understand the
process. In my opinion, Key is the
best for vibratory systems. It is all
experience. For ADR, there is no
other alternative. Period.”
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“We can look at a

particular shift running a

particular volume of fruit

and compare it to the

machine’s performance. If

we get 2200 pounds more

an hour down the Key line

and use two fewer people –

it’s dollars and cents. Plus

the Optyx will always be

here. It doesn’t call in sick.”

–– Thomas Pascoe,

General Manager

There’s Power in Numbers

with Optyx™
Two heads are better than one.
What if the old adage was
expanded to more than two?
That idea was the catalyst that
created the West Michigan
Processing Co-op in Holland,
Michigan.

The co-op brought together
a number of independent
blueberry farmers who pooled
their resources to purchase the
new, compact Optyx® Sorter
from Key Technology. Now
they can achieve the high
quality standards for unifor-
mity that their customers
demand.

The old method of sorting was
simple but labor intensive.
The fruit was dumped into a
water tank and transferred
onto an inspection belt. Sugar

content caused the ripened berries to
sink and the green berries floated to the
top.  Workers stood on each side of the
belt and picked out the rejects by hand.

This method was very limiting in terms
of production capacities, according to
Thomas Pascoe, general manager at the
co-op. “The (speed of the) belt, by the
nature of the fruit, had to accommodate
the pickers’ ability to clean the green
out of it. So you couldn’t speed up the
process.”

Limited production capacity wasn’t the
only problem this sorting method
presented. Because of the velocity of
the inspection belt, a large quantity of
ripened berries floated to the top along
with the unripened ones. The blueberry
producers were throwing out good
product, therefore decreasing profit
their margins.

Additionally, if a packing plant cleaned
the grower’s fruit, the good fruit that

was erroneously rejected became
the packer’s fruit. They literally
gave the packer fruit that could be
processed and sold as their own
after the sorting was done.

Although they knew that an optical
inspection sorter was the solution to
their problem, no one grower could
afford to make the investment.
This was compounded by the fact
that blueberry processing encom-
passes a very short season, usually
six-weeks.

Key’s Optyx Sorter makes optical
inspection practical for lower
volume applications where
automated inspection historically
has not been economical. Optyx
provides excellent color-and shape-
sorting in a compact, versatile unit.
Lower capital costs, reduced labor,
improved product quality and
enhanced product recovery make
payback fast and easy.

Pascoe recalls, “Most of the
growers had done cleaning before
— they had individual shifts at their
farms. They were familiar with the
general way things were cleaned
before and they knew that there
were advances taking place in the
marketplace, such as Key’s color
sorter. But none of them had the
financial wherewithal. Rather than
going out and buying a color sorter
for X dollars 12 times,” the co-op
was formed and the Optyx was
purchased.

Optyx was the first optical sorter
considered, Pascoe reports. An
early production-unit of the Optyx
was quickly put into operation so
the co-op owners could observe its
capabilities first hand. “I was just
taken aback by the way the color
sorter worked. I mean, it was just
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amazing,” Pascoe recalls.
But some growers were still hesitant
about the investment because of the
short processing season and
surprisingly, because of the high
degree of accuracy Optyx provided.
“Some of the group considered it to
be a bit of overkill for our needs.”
So to prove that the co-op would
reap benefits from the Optyx, Key
placed it on a test basis.

The results? “The machine proved
to the growers that they do have the
ability to pay for it,” Pascoe says.
“When you sit down and consider
how much food it saves you, its
cost-effective labor factor and the
volume of food it will run per hour,
you find out that the machine is not
that expensive.”

The co-op primarily cleans fruit for
its 23 founding members. Their fruit
is pooled and inspected together.
Farmers outside the co-op also can
contract the co-op and take advan-
tage of Optyx’s technology.

Labor and output statistics
are used to evaluate Optyx’s
performance against other
cleaning methods such as
manual inspection. “We can
look at a particular shift
running a particular volume
of fruit and compare it to the
machine’s performance. If
we get 2200 pounds more an
hour down the Key line and
use two fewer people – it’s
dollars and cents. Plus the
Optyx will always be here.
It doesn’t call in sick.”

Optyx has significantly
improved the quality of fruit
the co-op delivers to its
customers. The obvious
improvement is the sorter’s
ability to distinguish between
the ripened berries and
detritus. This category
includes green berries, ones
that are red because they are
not quite ripened and berries
that are multi-colored.

Another critical quality issue Optyx
resolves is distinguishing between
blueberries and the dark Japanese
beetle, a common pest in blueberry
crops.

“Our customers obviously have zero
tolerance for the beetle,” Pascoe
reports. “They don’t want blueberries
with legs. Optyx has a greater ability
than almost any other color sorter on
the market to remove that defect.”
Ease of sanitation is another benefit
Pascoe points out. “From my perspec-
tive, one of the great attributes of the
machine is it’s self cleaning. I think you
have to dust off the camera occasion-
ally. But it’s not like you have to tear it
to shreds and power-wash it. It is not
the type of machine that crunches
things up and gets real dirty.”

Optyx is designed for simple wash
down, with food-grade stainless steel
construction, self-cleaning belt and a
sealed optics/electronics enclosure.
With smooth lines and no horizontal
surfaces to collect debris, Optyx does
not require frequent cleaning.

The Optyx also has proven to be
user-friendly. Because blueberry
sorting is labor-intensive, the co-op
often hires younger, inexperienced
workers. But according to Pascoe,
almost anyone can run the machine.
“It’s not the type of machine you
have to be afraid of. It’s user-friendly
in my opinion.”

The multilingual graphical interface
is easy to learn and use. Sorting
criteria can be easily set, adjusted,
stored and retrieved for fast product
changeover. The narrow, self-
contained unit – with no separate
control module – slips easily into
the processing line.

Pascoe uses an analogy to summa-
rize his feelings about the Optyx
sorter. “Take a Chevy and a Cadillac.
Both will get you from point A to
point B. But, if the objective is to get
from A to B in a certain amount of
time, then if a guy has a Ferrari, he’s
going to be there before you. Well,
you’re talking about the Ferrari of
color sorters with Optyx. You may

as well get to the finish line
first.”

Pascoe reports that the co-op
is looking at others ways to
get the most out of their
investment. Because of
Optyx’s versatility, they are
considering marketing it for
use in other industries. “These
machines are so versatile you
could tweak them into sorting
plastic gears for the automo-
tive industry in the off-season.
They’re tweaked to pick out
defects. So, if the defect is no
teeth on the gear, you blow
it out.”

Do the co-op founders think
they are getting their money’s
worth? “The machine does
what it’s touted to be able
to do and we’ve seen that
firsthand,” says Pascoe. “If
you’re going to clean fruit in
volume, the investment in the
Key Optyx sorter is money
well spent.”
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Delichips Gets Back in the Game
Quickly with Optyx™

The Optyx can do a much

better job than a person.

When you have a lot of

crisps coming, the belt

doesn’t stop. You do the

best you can but if you

have a certain kind of

defect, you miss some.

The Optyx doesn’t.”

–– Dominque Hillion,

Sales Manager

You never know what cards you
will be dealt in life or business.
And Delichips, a manufacturer of
high-end potato crisps (chips) located
in Aubagne, France, has had its fair
share of bad hands. The company’s
facility burned down in 1991; disaster
struck again 10 years later with another
fire. But both times, the company got
back in the game and rebuilt.

This time, the company’s comeback
had to be quick. Delichips’ customers
were willing to stick with them,
recalls sales manager Dominque
Hillion, as long as they could be back
in production by January 2002. “This
was our challenge. So we put a lot of
pressure on our suppliers both for
technology and delivery time.”

And that’s where Key Technology
BV, Beusichem, The Netherlands,
played the winning hand. While
another manufacturer was competitive
in terms of price, Key won the
contract for major portions of the
sorting and conveying functions

because of superior technology
and a commitment to meet
Delichips’ tight timeline. Key
said they could supply the
company with the specified
Optyx™ compact optical sorters
and Iso-Flo® Vibratory Convey-
ors on time.

Before the 2001 fire, Delichips
had planned to double the size of
the old facility. At that time, the
company’s capacity was 2,500
metric tons per year. This wasn’t
enough to keep up with a
growing private label market.
Additionally, consumer demand
in France is seasonal and peaks
during the summer months.

“Crisps are associated with the
sun, with picnics and outdoor
meals,” Hillion says. He goes on
to note that consumption of
crisps in France is about 500
grams per person per year. In the
United States, where chips are a
year-round snack, consumption is
more than two kilograms per
person annually.

In addition to keeping up with
private label markets and the
seasonal demand in France,
Delichips wanted to expand into
new markets. They exported
crisps to the old French colony
islands in the French Caribbean
and the Indian Ocean; they were
exploring the feasibility of
marketing their products in Italy.

Delichips’ production demands
became even more challenging
when a new government regula-
tion mandated a shorter work
week. Before the new law,
Delichips’ operation ran 24 hours
a day, six days a week. Now they
were challenged with only 35
operating hours per week.
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So as Delichips shifted its focus
from remodeling to rebuilding,
increased capacity remained a
priority. And automating manual
processes was a critical part of
redesigning the processing line.
“With the new line, everywhere
we could replace someone by with
equipment, we did,” recalls
Hillion.

For example, one person picked
out the bad crisps as they were
conveyed from the fryer. The job
was hot and tedious and required
changing people every thirty
minutes. Instead of adding a
second person to inspect a planned
second line, Delichips decided to
find a better solution. And that
solution was automated sorting.

Since Hillion and his team were
unfamiliar with this technology,
they read literature and talked to
other food processors who had
experience with optical inspection
equipment. Their research led
them to Key Technology and the
Optyx sorter.

Optyx is compact so smaller-
volume processors such as
Delichips can justify automated
inspection and achieve unmatched

product quality in a small space and
with a smaller investment. Optyx
features the same camera, lighting,
imaging, shape detection, and ejection
technologies found in Key’s Tegra®

and Prism® sorters, but it is propor-
tionately sized for lesser volumes.

Since adding Optyx to automate
inspection, Delichips has seen a
reduction in labor costs and worker
fatigue. Plus, Optyx efficiently sorts
out defective crisps at a much higher
degree of accuracy.

“The Optyx can do a much better job
than a person,” notes Hillion. “When
you have a lot of crisps coming, the
belt doesn’t stop. You do the best you
can but if you have a certain kind of
defect, you miss some. The Optyx
doesn’t.” Optyx also detects a wider
range of defects, even with the
variances from one type of crisp to
another.

Key’s Iso-Flo Vibratory Conveyors
feed crisps from the fryer to the
Optyx; Impulse HS electromagnetic
conveyors feed the scales in the
packaging distribution area. Prior to
adding the Iso-Flo and Impulse
conveyors, product flow and speed
were manually controlled. “Now
Key’s conveyors do everything,” says

Hillion. “We don’t have to look
after that at all. Key’s conveyors
automatically distribute crisps to
the packers,” saving Delichips’
even more in labor costs.

Delichips started running a second
line in May, bringing their total
capacity to 5,000 metric tons per
year. Now they are able to meet
the demands of their private label
customers, keep up with the
seasonality of their local market,
and continue to expand into other
markets.

Delichips also has rolled out new
products since the plant opened.
Although plain potato crisps are
the company’s premiere product,
they recently introduced a new
range of snacks crackers that are
made with potato flour.

With the new plant running
smoothly and ongoing training
and support from Key Technology,
Hillion and his staff feel like they
are winning. “We are happy today
with the quality we have. We have
no regret at all about Key’s
equipment and staff.”
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“We had a complete

testing scheme from our

quality service department

and, of course, the TS3

compared with the things

we asked for. The deciding

factor was that we had

tested it and it tested

very well.”

–– René Janssen ,

Technical Purchasing

Manager

Agio Cigars on a Roll with TS3

“The cigar is something that demands
respect. It is to be enjoyed fully by all
the senses, the nose, the palate, the
finger, the eye . . . Every good cigar
harbors an exquisite experience.”

Agio Cigars, the leading cigar
manufacturer in Western Europe,
refers to this quote from the
Connoisseurs’ Book of the Cigars
on the company website. The state-
ment seems to capture a sense of the
company’s dedication to mass
producing the highest quality cigar
possible with the same care they
would give to hand rolling them
one at a time.

Almost 100 years old, Agio offers
brands such as Panter, Balmoral,
De Huifkar, and their signature brand
Agio. They now have six locations
throughout Europe, Asia and South
America. When they began planning
for their newest facility in Westerlo,
Belgium, they wanted state-of-the-art
sorting equipment to ensure product
quality and maximize production.
And that’s when they found the
Tobacco Sorter™3 (TS3) from
Key Technology’s SRC Division.

The company was no stranger
to optical sorting, reports René
Janssen, technical purchasing
manager. “Our equipment was
modern till now but it wasn’t
enough any more. It was from a
former technical generation. We
wanted to do full-color inspection
and wanted to do it faster.

So Janssen and others involved
in equipment purchasing decisions
were formed into teams, each
responsible for researching a
different inspection alternative.
They talked to other companies
who were using different types of
inspection systems and after a visit
from an SRC (which was bought
by Key Technology in 2000)
representative, they decided to try
out the TS3.

“This was an important investment,
especially in cigars, and, of course,
for a private company,” Janssen
points out. “In cigarettes, it would
be nothing, but in cigars, it was.
We needed a solid firm with
technical and service backup, and
we wanted a machine that had been
proven in tobacco production. SRC
had (several) machines running in
the tobacco industry which was a
good sign for us.”

The Tobacco Sorter 3 removes
foreign materials from stripped
tobacco and stem with unprec-
edented speed, precision, and
connectivity, helping processors
achieve high purity standards,
reduce overhead, and limit product
liability. Available in three models
– small 240, medium 480 and large
720, the gentle, high-volume
system sorts up to 9,000 kilograms
of tobacco an hour.

Agio first did some tests at SRC’s
location in Eindhoven, the Nether-
lands, which is near their facility in
Duizel, Holland. After successful
results, Agio tested the TS3 in
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production at their Duizel plant to
ensure that all of the troubleshoot-
ing was done before the machine
was purchased.

“We had a complete testing
scheme from our quality service
department and, of course, the
TS3 compared with the things we
asked for,” Janssen says. “The
deciding factor was that we had
tested it and it tested very well.”

After the successful test in Duizel,
Agio purchased the TS3 and
moved it to the new plant in
Westerlo. The TS3 was upgraded
with a new camera and software
capable of detecting over 2
million colors. The inspection
system performs consistently and
sets industry standards for good-
product retention and non-tobacco
rejection detecting metals,
plastics, paper, black rubber,
cellophane, string, and foreign
organic material.

Agio generously opened its doors
so other tobacco manufacturers
could see the TS3 in action.
According to Janssen, the machine
seems to sell itself. “Several
people have visited us and are
very interested in the machine.
It is impressive.”

As the new plant puts more
production time on its books,
Janssen is glad to have Key’s
service technicians nearby.
“SRC was doing very well and
now Key adds lots of support.
We have service only a few hours
away and they do some good
things to help us. They can always
put their finger on a solution.”
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“It is an excellent unit that

would easily replace any

manual inspection system

you have in place.”

–– Jim Kern, plant manager

When the average consumer is
contemplating about what style of
canned green beans to buy, it usually
comes down to two simple choices:
French or whole bean cuts. But
Faribault Foods’ private label custom-
ers have much more discriminating
tastes.

Faribault Foods has been in the
canned vegetable business since the
company was founded in 1895 and
private label is an important part of its
vegetable business.  The company has
earned a reputation for reliable

Faribault Foods Satisfies
Discriminating Tastes with
Optical Inspection Systems

product quality and service and for
their commitment to being in stock
with all items, all year. Private label
brands include Butter Kernel, Pride,
and Mrs. Grimes.

No matter how you slice it, green
beans mean business for the
company’s Mondovi, Wisconsin,
plant. The facility processes
nothing but green beans in season
during an intense three-month
period to supply all of Faribault
Foods’ distribution centers through-
out the United States. During a
typical season, the plant processes
30,000,000 pounds of green beans.

But mass quantity doesn’t mean
minimized quality for Faribault’s
customers. In fact, the company’s
multi-step inspection process, using
Key Technology’s Tegra® and
Optyx™ Optical Sorting Systems,
sets it apart from some of its mega-
competitors that may offer only
French or cut beans.

“We have a meticulous inspection
process,” says Jim Kern, plant
manager. “We grade by size
because of customer demand.
One wants a cut bean with a larger
diameter and another wants a
smaller size. Faribault makes a
distinction in size and I think this
makes us stand out from the rest.”

Faribault Foods takes the usual
cleaning steps when truckloads
of green beans arrive at the plant.
Before the raw product hits Key’s
optical sorters, the beans have been
through dirt reels, air cleaners,
washers, destoners, and cluster
cutters. Then the Tegra is put to
work.
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“We put the beans through a two-
pass inspection process using the
Tegra so none of our inspection
equipment downstream is over-
loaded,” Kern says. “We get the
foreign objects out with the first
pass and the second pass is more
for EVM that’s green, like
knuckles and ends that haven’t
been cut off.”

Tegra® Color Sorters provide the
industry standard in precision in-
air sorting for shape/color defects
and removal of stems, stalks, and
other EVM. Fast and accurate,
Tegra sorts nearly 10,000 pounds
more product per hour than
conventional sorters, at rates up to
a million objects a minute. Tegra is
available with trichromatic, Vis/IR
multispectral, or monochromatic
cameras — in full-view/4-camera
models, as well as in topview/
2-camera configurations.

After grading for size, larger beans
are inspected on a smaller, two-
camera Tegra as whole beans
where about one third is selected
for French style. The balance goes
through cutters, then to another

Tegra for size grading and onto Optyx
for grading by diameter.

The compact Optyx features the same
camera, lighting, imaging, shape
detection, and ejection technologies
found in the Tegra® – proportionately
sized for lesser volumes in a self-
contained one-meter (42-inch)
cabinet. In the case of Faribault
Foods, while the Tegra units are used
downstream where the volume of
whole beans is as high as 12 tons per
hour, the Optyx units inspect 4 tons
an hour each.

“Optyx fit the flow of our plant and
our capacity,” notes Kern. “We didn’t
really need a Tegra unit at this point
in the process. The goal of putting in
the Optyx wasn’t to increase capacity,
it was to increase our product
quality.”

Each Optyx is dedicated to sort a
specific diameter size – one for small
and one for larger sized beans.
According to Kern, production
efficiencies are enhanced since there
is no need to change programs to
target different sizes. “We try to let
each machine do a specific thing

instead of asking it to do every-
thing. We have better luck doing
it that way.”

More importantly, the Optyx
units have eliminated the need to
manually inspect the cut beans
after the Tegra for diameter
specifications, reducing labor
costs. In fact, Kern reports that
between the manual inspection
replaced by the Tegra and Optyx
systems, Faribault has cut its
seasonal staff from 145 to 105.
All of these savings add up to an
expected three-year payback for
the two new Optyx units.

After one season, Optyx has
improved product quality and
performed up to Kern’s expecta-
tions. “All of the data we’ve
taken so far is that the Optyx is
doing a better job than manual
inspection. It is an excellent unit
that would easily replace any
manual inspection system you
have in place. You don’t have to
have manual inspection after that.
It will handle it.”
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Benefits
• Unmatched defect detection on both

peeled and peel-on product
• Handles product sizes from shoe-

string to steak-cut fries
• Improves production recovery and

allows pre-grading
• Accurate, consistent cutting, with

higher capacity
• Fast product changeover
• Low maintenance – easy access and

parts replacement, no bulb changes
• Simple, thorough sanitation –

withstands high pressure washdown
• Plan, predict, and react to conditions

with optional Product Data Manager
feature

• Operator and maintenance training
included (expenses extra)

• Commissioning labor included
(expenses extra)

Other applications may be used on this

equipment. Call Key to learn how your product(s)

may benefit from this or another Key system.

Common Product

Applications

•  Potato strips

ADR4 solid-state illumination

ADR®4 Automatic Defect
Removal System

Key introduces the new ADR® 4

automatic defect removal system.

Our ADR systems revolutionized the

french-fry industry with the first-

generation ADR® I in 1983 – and now

process over 95 percent of the

world’s frozen french fries. The

ADR4 improves cutting accuracy and

good-product recovery; simplifies

maintenance, and provides

exceptional defect detection with

significant advances for peel-on

product. The ADR4 is designed for

accessibility and reliability, so that

sanitation and maintenance are easily

accomplished.

The new ADR4 features “smart

cutting” – the ability to selectively cut

for length and to remove defects at the

same time.  Length cutting improves

production recovery by reducing

downstream breakage of overlength

fries; it also allows for product

pre-grading to blend varying

percentages of short cuts.

Components
• All solid-state illumination system
• Vis/IR cameras (red, green, and

infrared channels)
• Key Iso-Flo® alignment shaker

specially designed for ADR4
• Infeed laning conveyor
• Improved pneumatic cutter-wheel

system
• Key Data Manager data reporting

module (option)

Cutterwheel System
• Pneumatic knife actuation for

greater accuracy and reliability
• Ability to throw a single knife for

smart cutting
• Easier cutterwheel replacement
• Water lubrication; clean-in-place

system

Camera and Illumination
System

• Uses both visible and infrared light
for unmatched defect detection

• All-solid-state illumination for
durability, reliability, minimal
calibration

• No bulb changes
• Treat peel as good, for peel-on

product; or as defect, for peeled
product
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Product after ADR4 processing

ADR4 infeed/alignment conveyor

Infeed side of ADR4

Patented Belt Conveyor
• Individual translucent belts running

over UHMW slider beds form
channels that locate potato strips
before cutting

• Free-rotating discs for continuous
product alignment

• Counter-rotating brushes singulate
product into inspection lanes

• At cutterwheel, individual belts
level out to a smooth, flat surface
for precise trimming

• Belts are FDA approved

Color Touch-Screen
Control
• Fast, simple adjustment for

sensitivity, defect size, and length
• Backed by high speed ISA-bus

controller, network-capable
interface

Infeed Conveyor
• Iso-Flo® high-speed vibratory

infeed conveyor
• Align and singulate product

at very high capacities

Key Data Manager
• Available for collection and

reporting of product attributes
• Use nearly real time and historic

reports to predict, plan, and react

Cut Size and Throughput
• 7 mm (9/32 in.) – 6,100 kg

(13,500 lb)/hr
•  8 mm (5/16 in.) – 7,575 kg

(16,700 lb)/hr
• 10 mm (3/8 in.) – 10,890 kg

(24,000 lb)/hr
• 13 mm (1/2 in.) – 11,800 kg

(26,000 lb)/hr
• Steak fries – 11,800 kg

(26,000 lb)/hr
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ADR®4

Size grading after processing
with ADR4

Defect Removal
Performance

• Critical – 96% removed
• Major– 90% removed
• Minor – 60% removed
• Based on standardized batch testing
• For peeled product

Utility Requirements
Electrical
• ADR4 System

400 V/50 Hz/3 ph/60A
480 V/60 Hz/3 ph/60A
Other power as required

• Iso-Flo® Infeed Conveyors
ADR control panel and main power
module supply infeeds

Water
• ADR4 System

– Operating: Avg. 10 gpm U.S.
(0.63 l/sec) at 50 psig (3.45 bar
absolute) clear potable water

   – Cleaning: 60 gpm U.S.
(3.8 l/sec) peak, clear potable water

• Iso-Flo Nubbin Eliminator
Overhead spray bars:
27 gpm U.S. (1.7 l/sec) at 50 psig
(3.4 bar absolute) clear potable
water

Air
• ADR4 System

– Defect mode for activating knives:
50 scfm (1,416 1/sec) at 100 psig
(6 bar absolute) (typical)
– Test mode: 80 scfm (2,265 l/sec)

Environment
• Temperature

43o C (110o F) max.
4o C (40o F) min.

• Humidity: 95% RH max.
Minimum Clearances
• 3,353 mm (132 in.) center to center
Shipping Weight
• 2,722 Kg (6,000 pounds)

Options
• Iso-Flo size graders to remove

trimmed potato defects

Dimensions

A 1372 mm (54 inches)

B 2235 mm (88 inches)

C 2311 mm (91 inches)

D 1778 mm (70 inches)

E 838 mm (33 inches)

F 4877 mm (192 inches)
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ADR®4 Nubbin Remover
Before Key and Farmco merged,

we were already working together

to improve plant efficiency. Now,

as one company, we offer a single

source for these complementary

lines of equipment. Key’s vibratory

conveyors and Farmco’s rotary

devices each offer unique benefits

– and our experience together

shows that, used in tandem, Key’s

vibratory systems and Farmco’s

rotary systems can achieve higher

recovery and greater efficiency for

certain operations.

This synergy is particularly

noticeable when the two systems

are combined as the Nubbin

Remover option for Key’s ADR®

automatic defect removal systems

for potato strips. At the discharge

end of the ADR, Key’s Iso-Flo®

Vibratory Single-Deck Grader uses

punch-plate screens to separate

short pieces from long. Some long

pieces will also separate in this

process. The shorts (with some

long product) are then conveyed to

the Farmco Rotary Size Grader,

which recovers the longer pieces.

This dual system
combines the best
features of both vibratory
and rotary size grading:
• The scalping action of the Vibratory

Grader efficiently removes shorts
under high line-flow conditions, and
reduces line flow to the Rotary Size
Grader.

• The Rotary Size Grader efficiently
receives the reduced throughput
distributed to the full infeed width,
and recovers the long product that
accompanied the shorts.

• The two systems working in tandem
give optimum removal of potato
nubbins and recovery of good
product.

Profit from the benefits
of these complementary

technologies:
• Greater efficiency at a similar cost
• Accurate grading with minimal

product loss
• Gentle handling, minimal breakage
• High capacity
• Versatility, easy adjustment for

different cut sizes
• Small footprint, for installation

adaptability
• Proven performance, operating

in numerous processing plants
• Reliability and ease of cleaning,

maintenance, and operation you’ve
come to expect from Key Technol-
ogy and Farmco

ADR4 Nubbin Remover
Option Dimensions
A 121.9 cm (48 inches)

B 335.3 cm (132 inches)

C 240.7 cm (94-3/4 inches)

D 215.9 cm (85 inches)

E 205.2 cm (80-7/8 inches)

F 139.7 cm (55 inches)

ADR4 Dimensions
A 135.8 cm (53-7/16 inches)

B 221.8 cm (87-11/32 inches)

C 229.8 cm (90-15/32 inches)

D 176.5 cm (69-1/2 inches)

E 82.1 cm (32-5/16 inches)

F 487.1 cm (191-13/16 inches)
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“Smart” Cutting
• Selectively cuts for length and, at

the same time, to remove defects
• Length cutting improves production

recovery by reducing downstream
breakage of overlength fries

• Allows for product pre-grading to
blend varying percentages of short
cuts

• Ignore internal minor defects if
cutting would create “shorts”

• Halves overlong fries

Improved Cutting
• Pneumatically actuated knives for

improved accuracy and reliability
• Accurate, consistent cutting with

higher capacity
• Releases a single knife for “smart

cutting” – better product recovery
• Easy access for simple, fast

sanitation and maintenance
• A groove on rear surface of the

knife increases energy transferred
from cutterwheel pneumatic
actuators to knives

• Efficient, positive knife action
• Durable metal-filled nylon materials

(metal detectable)
• Self-lubrication; clean-in-place

systems
• Not backward compatible

ADR®4 Cutterwheel Assembly
Key Technology introduces

several advances in the ADR®4

cutterwheel system for removing

french-fry defects. The ADR4 features

“smart cutting” – selectively cutting

for length and, at the same time,

to remove defects.

The cutterwheel system

cuts accurately and consistently,

while handling higher capacities

with more lanes.  The pneumatically

actuated knives feature improved

accuracy and reliability.  A single

knife can be thrown, for smart cutting.

Access has been simplified so that

sanitation and maintenance are

easily accomplished.

Other applications may be used on this

equipment. Call Key to learn how your product(s)

may benefit from this or another Key system.

Common Product

Applications

• Potato strips
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Optyx™ Sorter
With Optyx™, Key Technology’s

compact optical sorter, smaller-

volume processors can now justify

automated inspection — and

achieve unmatched product quality

in a small space and with a smaller

investment than previously

available.

Optyx features the same

camera, lighting, imaging, shape

detection, and ejection technologies

found in our Tegra® and Prism®

sorters — proportionately sized for

lesser volumes in a self-contained

one-meter (42-inch) cabinet.

Common Product

Applications

• Wet or dry products
• Fruits
• Potatoes
• Vegetables
• Cereals, snacks
• Meat
• Plastics
• Prepared Foods
• Wood Chips
• Tobacco
• Packaged candies

Rapid Payback
• Eliminates costly hand-sorting labor
• Great for recovering usable rejects

from other sorter lines
• Enhances product quality by

accurately detecting and removing
defects

Smaller Footprint
• Narrow profile unmatched by other

industry sorters and Key sorters
• Only one meter wide
• Slips easily into existing layouts

Superlative Performance
• Equipped with advanced camera,

lighting, vision engine, and ejection
technologies

• Configured for lower-volume
sorting requirements

• Camera/lighting options include full
color, Vis/IR, and UV

Easy to Set-up, Simple
Sanitation

• System is self-contained with no
ancillary modules

• Just connect power/water/air…
and sort

• Surfaces designed for easy access
and total washdown

• Facets are smooth
• No horizontal surfaces to collect

debris

Other applications may be used on this

equipment. Call Key to learn how your product(s)

may benefit from this or another Key system.
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Maximum Color
Recognition
• Uses powerful high intensity

discharge (HID) lamps
• Inspection zone is flooded with light
• Diffused “cloudy day” illumination

minimizes shadows

Utility requirements
• Electrical:  200-240 VAC, 1 Ø, 50/60 Hz, 40 A max
• Air: 20-80 SCFM [0.5-2 mR/min] @ 100 psi (7 BAR)
• Water: 0.25 - 0.50 gpm [1-2 l/min] @ 50 psi (3.5 BAR), Peak 2 gpm [8 l/min]

High-Performance Belt
• Consistent tracking – no adjusting

necessary
• Belt is air-tensioned for consistent

tracking
• Cantilevered design allows quick

access to belt for slipping the belt
on and off for fast application
changeovers

2830mm (111-3/8")

1899mm (74-3/4")

2273mm (189-1/2")

635mm
(25")

1016mm
(40")

91
5m

m
 (

36
")

Unit Height
2286mm (90")

Special Application
Use Optyx with Key Data Management to track your product quality.
Optyx can track various attributes of your product and chart them;
providing meaningful information to make solid process decisions.
These attributes can be color, size, shape, or foreign material based.

Improve Process Control
• Real-time information flow – act on current information
• Connect to plant network – use information directly to adjust equipment
• Simpler user interface – easily set length category, size threshold,

and product specifications
• Customizable graphing capabilities – display tailored information

Improve Productivity, Quality, and Yields
• Save labor with 100% inspection – reduce manual sampling
• Detect quality variances immediately – take immediate action
• Measure flow in real time – optimize product recovery and throughput
• Operate with simple user interface – save training time and costs
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NEW! Prism2™

Potatoes
• Strips and by-

product
• Slices
• Dices
• Wedges
• Chips/Crisps
• Flake

Tomatoes
• Diced

Other
• Plastics
• Meat
• Candy
• Dry beans

Other applications may be used on this equipment.

Call Key to learn how your product(s) may benefit from this or another Key system.

Common Product Applications

Exceptional color recognition, easy

access, and integrated controls

characterize the next generation of

this versatile and accurate on-belt

optical inspection system — in its

new, smaller-footprint.

Prism™2 retains the

popular “sorting engine” —

cameras, flexible camera

configurations, electronics, and

user interface — of the original

Prism. Added are a number of

conveniences and practical features

that processors have asked to see in

a sorter. We listened, and we

created Prism2.

Modeled after the new,

smaller-capacity Optyx™ sorter, the

Prism2’s more compact body still

handles original high-capacity

levels.  And its formerly separate

graphical user interface and

control module are now built-in —

further conserving valuable plant

floor space.

Because product appeal,

safety, and suitability-for-market

can hinge on slight distinctions in

color, Prism2 provides opportunity

to meet the most stringent criteria

for the products you put in front of

today’s consumer.

New to Prism2™
• Shorter, narrower footprint, easy

on plant layout
• Integrated control module,

internal power conditioner
• Built-in user interface, on either

right or left side
• Fast maintenance access, all

components within easy reach
• Sealed components, updated

protection in wet environments
• High intensity discharge (HID)

lamps, no more fluorescent bulbs
• Quick-release belt, fast application

changeover

 Carrots
• Baby whole
• Dices
• Slices

Other Vegetables
• Beets
• Celery
• Corn
• Onions

Prism2’s Efficient Color
Recognition
• Accurate sorting – high-resolution

color recognition distinguishes over
2.1 million hues.

• Reliable technology – Advanced
Vision Processor combines an
established industrial PC and a
proven, proprietary vision engine
using pipeline architecture.

• Tailored performance – custom
algorithms provide real-time video
processing and valve firing. Size
and shape recognition available to
match some product requirements.

• Remote support – includes
UpTime Connection™ online
diagnostics, training, and software
upgrades, plus Prism2’s own
remote operation and statistical
sampling routines.
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Prism2’s Advanced
Cameras and Lighting
• Superior defect detection –

options include full-color, Vis/IR
or monochromatic cameras for
maximum application-specific
effectiveness and efficiency.

• Viewing versatility – five available
camera configurations (see illustra-
tion), plus three camera options,
provide 15 viewpoint selections to
choose from for product and budget
fit.

• Consistent illumination – power-
ful high intensity discharge (HID)
lamps flood the inspection zone
with light, while “cloudy day”
illumination minimizes shadows.

• No lamp clearance required –
unlike fluorescent bulbs, HID
lamps require no extra space
clearance for changing.

• Protection and accessibility – all
camera, lighting, and electronics
housed in environmentally con-
trolled enclosure.  Easy access to all
maintenance points via new sealed
door and simple “Prism Key.”
Pneumatic lifting system, ladders,
catwalks no longer needed.

The V4 arrangement provides
four cameras and four distinct
angles for “360” viewing of more
complicated sorts.

V1 configurations provide a basic,
economical approach for sorting
tasks where a simple top view is
sufficient.

V2 configurations, especially in
the high-resolution version,
provide an ideal viewpoint for
applications such as baby whole
carrots, where defects appear on
the ends of the product.

NEW: Prism2’s Built-In
User Interface
• NEW: Integrated convenience /

space-saving – graphical user
interface and control module
manufactured into system on either
left or right side; saves valuable
floor space and provides maximum
plant flexibility.

• NEW: Easy power – one internal
power conditioner package; no need
for separate, extra-cost & mainte-
nance pieces.

• Simple-to-use – high-resolution,
multilingual, touch-screen monitor.

• Easy to monitor – operators
quickly pinpoint defects and rapidly
adjust to changes in product.

Prism2’s Precise
Defect Removal
• Fast response – powerful, high-

speed air-blast ejectors placed close
to the belt discharge and spaced as
close as º inch apart for optimum
sorting.

• Maximized yield – only defects are
targeted for rejection, more good
product retained.

• Convenience – long-life valves
individually mounted for easy
maintenance.

V1 on-belt (one
camera, top-view)

V1 hi-resolution, on-belt
(two-camera, top-view)

V2 on-belt (two-cameras,
two angles)

V2 hi-resolution
(four cameras, two angles)

V4 on-belt
(two cameras fore, two
cameras aft, four angles)

Prism2’s Convenient
Maintenance
• NEW: Flexible access – new doors

provide fast entry to enclosed
camera, lighting, and electronic
component maintenance points.
Use the simple “Prism Key.”

• NEW: Minimum downtime –
automatic air tensioning ensures
consistent on-belt tracking and
avoids wear on bearings.

• NEW: Fast product changeover –
unique cantilevered design allows
open access to the belt.  Simply flip
the quick-release mechanism to slip
belt on and off.

• Extraordinary sanitation –
smooth “faceted” design has no
horizontal surfaces to collect
product debris; all surfaces de-
signed for easy access and total
washdown.
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NEW! Prism2™

Prism2’s Self-Tuning
Diagnostics
• Automated self-tuning – timing of

ejector valve firing automatically
aligned with Autotune.

• Crisis prevention – self-diagnos-
ing processors and software drive,
with automated backup system.

• Easy trouble-shooting – video
alerts on touch-screen monitor
explain nature of any problem, and
the remedy.

• Online support – UpTime Connec-
tion™ remote diagnostics, training
and software upgrades available via
Internet or modem.

Prism2’s Expert Training/
On-Site Service
• Fast, local support – experienced

training staff, regionally located
service technicians, and parts are
readily available

• Customized service – UpTime™

Key Services packages available to
fit individual plant and seasonal
requirements.

Specifications
Utility requirements
• Air: clean, dry; 100scfm typical @

100psig
• Water: 2gpm at 40psi; at maximum

70º F

Electrical requirements
• Belt 3 hp (2.24 kW)
• Infeed Shaker 1 hp (0.75 kW)
• Compressor 50 hp (37.28 kW)

recommended

Voltages
• 480 volt, 3 phase, 60 Hz, 40 amp
• 380 volt, 3 phase, 50 Hz, 40 amp

1674mm (5' 5-15/16")

3066mm (10' 0-11/16")

685mm (2' 3")
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1613mm (5' 3-1/2") 32mm (1-1/4")

1116mm
(3' 1-15/16")

2356mm
(7' 8-3/4")
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Vegetables
•  Asparagus
•  Avocados
•  Beets
•  Carrots – sliced, diced,
    Parisian, baby whole
•  Celery – diced, cut
•  Corn – cut
•  Cucumbers
•  Dehydrated produce
•  Dry beans, legumes
•  Garlic
•  Green beans
•  Lettuce
•  Okra
•  Olives
•  Onions
•  Parsley
•  Peas – green, snap
•  Peppers
•  Pickles
•  Pimientos
•  Pumpkin, squash – diced
•  Radishes
•  Spinach and leaf greens
•  Many more

Potatoes
•  Strips, slices, dices,
    wedges,
    flakes
•  Whole, Parisiennes
•  Chips (crisps)
•  Shreds, slivers, nubbins
Fruit
•  Apples – sliced, diced
•  Berries, cranberries
•  Cherries
•  Citrus – whole
•  Figs
•  Grapes
•  Peaches, pears, apricots
•  Pineapple
•  Prunes
•  Strawberries
•  Many more

Nuts
•  Peanuts
•  Almonds
•  Many more

Other
•  Snacks, pretzels
•  Coffee beans
•  Tea
•  Meat, poultry, seafood
•  Candy
•  Plastics and glass
•  Many more

Tegra® Optical Inspection System
Tegra®,  the only “in-air” inspection

system in Key’s sorting family,

combines shape and size sorting with

the industry’s best color and spatial

resolution, whole-object processing,

intelligent ejection, unparalleled

product stability, and data reporting

capabilities. It is easy to use,

versatile, accurate, and reliable.

Success for Tegra users lies

in the unique integration of camera

configurations and lighting

technologies, and software modules

paired with Key’s C-Belt® infeed

conveyor, Operating System (OS) 2.0,

and state-of-the-art air ejectors.

Since its introduction in 1995, product

refinements continue to be made to

keep Tegra at the forefront of its class.

Most of these refinements are

standard on newly manufactured

systems, and can be quickly retrofitted

to existing Tegras. Service and

training are available before, during,

and after installation.

Other applications may be used on this

equipment. Call Key to learn how your

product(s) may benefit from this or another Key

system.

Common Product Applications
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Benefits
• Subtle defect discrimination –

industry’s best color/spatial
resolution and repeatability

• Unobstructed line of sight –
top/bottom 4-camera configuration
views product from all sides
(economical 2-camera topview-
only systems available)

• Uniform sorting – 9 lamps (instead
of the standard 2-3) flood the
inspection zone with consistent
lighting

• Hands-off cleaning  — CIP systems
clean camera windows/backgrounds

• Minimized downtime – electronic
circuitry isolated for operation
under wide range of conditions.
Online diagnostics available with
UpTime Connection™

Tegra’s  Topview configuration

Tegra® distinguishes minuscule color,

shape, and size differences with the

industry’s most powerful 360º vision

technology. You get unsurpassed

defect detection, ejection accuracy,

and good product recovery. And less

wasted product means more profit.

Closeup of solid-state illumination

Tegra at a frozen food processing plant

Brilliant Illumination
• Vis/IR, trichromatic, monochro-

matic, or ultraviolet camera/
lighting options available

• Vis/IR and UV use both multiple
spectra of light to spot such hard-
to-detect, same-color flaws as
defects in peel-on potato products,
Japanese beetles in blueberries, or
nightshade berries in fresh peas

• Stable, all-solid-state Vis/IR lighting
means less maintenance downtime

Trichromatic Cameras
• Key’s proprietary red/green/blue

line scan technology
• Pixel (individual color element)

area of 0.56 mm2 for high-quality
images

• 16.7 million color combinations for
most accurate sorting available

Monochromatic Cameras
• Black and white vision for accurate,

economical sorts
• Useful in high-capacity operations

where subtle color defects not
critical (for instance, French fry and
potato chip applications)

Top and bottom viewing Tegra

Tegra Model

7775, 7755

7776, 7756

7770, 7750

7375, 7355,

7370, 7350

Components

Trichromatic cameras, Tilted-X

configuration

Vis/IR multispectral cameras,

Tilted-X configuration

Monochromatic cameras, Tilted-X

configuration

Topview configuration, UV

Applications

Universal, for most applications

Unpeeled potato products; removal of

foreign material

Light-colored products and products for which

light green and other subtle

defects/colors are less critical

Products for which single view is sufficient to

identify defects; e.g., potato chips, cut corn,

green peas

Tegra® Camera and Lighting Systems
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Tegra® Infeed/C-Belt®

Tegra sorting peas

Tegra C-Belt handling almonds

Tegra’s C-Belt® uses gravity and

centrifugal force — not friction — to

move product into the inspection zone

without damage, and at consistent,

volumes. You get uniform tracking for

successful defect removal.

Tegra® Ejection System

Benefits
• Repeatable product trajectory and

uniform tracking for consistent
sorting

• No more rolling product – even
handles pearl onions and grapes

• Maximizes good-product recovery,
especially for round items such as
peas and baby carrots

• Gentle product acceleration
• No product loss from belt stains
• Systems for wet or dry products
• Other infeed systems available

Tegra’s IntellliSort® ejection system

features 256 ejectors – almost twice

as many as in conventional sorters,

and spaced a mere 6 mm apart. Only

1 second after the cameras detect a

color, shape or size flaw, Tegra valves

release the air blast that rejects the

defective product. This exceptional

response time pinpoints ejection with

unparalleled accuracy.

Benefits
• Unmatched accuracy in defect

removal
• 1-millisecond valve response time

and close ejector spacing for
pinpointed ejection, minimal
rejection of good product

• Ejects whole piece, rather than just
aiming at defects – better defect
removal

• Long-life ejector valves for
reliability

• Easy adjustment to different
products or specifications

• Simple, user-friendly operation,
cleaning, and maintenance
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Training of seasonal workers and new

staff costs processors time and money.

Easy-to-use Tegra Operating System

(OS) 2.0 simplifies training and sorter

operation, minimizes setup time and

enables optimum quality control.

Tegra® Operating System 2.0

Tegra® Key Data Manager

Tegra® KeyWare®

Application Software
Tegra’s KeyWare® application-

specific user interface is

individualized for the consistent

sorting capabilities your

operation requires.

Tailor Sorting Efficiency
• Customized – standard packs

modified for application at
installation.

• User-friendly – easy to learn;
defects categorized in familiar
terms, such as “mold,” scab,”
“stem”

• Easy changeover – touch screen
adjustment to another product

• Premiere Application Configura-
tions (PACs) – application-
specific hardware/software
combos typically include Tegra,
infeed conveyor, metering
devices, user interface, and other
capabilities

Act on Real-Time
Information
• Immediate – detect

quality variances/take
action instantly

• Flexible – customizable
graphing capabilities;
simple user interface

• Connectible – interface
with plant network to
adjust equipment directly

• Productive – sort two
products at once

Tegra Key Data Managers store,

monitor, and display statistics on

product specifications, defects, and

throughput. Key can quickly

upgrade existing Tegras to run

these software/hardware,

application-specific modules.

You’ll see improved process

control, quality, and yields.

Operate at Peak
Performance
• Easy adjustment –

reduced number of
operator decisions

• Immediate feedback –
see adjustment results
onscreen before sorting

• Sort two products at once
on one Tegra system

• Standard on new Tegras,
easy upgrade for existing
units
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NEW! Tobacco Sorter 3
The tobacco industry is more

competitive and quality conscious

than ever before. To be profitable, you

need equipment that ensures pure,

high-quality product efficiently and

cost effectively.

The Tobacco Sorter™ 3 recognizes

more than 2 million colors, detecting

and removing foreign materials, as

well as subtle product defects, from

strip tobacco, tobacco stem, and other

leafy product (such as tea). This

technology helps achieve the highest

purity standards, maximize yields,

reduce overhead, and limit product

liability at unprecedented rates and

accuracy. Operation is simple, and

sorting criteria are easy to adjust,

store, and retrieve.

Compact, medium, and
high-capacity models are
available:
• System 240:

Capacity: 3,000 kg/hour
Belt width: 610 mm

• System 480:
Capacity: 6,000 kg/hour
 Belt width: 1,120 mm

• System 720
Capacity: 9,000 kg/hour
Belt width: 1,830 mm

Benefits
• Extraordinary detection – targets

metals, plastics, paper, black
rubber, cellophane, string, foreign
organic material, and more

• High-speed, high-volume inspec-
tion – over twice the speed of
previous models

• Gentle handling – on-belt laminar
airflow stabilizes product with no
degradation

• Consistent performance –
industry’s best NTM rejection
and good product retention

• Easy adjustment – multilingual
touch-screen graphical user
interface for fast color setting or
batch job changes

• Network connectivity –
allows remote monitoring and
communication

• Minimized downtime – global,
round-the-clock support and service

Features
• Top/bottom-viewing cameras with

projection-lighting vision module
• Proprietary high-speed intelligent

image processor
• Precise, high-speed rejection valves
• Real-time video processing and

valve firing
• Metal halide lamp life of 10,000

hours (four times longer than
commonly used fluorescents)

• Open, easy-access design
• Sealed, stabilized optics/electronics

enclosures

Other applications may be used on this

equipment. Call Key to learn how your product(s)

may benefit from this or another Key system.

Common Product

Applications

• Tea
•  Tobacco
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System 480
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NEW! Tobacco Sorter 3

TS3 based System 720

TS3 System 240

System 720
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Specialized
Conveying
Systems
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“We couldn’t have asked

for more. The new sorting

shaker proved outstanding.

(It) allowed us to hand-sort

our crop to eliminate any

foreign objects or clusters

that were not of optimum

quality. Depending on the

variety, we averaged six tons

per hour across this shaker.

It truly is a work of art.”

–– Norm McKibben,

Managing Partner

Pepper Bridge Winery Chooses
Key’s Impulse Conveyor for
Gentleness, Control

In 1991, Pepper Bridge Winery,
in Washington State’s Walla Walla
Valley, planted its first vineyards of
classic varietal wine grapes. Now
Pepper Bridge has a complete Winery
facility – and the Impulse® electro-
magnetic conveyor, from Key
Technology, Inc, is a crucial part of
Pepper Bridge’s wine making
process.The winery was finished just
weeks before the 2000 crush, with
every element – including technology
never before used in the wine industry
– designed to enhance Pepper
Bridge’s ability to produce world-
class red wines. The Impulse acts as
an “inspection table” for hand-sorting
the grapes, and gently conveys the
clusters to the crusher/destemmer.

Jean-Francois Pellet, Pepper Bridge
Winemaker, says they selected the
Impulse for several reasons. The
ability to change and precisely control
product flow was crucial: “This is the
beauty of the shaker – to be able to
adjust the speed. It handles the grapes
very gently and we have plenty of

time to sort. It’s also feeding the
crusher/destemmer at the perfect
rate because we can … exactly
adjust the way we want it.

With the Impulse, it’s really easy
to do that. Good job! I’m very
happy with it.” Sanitation was
also a big issue, says Mr. Pellet.
“Access for cleaning is very easy.
The stainless steel bed is very
easy to sanitize. It takes us maybe
two or three minutes at the end of
each day to clean it.”Other issues
also factored into the choice of
Impulse. “We can move it very
easily; it’s on casters so we can
move it where we want it.” And
unlike other types of conveyors,
“You cannot hurt your fingers
anywhere! That was a very
important aspect.”

With completion of the winery
just before harvest, Norm
McKibben, Managing Partner,
noted “We were a bit apprehen-
sive as to what problems might
occur during crush.” But it ran
smoothly: “We couldn’t have
asked for more. The new sorting
shaker proved outstanding. (It)
allowed us to hand-sort our crop
to eliminate any foreign objects or
clusters that were not of optimum
quality. Depending on the variety,
we averaged six tons per hour
across this shaker. It truly is a
work of art.”
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“I like the Key equipment

because there is no wear

and very few replacement

parts. They keep running

and that is what we need.

The equipment is heavy

duty yet simple.”

–– Anthony F. Melein,

Director

Key Technology BV KSK Model
Conveyors Keep Tire Recycler
On Track

Rumal, located in Weert, Holland,
has been in the business of recycling
tires for the past twenty years. As a
member of the European Tyre
Recycling Association (ETRA),
Rumal (short for Rubber Maalindustrie
Limburg) seeks ways to recycle scrap
tires in environmentally sound ways.

Although this may sound like an
altruistic business, Rumal’s Director
Anthony F. Melein and his staff of
fifty are committed to running it cost-
efficiently. This has proven to be a
challenge because of the abrasive
nature of the metal that comes along
with the reprocessed rubber and the
damage caused to equipment. Rumal
turned to Key Technology BV,
Beusichem, the Netherlands, for a
more durable machine to transport
these scrap materials.

The recycling process takes the tires
into a large shredder which cuts them
into roughly 8”x 8” pieces. Then the
pieces are conveyed into the main
grinder using a Key Technology

industrial construction conveyor
model KSK – several of these
conveyors appear for various
function throughout the line. After
that the metal is separated from the
rubber using very fast conveying
and a magnetic strip that catches the
steel pieces.

The granulators then grind down the
rubber to smaller grains, ranging in
size from 25mm (1 inch) to 0.2mm
fine crumb. The grains then go
through either an ambient or
cryogenic grading process. Finally,
they go into a bulk packaging area.

The steel, which is the real culprit
causing wear and tear on Rumal’s
equipment, goes to large bins that
are sent to scrap metal companies.

In a five-day week, running 24
hours a day, Rumal processes an
average of 30,000 metric tons of
tires annually. Their recycling
process converts these tires into
20,000 tons of granulate and 10,000
tons of steel. Although the sheer
volumes and the potential positive
impact on the environment were
impressive, the amount of down
time and equipment replacement
costs Rumal experienced were not.
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According to Melein, the
company’s first method of
conveying recycled material was
screw conveyors. “Screw convey-
ors only last about six months in
this business,” notes Melein. “The
residual steel scrapes the surface
and wears it through.”

Rumal also tried belt conveyors
but again found that the abrasive
nature of the scrap material was
too much for the belts. “Over a
short amount of time, belt convey-
ors turn into ‘porcupine belts’,”
Melein explains. “Basically, the
abrasiveness of the steel roughs up
the surface so badly that it
becomes tattered.”

That’s when Rumal decided to try
out a shaking conveyor. The
company did its own testing and
found that a vibratory conveyor
worked quite well. Through their
motor drive vendor, Rumal found
Key Technology BV who designed
two, KSK tube-style conveyors to
meet the special needs of their
recycling process. Melein reports
that the new conveyors hold up

well and have made a significant
improvement in the efficiency of
Rumal’s operation.

“Over the years, our production has
experienced all types of problems
causing us to stop which is not
profitable. The first year we were
probably standing still about 50% of
the time. Last year, we were running
about 85% of the time. This year I
expect our production to be efficient
about 90% of the time. Every hour
represents 1000 Euros to us so it is
important to keep running.”

Not only do the KSK conveyors
withstand the abrasive nature of the
recycled steel material, they are easy
to repair and maintain. “I like the Key
equipment because there is no wear
and very few replacement parts,”
reports Melein. “They keep running
and that is what we need. The
equipment is heavy duty yet simple.”

When a repair is necessary, Rumal’s
internal maintenance staff finds the
conveyors easy to work on. When it is
necessary to replace a drive, for
example, they can easily “remove the

old one, put on a spare, and get
up and running quickly. That is
the beauty of this conveyor,”
Melein adds.

The KSK conveyors also ensure
product consistency. Rumal
provides rubber granulates for a
variety of uses, from soccer fields
to carpet backing to wheels on
grocery carts. It is important that
the product is cleaned and graded
so it is consistent and runs
through the line properly.

In addition to the initial convey-
ors that feed the graders, Rumal
replaced two, shorter conveyors
with one longer unit to feed the
grinders.

Rumal plans to upgrade more of
its conveying lines to Key’s KSK
conveyors, Melein reports. “I am
very satisfied with this equip-
ment. It runs all of the time. It’s
reliable and strong. We have a lot
of ideas, but I know already that
basically I don’t want anything
else.”
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Installation and startup

“all went very well.” Since

then – the Marathon is now

in its second season – the

Marathon has had no

problems and has run

exceptionally well.

The “ease of sanitation

is excellent.”

––Jim Newcomb,

Facility Manager

Key Technology Helps Agrilink
Bring Vegetables from Grower
to Retailer with Marathon

“Farm to market”: a rural family with
a wagonload of produce? Not today!
Agrilink Foods is a leader in contem-
porary farm-to-market strategies.
A cooperative of over 600 grower/
owners, Agrilink grows, processes,
and markets some of the nation’s
favorite products. It is the nation’s
largest processor of frozen vegetables,
including the Birds Eye® brand. And
Agrilink relies on Key Technology for
much of their processing equipment,
including Key’s Marathon™ “long-
distance” vibratory conveyor.

The Marathon is available in lengths
up to 100 feet. With use of the latest
engineering software and predictive
modeling, the Marathon is designed
to require less support structure than
competing long vibratory conveyors.

The all stainless-steel construction is
very sanitary and requires no mainte-
nance when compared to mild-steel
painted conveyors. Marathon conveys
product efficiently, utilizing two

synchronized vibrating motors for
its driving force.Agrilink’s
processing plant in Bergen, New
York, replaced a competitor’s
conveyor with a 45-foot-long
Marathon from Key Technology,
in time for the 2000 processing
season. Mounted about 7 feet
above the plant floor, it is used to
distribute fresh, husked cob corn
to the kernel cutting machinery.
Jim Newcomb, Facility Manager
for the Bergen plant, states that
competing vibratory equipment
used in the past has “been a
problem as far as longevity, and
we are hoping that the technology
behind the Marathon will eliminate
those problems.”

And Marathon is performing up to
Agrilink’s expectations. Agrilink
installed their Marathon, with Key
assisting in startup and training.
Mr. Newcomb states that installa-
tion and startup “all went very
well.” Since then – the Marathon is
now in its second season – Mr.
Newcomb states that the Marathon
has had no problems and has run
exceptionally well. He also
remarks that “ease of sanitation is
excellent.”

Agrilink is also pleased with Key’s
personnel and service. Key’s
representative “gets us all the
information when we need it, and
is ‘Johnny-on-the-spot’ when we
have problems.” Each year
Agrilink calls in a Key service
technician to “check everything
out before startup” on Agrilink’s
Key equipment, because “it
ensures that at startup all is
correct” – an efficient way to
minimize service and enhance
performance.
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In addition to the Mara-
thon, Agrilink’s Bergen
plant uses a Key Technol-
ogy Turbo-Floâ Blancher/
Cooker, which Mr.
Newcomb characterizes
as simple and reliable.
The plant also runs
several Tegra® optical
sorters and Iso-Flo®

vibratory conveyors. Mr.
Newcomb states that
“Key is not the cheapest
but they are competitive.
Key’s commitment to
improve and stand behind
their equipment is one
reason we have purchased
more (Key equipment) in
the last few years.”
Responsibility to the
customer, and dedication
to quality – Key Technol-
ogy goes the distance.
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Key Technology BV

manufactures specialized

conveying systems at its

facility in Beusichem, and

offers applications

engineering, laboratory

testing, sales, and service

for the complete range of

products manufactured by

Key Technology, Inc.,

headquartered in Walla

Walla, Washington, USA.

Key Technology BV Classifies
Plastics for General Electric
Plastics BV

Key Technology BV, in Beusichem,
the Netherlands, has long been known
for high quality food processing
equipment. The firm also offers a
growing line of products for non-food
applications such as plastics manufac-
turing and the recycling industry.
General Electric Plastics BV, Bergen
op Zoom, the Netherlands, the
European head office for GE Plastics,
recently installed a Key classifier for
Lexan® polycarbonate granulate, and
has ordered another.

Lexan, used for CDs, DVDs, automo-
bile headlights, phone covers, and
more, must be pure in color and free
of contamination. Efficient molding
requires that the granules be uniform
in size. For one of their Lexan®

extruder lines, in a Class 10.000 clean
room, GE Plastics BV required a high
capacity, dust-free, and exceptionally
accurate classifier. Comparison
testing led GE to Key’s Model
MVDG3 Classifier.

With few plastic or rubber parts,
the direct-driven MVDG3 minimizes
contamination. The all-stainless-
steel construction withstands
heavy cleaning, and it has no
“hidden corners” to collect dust.
GE’s MVDG3 includes the
optional “anti-jumping” infeed,
which uses a more horizontal
conveying action to remove longs
and dust particles without letting
longs “jump down” through
screen holes.

The MVDG3 is available in
models that process 0.5 metric tons
to 8 metric tons of product an hour.
Other options include hardened
abrasion-resistant infeed beds,
custom discharges and screens,
and movable frames. Martin van
Stokhem, Process Specialist, and
Rein Heezius, Production Engineer
for Lexan Finishing at GE Plastics
BV, say the MVDG3 consistently
delivers a “good, clean, uniform
pellet.” It’s easy to change colors
without contamination between
batches. Because cleanability is
critical, they like the easy access
and the simplicity of handling the
screens. They also appreciate
Key’s convenient, responsive
support. “We can call and people
will come immediately to give the
required support. We are very
satisfied with the service.”

Because of their recommendations,
GE Plastics BV’s Flexible Com-
pounding Plant has recently
invoiced a Key MVSG3 classifier.
The MVSG3 uses a tuned “natural
frequency” drive system and
laminated springs that isolate and
minimize vibration for exception-
ally smooth, quiet operation. Like
the MVDG3, it features stainless
steel construction, quick-change
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screens, simple sanitation and
access, and low maintenance.
The MVSG3 is available in
models that process up to
15 metric tons an hour. The
MVSG3, like the MVDG3, is
available with hardened infeed
beds, “anti-jumping” infeed,
custom discharges and screens,
and movable frames.

Robbert van der Pol, Sales
Manager for Non-Food Sales,
states that Key Technology BV
also provides other equipment for
plastics processors, including
closed classifiers for granulates
and powders, dewatering vibratory
conveyors for granulates, spiral
elevators, and optical inspection
systems for high capacity color,
shape, and size sorting.

Key Technology BV is a leading
supplier of process automation
systems, integrated electro-optical
inspection and sorting systems, and
processing systems to the European
food processing, plastics, and
recycling industries. These technolo-
gies allow processors to improve
quality, increase yield, and reduce
operating costs. Key
Technology BV manufac-
tures specialized conveying
systems at its facility in
Beusichem, and offers
applications engineering,
laboratory testing, sales, and
service for the complete
range of products manufac-
tured by Key Technology,
Inc., headquartered in Walla
Walla, Washington, USA.
Key Technology BV is a

subsidiary of Key Technology, an
ISO 9001 registered company that
manufactures products that
comply with CE and UL safety
standards. Key Technology is a
publicly-held company whose
common stock is traded on the
NASDAQ Stock MarketSM in the
USA under the symbol: KTEC.
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After a year of operation,

there have been no major

maintenance issues. And

cleaning between products

and at the end of every shift

has been easy. “They’re

wonderful in that aspect,”

Tencate says. “The way they

were designed and the way

we mounted them (suspended

from the ceiling) makes them

very easy to maintain and

clean.”

–– Phil Tencate,

Director of Packaging

Kids young and old have enjoyed
Ferrara Pan candy for nearly a
century. It all started with the
company’s first product, candy coated
almonds. Then came popular candies
such as the original Black Forest line
of Gummie products including Worms
and Bears. Despite this early success,
the Chicago-based candy maker
continues to invest in research and
development of new products.

Consumers with a sweet tooth don’t
care how Ferrara Pan makes candy
and gets it in a bag that they can pick
up on their way home from school or
work; they just want to satisfy their
cravings. But for Phil Tencate,
director of packaging, transporting
and packaging 470,000 pounds of
candy a day presents challenges.

These challenges, according to
Tencate, are as varied as the products
Ferrara Pan produces. “Whether
we’re running a sticky product like a
Gummie Worm or a firm product like
a Lemonhead, we need equipment
that can respond. There are so many
variables involved.”

Tencate needed to find a convey-
ing solution flexible enough to
move this wide variety of prod-
ucts. “The systems I had in place
functioned, but not very well.
I needed to move difficult product
at a good rate of speed. After
talking to some of my colleagues,
I just knew there had to be
something better out there.” And in
the end, Tencate chose an Iso-Flo®

Distribution System.

Ferrara Pan invested a lot of time
searching for a better solution.
Tencate started by doing tests
with equipment that he already
had in-house. Then he sent these
manufacturers some of the stickiest
products to test in their own
facilities and asked them for
recommendations. None of the
solutions were satisfactory.

Next Tencate visited manufacturers
of other products, like Sargento
Cheese, to see how they handled
their sticky products. He also
considered a potato chip conveyor,
but found that even though it
handled product gently, it wasn’t
able to move difficult products at
the required speed. “My product
is durable,” he points out. “I don’t
have a problem with damaging the
product. You can squeeze a
gummy bear and it comes right
back to life.”

Finally, a colleague recommended
Key Technology. Iso-Flo® Vibra-
tory Conveyors are designed to
handle difficult products like
sticky gummy bears. Processors
benefit from the conveyors’
durability and virtually mainte-
nance-free operation. Iso-Flo is
known for producing less vibration
than other mechanical conveying
methods, while at the same time
providing installation flexibility.

Ferrara Pan Handles
Sticky Situations with Iso-Flo®
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Iso-Flo Distribution Systems can
be customized to meet any special
processing or packaging require-
ments.

Tencate sent Key some of his most
difficult product for testing and
soon discovered that Iso-Flo could
move it at the required speed. In
fact, because Key designed the
conveyors to handle the worst-case
scenario, they moved more stable
products too quickly. But Key met
the challenge and worked with
Ferrara Pan to adjust the product
flow speed. “We did some re-
engineering,” Tencate explains.
“Key came out at their cost and
retuned them so they moved
product at the pace I needed it
to be.”

Ferrara Pan installed the Iso-Flo
Distribution System in its packag-
ing area over a year ago. Now the
packaging line is automated to
control product flow. For example,
when a cross-feeder conveyor
above a scale has no product, it
automatically signals the main
feeder to send product to it. When
a scale is empty, it signals a cross-
feeder to give it product.

The Iso-Flo cross-feeder delivers
product to the scale in a single
layer, in a sense metering the
amount of candy being fed to the
scales. “If we’re running 100 bags
of 1-oz. pouches a minute, we can’t
discharge a wall of product to the
scale,” notes Tencate. “It would
overcharge it. The Iso-Flo delivers
small amounts of product so we can
control how much product is going
to the bagger.”

Although Tencate and his staff
were happy with the performance
of the Iso-Flo conveying system,
they worked with Key Technology
to refine product flow, especially
for conveying Ferrara Pan’s
stickiest products.

The feeder conveyors had rods at
the discharge end that acted like a
rake to even out the product level.

But the sharp edges caused clogging
problems at the feeder end with
gummy products. Tencate worked
with Key engineers and rods were
added to help the product flow more
freely. After several production runs
and discussions about ways to make
the product-leveling step even more
effective, Key built a prototype based
on Tencate’s suggestions.

“Key was great because they worked
with me,” he says. “I suggested that
they should make the rods adjustable
so you could lift them up and tighten
them down so we weren’t using them
unless we needed them. They let me
run it for a month and when it
worked, they built us three more for
the other feeder conveyors. We’ve
been running well since they made
that modification.”

The ‘raking’ prototype also eliminated
the need for ‘product movers’, people
who stood on a mezzanine above the
scale feeders to physically manipulate
the flow of the candy. Although
Ferrara Pan realized some labor
savings, Tencate credits the Iso-Flo
systems for contributing to the overall
efficiency of the packaging process.
“It has allowed me to operate more
efficiently because I don’t have as
many surges. I’m moving the product
evenly and more readily than some of
the other systems I used.”

Tencate also praises the ease of
maintenance and cleanability
of Iso-Flo conveyors. After
a year of operation, there
have been no major
maintenance issues. And
cleaning between products
and at the end of every
shift has been easy.
“They’re wonderful in that
aspect,” Tencate says. “The
way they were designed
and the way we mounted
them (suspended from the
ceiling) makes them very
easy to maintain and
clean.”

Ferrara Pan continues to
work with Key to make it

easier to adjust the speed of the
conveyors to accommodate the
wide variety of candy Ferrara Pan
produces. Currently, the operators
manually speed up or slow down
the conveyors, and Key is working
on a modification that will
automate that function.

At the end of a productive day,
one of Iso-Flo’s features that
Tencate and his staff appreciate
most is the low noise level.
Iso-Flo is the only conveying line
available successfully transmitting
virtually all vibratory forces into
the unit’s bed - not into its frame,
the floor, or the rest of the plant.

“What the Iso-Flo does best is it
moves product non-aggressively
and quietly,” Tencate says. “I’m
exaggerating, but some of my
other feeders – it’s like being at
the airport, they’re so loud. The
Iso-Flo moves product rapidly
and quietly.”
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“We did not ask Key

Technology to only produce

the table. We asked them to

produce a sorting unit to sort

this stick at a very high speed

but we also asked them for a

complete solution.”

–– Euro Sticks

When Europeans say “ahh” at a
doctor’s request or “ahh” because
they’re eating a refreshing ice cream
stick, chances are that Euro Sticks
produced both the tongue depressor
and the ice sticks. With one facility
in Saint-Sauveur, France, and two
more in the Czech Republic, the
company has the capacity to produce
5 billion wooden pieces annually.

Since American GI’s introduced
ice cream on a stick to the European
market during World War II more
than 50 years ago, Euro Sticks’
business has been focused on the ice
cream industry. Today, 90% of the
company’s wooden sticks are manu-
factured to make the frozen treats
while only 10% are produced for
pharmaceutical applications. While
Europe is its main market, Euro
Sticks also exports to South America,
Africa, the Middle East and China.

Key Technology Size Grader
is the “Double” Solution for
EuroSticks

Over the last five decades, the
company has continued to improve
its manufacturing capabilities.
The most recent development is an
innovative and proprietary tech-
nique for cutting single sticks.
With three production locationos,
the Euro Sticks team was pleased
with the increased throughput, the
new process caused a unique
production problem.

“Sometimes the sticks are not
formed correctly because of the
cutting process.” So Euro Sticks
started looking for a solution to
remove defective sticks from the
single sticks, and they found it at
an IPA exhibition in Paris.

Euro Sticks got an idea for sorting
out the mis-cut sticks while
watching a demonstration of a
Tegra® optical sorter offered by
Key Technology BV. What they
saw wasn’t a machine sorting
sticks. They saw a Tegra sorting
beans and this process sparked an
idea in the mind of their team.

“We thought, ‘maybe we could
design this table to sort ice cream
sticks’ at a very high speed.” After
consulting with Key engineers and
testing with their own product,
Euro Sticks’ found that they could
achieve the results they required
with mechanical size grader
instead.

Key Technology’s proven Iso-Flo
Vibratory Conveyor technology is
the basis used for the special
industrial models for plastics
classifying and other applications,
including the ice sticks. The
graders are available in more
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designs and options, for more
product applications, than any
other grader. Cost-effective,
versatile, sanitary, and quiet, the
size graders also have the lowest
maintenance costs in the industry –
about one-third the cost for
competing graders.

Key worked with Euro Sticks to
design a screen that would pre-sort
the sticks for defects quickly and
accurately. Screen designs were
adjusted during product testing
and a brush was added at the end
of the grading line to further
ensure product quality. “The new

technology increased capacity of the
single stick product. And when the
sticks are defective, the Key table
sorts them out quite well.”

Each of Euro Sticks factories is
dedicated to manufacturing one
particular style of stick. The company
points out that even though the
screens are easy to change from one
design to another, they prefer to set
up a line for one type of stick instead
of constantly adjusting for different
product types. This process would
take about a day, making it cost
prohibitive to switch from product
to product in one plant.

The Key graders are just one part
of a complete production line
upgrade. Euro Sticks expects the
plants to be running at even higher
capacities when all of the upgrades
are completed at the end of the year.

“We did not ask Key Technology
to only produce the table,” says
Euro Sticks. “We asked them to
produce a sorting unit to sort this
stick at a very high speed but we
also asked them for a complete
solution.” And that’s what they got.
A technology partner to help them
take their unique business to the
next level.
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NEW! CentriFlow Mass Flow Meter
The CentriFlow™ Mass Flow

Meter precisely measures bulk

solids flow rates for products such

as snack foods, vegetables, cereal,

and pet food. It works in tandem

with almost any processing system,

and is available in five sizes to best

match your process — whether your

application is wet or dry, cooked or

raw, fresh or frozen.

CentriFlow captures instantaneous

or continuous flow rate data. It can

report rate or totalized data to your

plant control system to change flow

of product or downstream additives.

Processors see numerous

advantages over traditional weigh

belts and impact meters, including

increased accuracy, no drift, less

maintenance, smaller footprint, and

easy installation.

(Other applications may be used on this equipment. Call Key to find out about how your product(s) may
benefit from this technology or another system.)

Common Product Applications

•  Candy
•  Carrots
•  Cereal
•  Cheese
•  Chemicals
•  Coffee Beans
•  Confections
•  Pasta
•  Peanuts
•  Pet Food

Versatile
• Flow measurement for accurate

seasoning, vitamin, or enzyme
coating (i.e. snacks, cereals, pet
foods)

• Weighing for continuous mixing
• Weighing/filling for batch produc-

tion and/or mixing
• Weighing/filling of tubs, cartons,

totes, and bunkers for bulk packaged
products

• On/offloading of bulk trucks/railcars
(replaces truck/railcar scales)

Accurate
• +/- 0.25% accuracy of volumetric

full scale
• +/- .01% repeatability
• More accurate than weigh belts and

impact meters
• Saves valuable ingredients; ensures

recipe accuracy

Flexible
• Five (5) widths available
• Compact

(20”H x 12 to 54”W x 20”D)
• Multiple configurations, including

front, reverse, and top feeding
• No recalibration for product changes
• 20:1 turndown capability, while

maintaining accuracy
Reliable
• Remotely auto-zeros when out

of calibration
• No correction factors required
• Not affected by material density

changes or flow pulsation
• Stable under normal operating

conditions

•  Potato Byproducts
•  Potato Chips
•  Potato Strips
•  Potatoes
•  Poultry
•  Fruit
•  Glass
•  Grain
•  ingredients
•  Meat

•  Nuts
•  Powders
•  Rice
•  Salt
•  Seeds
•  Snacks
•  Sugar
•  Tobacco
•  Vegetables
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Sanitary / Low
Maintenance
• Stainless steel construction for food-

safe wash down
• No moving parts means easy

cleaning
• No need to grease or oil pivot

points; no wear points
• NEMA 4X enclosure standard;

stainless steel wash down electronic
enclosure standard

Options
• Vibra Weigh™ enables handling of

difficult powders
• Teflon®1 or NiCoTef®2 pan liner

and guides
• Air purge system for dust/condensa-

tion control
• 24 volt DC power supply

(110 VDC or 220 VAC)
• Rate meter / totalizer

(110 VAC or 220 VAC)
• Extended electronics cable, up to

250 feet (76 meters)
• Custom control systems to integrate

additional Key or customer-supplied
system components (i.e. conveyors,
vitamin applicators, oven tempera-
tures, etc.)

Teflon® is a registered trademark of
E.i. du Pont de Nemours and Com-
pany

NicoTef® is a registered trademark of
Nimet Industries, Inc.

Easy Setup
• First-time setup takes less than

an hour
• No recalibration required; only

periodic calibration verification
needed
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NEW! ITS™ (Integrated Tuning System)
To make your plant as efficient as it

can be, information on the status of

your equipment performance and

process is critical. Key’s Integrated

Tuning System (ITS™), designed

exclusively for use with our Iso-Flo®

vibratory conveying equipment,

provides that information. Easily

installed, ITS can be retrofitted on

existing Iso-Flo’s or installed as an

option from the factory. Combined

with optional visual indicators,

audible alarms, or linked directly to

your plant control system, ITS assures

you that your Iso-Flo is operating at

peak efficiency, or lets you know –

before a problem occurs –  that it

requires adjustment.

As a member of the Smart Shaker™

Technology family, ITS gives your

Iso-Flo the edge for reaching

new levels of reliability, efficiency,

and versatility in your operations.

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

•  Iso-Flo Vibratory
   Conveyor Installations

Lower Maintenance Costs
• Busy maintenance staff want “fail-

safe” system designs. Iso-Flo, with
properly used ITS, provides robust
system design

• Less time and expense for major
equipment repairs – quickly repay
your ITS investment

• Aids in preventive maintenance
programs, critical for ongoing plant
and process operations

• Reduces unplanned replacement
parts costs

• Real-time monitoring of equipment
status reduces maintenance costs by
allowing quick response to condi-
tions

• ITS ensures proper tuning and set-
up of Iso-Flo equipment, lowering
consumable spare parts costs

• Depending on system design, ITS
allows you to centrally locate
equipment monitoring; saves time
for routine plant-floor maintenance
walk-throughs

ITS controller box

Lower Operating Costs
• Extends the life of your vibratory

conveyor and support arms, by
ensuring proper tuning and
operation of equipment.

• Downtime is costly; having
information on Iso-Flo vibratory
conveyor performance allows
processor to adjust and improve
plant efficiencies

• Reduces unexpected/unplanned
equipment maintenance, while your
processing line is running

Valuable Process
Information
• Quickly identify potential problems

with connection to plant control
network or information system

• Output relays can be linked to
visual, audible, or computer control
alerts that report equipment operat-
ing condition

ITS sensors attached to bed

Common Product

Applications
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Easy Installation
• ITS setup is simple, and unit can be

mounted on conveyor frame or
nearby for easy cable connection

• Installation assistance available by
Key factory-trained technicians

• Clear, simple installation in-
structions come with every ITS

• Install ITS at critical process points
or on all Iso-Flo units

User Friendly
• Iso-Flo equipment with use of ITS

becomes a self-monitoring system
providing real-time information.

• Easy for plant electrician or mainte-
nance staff to maintain and trouble-
shoot Iso-Flo and ITS

• Contains self-diagnostic LED
indicators to report status

• Provides output signals for custom-
ized alarms, if Iso-Flo system needs
attention

• Quick, simple installation on new or
plant-installed Iso-Flo conveyors

• ITS requires no routine maintenance
• ITS confirms Iso-Flo is operating at

peak efficiency and tuned correctly,
with just a glance

• As a standard Key product, ITS is
part numbered and readily available
for quick delivery

Exclusive for Iso-Flo
• For use with Key’s Iso-Flo vibratory

conveyor systems
• Can be provided as standard option,

installed at factory, or retrofitted on
existing Iso-Flo’s

• Offered only by Key, the inno-
vative experts on vibratory convey-
ing equipment

Maximize Equipment
Performance and
Investment
• Information technology and

automation factor into your profit
recipe. ITS helps you use informa-
tion to protect and maximize your
capital investments

• Iso-Flo, known for reliability, is
now even more robust and intelli-
gent with ITS

Specifications
Temp range:

Control box (-20 C to 70 C)
External Bed sensor (-40 C to 85 C)

Outputs:
Discrete relays: 4 (Fused: 0.5A max)
Analog outputs: 4 (0 - 10V)

Inputs:
Opto Isolated: 2 (5 - 28VDC)

Comm ports:
Serial: 1 RS-485/422
Ethernet: 1 RJ-45 (10/100Base-T)

Power:
  Universal  86 - 265 VAC (50/60Hz)
Certifications:
  CE, ETL/cETL

ITS Mounted on conveyor frame

Graphical User Interface software
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NEW! Star Roller Conveyor
for Tobacco

For over half a century, Key has

developed and manufactured

processing equipment for agricultural

products. Today’s tobacco processor,

dealing with competitor, consumer,

and quality issues, is benefiting from

our material handling expertise by

increased productivity, cost

effectiveness, and product value.

The new Star Roller Conveyor is

designed specifically for primary

tobacco processing.  This roller is

installed as part of the infeed system

for your tobacco sorter, separating

lamina for better, more efficient defect

removal.
Close-up of rollers

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

•  Tobacco

Common Product

Applications
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Benefits
• Plant productivity – high-capacity,

high-speed conveying
• Cost effectiveness – exceptionally

energy efficient; less expensive to
install than competing vibratory
equipment

• Operator ease – simple to learn,
use, and control

• Durability – stainless steel con-
struction

• Minimized downtime – easy and
inexpensive to maintain
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Iso-Flo® Vibratory Conveyors

Processors worldwide have come to

depend on the gentle but robust

Iso-Flo® vibratory conveyor.

Since only the conveyor bed

vibrates, Iso-Flo protects your

conveyor frame and supporting

structure from external vibration

that is common with other

conveyors.  Even delicate wine

glasses can support the virtually

vibration-free Iso-Flo® conveyor.

Iso-Flo conveyors can be customized

to fit a wide range of applications,

especially more challenging, non-

traditional processing requests.  And

since its introduction two decades

ago, product upgrades have

continued to enhance Iso-Flo’s

performance.  From improved arm

designs that increase durability and

conveyor performance to ITS™

(Integrated Tuning System) Smart

Shaker™ technology, Iso-Flo

continues to deliver cutting-edge

conveying.

Let us show you how Iso-Flo can

revolutionize your processing line.

Less External Vibration
•  During continuous operation at

design speed and stroke
•  Only the conveyor bed vibrates
•  Conveyor frame remains calm
•  Virtually no vibration to transfer
•  Far less than competing designs

Flexible Installation
•  Suspend from overhead
•  Install at heights others can’t
•  Support on floor or mezzanine
•  Mobile on casters

Cost Saving Installation
•  Uses lighter weight supports
•  Existing supports often usable
•  Lighter than competing systems

Quiet Operation
•  As low as 74 dBA (without product)
•  Meets U.S./European standards

Low Maintenance,
Long Life
•  Simple design
•  Sturdy frame absorbs vibration
•  Forces distributed evenly over bed
•  Proven in years of service
•  Minimal spare parts inventory

Distribution Systems
•  Process and package distribution
•  Integrated computer controls
•  Systems layout assistance and

systems engineering available

Application Flexibility
•  Align, singulate and feed
•  Batter/breader feed
•  Collect and convey
•  Cutter feed
•  Distribute
•  Dewater or de-oil
•  Spreader feed: blanchers, dryers,

freezers, fryers, ovens
•  Fines removal
•  Grading, scalping and sizing
•  Inspection, settling or transfer
•  Scale feed
•  Spread or converge

Iso-Flo Standard Features
•  T 304 stainless steel bed
•  Mild steel frame painted with

Superlife 316™

•  Iso-Drive® energy unit:
– Low maintenance, long life
– Easy setup and calibration
– Even conveying
– Efficient power usage
– Available in 20 sizes

•  High efficiency washdown duty
electric motor
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Iso-Drive®  Energy Unit

Common Product Applications

Other applications may be used on this equipment. Call Key to learn how your product(s) may benefit from this or another Key system.

•  Apples – sliced, diced
•  Apricots – halves, diced
•  Asparagus
•  Beans, broad
•  Beans, dry
•  Beans, green/wax
•  Beans, Lima
•  Beans, soy
•  Bean sprouts
•  Beets
•  Berries, cranberries
•  Broccoli
•  Brussels sprouts
•  Candy, confections
•  Carrots
•  Cauliflower
•  Celery
•  Cereal
•  Cheese
•  Chemicals
•  Cherries
•  Citrus – whole
•  Coffee beans
•  Corn
•  Cucumbers
•  Figs
•  French fries

•  Garlic
•  Glass (cullet)
•  Grain
•  Grapes
•  Hops
•  Ingredients
•  Legumes
•  Lettuce – chopped, diced,
   shredded, mixed
•  Meat, poultry
•  Minerals
•  Mushrooms
•  Nuts, peanuts
•  Okra
•  Olives
•  Onions, leeks
•  Parsley
•  Pasta
•  Peaches
•  Pears
•  Peas, green/Sugar Snap
•  Peppers
•  Pet food
•  Pharmaceuticals
•  Pickles
•  Pimientos
• Pineapple – chunk, rings, slices

•  Plastics
•  Potato chips, strips
•  Potatoes – whole, diced,

sliced, flaked, wedged
•  Pretzels
•  Prunes
•  Pumpkin
•  Quiche
•  Radishes
•  Raisins
•  Rice
•  Rocks and gems
•  Salt
•  Sand
•  Seafood
•  Seaweed
•  Seeds
•  Snacks
•  Spinach
•  Squash
•  Strawberries
• Tea
•  Tobacco
•  Tomatoes
•  Waffles
•  Yams – chunks, diced

Iso-Flo’s frame-mounted Iso-Drive energy unit distributes

even, torque-free vibratory forces solely to the conveyor

bed without being subject to vibratory forces itself.

Compact, quiet and easy to set up, Iso-Drive operates on

one of two gearbox configurations; competing systems

require an inventory of over 15.

Electric Vibratory Motors
In addition to Iso-Drive powered equipment, Key manufactures

vibratory systems driven by paired electric vibratory motors

operating on Iso-Flo principles.  These time-proven motors are

available in many sizes and configurations.
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Frame Styles
Key’s vibratory conveyors can be

configured with many cost-effective

frame styles to solve the toughest

application and line layout

challenges.

Typical design features include:
• Tubular-style frame construction
• Large open area below and ahead of

discharge
• Out-of-the-way drive system, below

infeed area
• Infeed flexibility

Z” Cantilever Frame
• Ideal for spreader feed shakers
• Used with Key’s corrugated long-bias discharge opening

to uniformly feed blanchers, dryers, and freezers

Diagonal Frame
• Ideal for scale-feed shakers
• Strong, cost-effective design for

relatively short beds

Partial
Cantilever Frame
• Ideal for feed shakers

Above-Bed Frame
• Ideal for distribution shakers
• Allows shortest product drops,

minimizing product damage

Below-Bed Frame
• Conventional design; frame and

drive are below bed
• Easy bed access for inspection and

cleanup
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Frame Styles

Several representative styles of Iso-Flo frames

Low-profile frame

Low-Profile Frame
• Solid plate frame reduces vertical height

as much as 20% compared to traditional
tubular frame construction

• Designed for ease of sanitization and
wipe down

Plate Frame
• Economical design
• Simple assembly lowers installation costs

Monoframe
• For Key’s electric vibratory motor conveyors
• Ideal for layouts with limited space
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Frame Materials and Finishes

Stainless steel

Thermal Plastic Coating
• Exclusive to Key Technology
• Cost-effective: stronger, more

durable and chemical resistant
• Casual-contact medium duty and

heavy duty
• Food-grade UV protected
• Adheres to material at 1,200 psi
• USDA approved, 100 percent food

grade
• Key blue, orange, white, and gray

available in 100 percent food grade
• Simple repair; kit available

from Key
• No flaking, chipping, oxidating

or recoating
• Withstands new, stronger cleaning

chemicals
• Completely inert and non-toxic

Mild Steel
with Superlife-316®

• Liquid stainless steel coating,
corrosion resistant and durable

• Tough acrylic emulsion pigmented
with alloy 316 stainless steel flake

• Low-sheen metallic gray color
resembles stainless steel

• Three layers deep – one primer coat
and two paint coats

• Used by french-fry and vegetable
processors when less costly option
to stainless steel is acceptable

• USDA approved

Iso-Flo® vibratory conveyors are

available with frames of Type 304

and 316 stainless steel, painted mild

steel, or thermal-plastic coated mild

steel. Meticulously finished, they

are easy to clean and keep clean.

Stainless steel frames have a

handsome blasted finish. Mild steel

frames can be painted with

Superlife-316® (a liquid stainless

steel coating) or durable epoxy

paint. Or consider Key’s exclusive

thermal plastic coating, designed to

withstand today’s strong cleaning

chemicals.

As attractive as a painted finish,

our thermal plastic coating is the

most durable, easiest to repair, and

most chemical- and corrosion-

resistant finish available.

Mild Steel – Painted Epoxy
• Tough, durable – excellent for wipe-

down cleaning normally required in
snack or cereal packaging distribu-
tion systems

• Three layers – one primer coat and
two paint coats

• Proven in years of service in snack
food plants

• Available in a choice of colors

Type 304 or 316 Stainless
Steel
• Excellent corrosion resistance when

exposed to most raw materials,
ingredients, and cleaning agents
used in food processing

• Handsome, practical blasted finish
• USDA approved

Thermal plastic coating
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Bed Materials and Finishes
Long a food industry standard,

Type 304 stainless steel is Key’s

primary material for Iso-Flo®

shakers. Type 304 is a strong,

corrosion-resistant iron-based

alloy with 18 to 20% chromium, 8

to 12% nickel, and traces of

carbon and silicon.

More resistant to certain corrosive

media, Type 316 has 2% less

chromium and 2% more nickel,

and 2% molybdenum added.

Both Type 304 and Type 316

stainless steel are available in

smooth or rigidized surfaces, or

wire mesh.

Key Technology offers four

product-zone finishes for Key

vibratory conveyor, to ensure that

your shaker is perfectly suited to

your processing needs.

MATERIALS
Type 304 Stainless Steel
• Excellent corrosion resistance

against most food-processing raw
materials, ingredients, and cleaning
agents

• High strength

Type 316 Stainless Steel
• Better corrosion resistance against

many salts and acids
• Better pitting resistance to salt

water, brine, and chlorine salts

Rigidized Stainless Steel
• Textured conveying surface reduces

surface tension
• Prevents most kinds of wet products

from sticking

Wire Mesh
• Many options in wire sizes, wire

spacings, and open areas
• Dewatering, deoiling, scalping, size

grading, and fines removal
• Reduces surface tension, increases

surface traction, to convey raw,
boneless poultry portions and
similar products

FINISHES
Key Standard -
2B Product Zone
• Most cost-effective bed finish
• 2B mill-spec finish with grit-blasted

or polished welds
• 100% welded T-304 stainless steel –

no rivets or aluminum

Key 6-13 (USDA)
• Help meet local USDA requirements
• Key will furnish copy of Specifica-

tion 6-13 for review
• Product zone is smooth, continuous,

even, and relatively flush with
adjacent areas

• No recesses, open seams, lamina-
tions, gaps, protruding ledges, inside
threads, inside shoulders, bolts, and
dead ends

• Internal corners/angles have smooth,
continuous radius 1/4-in. (6.35 mm)
or more, unless function demands
otherwise

Stainless steel wire mesh

• Finished with nothing coarser than
120-grit abrasive cloth

• Cost-effective approach to meeting
USDA requirements

• No fasteners in product zone

Key 6-71 (Snack)
• Product zone is smooth, continuous,

even, and relatively flush with
adjacent areas

• No recesses, open seams, lamina-
tions, gaps, protruding ledges, inside
threads, inside shoulders, bolts, and
dead ends

• Finished with nothing coarser than
120-grit abrasive cloth

• No fasteners in product zone

Key 6-53 (USDA - Dairy)
• Most detailed acceptance standards.

Designed to meet local USDA-
Dairy Processing Equipment
requirements

• All procedures for 6-13, plus:
–  All areas of bed in product zone
are finished as if in the actual
product contact zone
–  No exposed threads in product
zone

Smooth stainless steel

Rigidized stainless steel
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Bed Infeed Styles
Key’s versatile Iso-Flo® conveyors

can be equipped with a flared or

spreader infeed. Flared infeeds

prevent spillage during in-line

product transfer from equal-width or

wider equipment. Spreader infeeds

work well on right-angle take-away

shakers being fed by wide equipment

such as belt conveyors or potato-chip

fryers. Dry, non-sticky products are

uniformly spread across the full width

of the shaker bed, improving

downstream product distribution,

grading, and similar work.

Flared bed

Spreader infeed

Spreader Infeed Styles
• Quickly and uniformly spreads dry,

non-sticky products across full
width of shaker bed

• Uniform product spread improves
downstream work such as distribu-
tion or grading

• Ideal for right-angle take-away
shakers fed by wide blanchers,
fryers, or ovens

• Applicable to a variety of dry, non-
sticky products

• Available on most Iso-Flo shakers
• Easy-clean design

Flared Infeed
• Eliminates product spillage and

waste at in-line transfer points
• Standard designs to suit many

products and applications
• Custom designs to meet special

needs
• Available with high sidewalls
• Easy-clean design
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Discharge Styles
Key’s  discharge options cleanly

and uniformly transfer product.

Bias Discharge
• Uniformly spreads product across

the full width of downstream
equipment when the interface is at
an angle

• Proper spread improves downstream
work such as distribution or grading

• Works well on most free-flowing
products when bias length/width
ratio is less than 2:1

• Applicable to a wide variety of
products and applications

• Easy-clean designs

Bias discharge

Corrugated
long-bias
discharge

Sub-Deck Discharge
• Bed-level gate or opening upstream

of sub-deck discharge point
• Offset allows more options in gate

placement, shaker design, and
equipment layout

• Product spreads and stabilizes
during travel on sub-deck, improv-
ing distribution across bias and
downstream equipment

• Available with corrugated bias

In-Line Spreader
Discharge
• Uniformly spreads product across

the full width of wider downstream
equipment during in-line transfer

• Fan-shaped discharge uses parallel
corrugations for positive spread

• Improves downstream work such as
distribution or grading

• Split-fan style allows in-line
transfer/spread to two downstream
machines

• Easy-clean designs

In-line spreader discharge

Corrugated Bias
Discharge
• Uniformly spreads free-flowing

products across full width of
downstream equipment when
interface is angled

• Required on free-flowing products
when the bias length/width ratio is
greater than 2:1

• Align product for some applications
• Step-down designs ease product

transfer
• Easy-clean designs

Corrugated bias discharge

Corrugated Long-Bias
Discharge
• Uniformly spreads product across

wide belts of blanchers, dryers, and
IQF freezers when interface is at or
near a right angle

• Available with bias length/width
ratios greater than 2:1

• Standard designs for many equip-
ment brands and types

• Step-down designs to ease product
transfer

• Application testing and custom
design available

• Easy-clean designs
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Iso-Flo® conveyor beds can be

configured to fit almost any need for

splitting and maintaining product

flow in two or more streams.

For instance, use multilane beds

with fixed or adjustable dividers

with Key’s manual diverters and

pneumatic slide gates to create

a distribution shaker. Or use

conveying second decks to receive

and convey segregated product for

grading and scalping applications.

Bed Configurations

Fixed Multilane Beds
• Divide, channel, and feed product

for almost any application
• Beds to 182.9 cm (72 in.) wide
• Many lane cross-sections
• Combine with other Iso-Flo’s
• Smooth or rigidized stainless steel

Fixed multilane beds

Adjustable multilane gates

Adjustable Multilane Gates
• Quick lane shutoff
• Manual or pneumatic available
• Non-vibrating for long life

Conveying Second Decks
• Collect and convey segregated

product from grading/scalping
• Combine with other Iso-Flo’s
• Smooth or rigidized stainless steel
• Straight- or bias-cut discharge
• Widths up to 182.9 cm (72 in.)

Conveying second decks
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Supports
Because Key’s Iso-Flo® vibratory

conveyors require only four mounting

points, you have several support

options. Four columns, one near each

corner; two T-pedestals, one near

each end. For overhead installation,

four turnbuckles can be attached to

cables, one near each corner. Iso-Flo

shakers can also be mounted on a

special frame with several options for

mobile use. This page illustrates

several support options. Each is

designed for simple and economical

installation, quick and thorough

cleaning, and reliable service. All are

plant proven in the food industry.

Corner Columns
• Four columns instead of multiple

supports required by competition
• Materials: Type 304 stainless steel

or coated mild steel
• Coating: Superlife-316® or epoxy
• Optional field-welded slipjoints

simplify installation
• Optional Thermo-plastic coating

Mobile Units
• Subframe with casters
• Complete mobility on smooth,

level surfaces
• Allows quick line changeover,

reducing downtime
• Adjustable height designs

Corner column

Mobile units

T-Pedestals
• Only two T-pedestal supports

required per Iso-Flo shaker
• Materials: Type 304 stainless steel

or coated mild steel
• Coating: Superlife-316® or epoxy
• Optional field-welded slipjoints

simplify installation
• New sanitary design

T-pedestal

Turnbuckles for
Overhead Suspension
• Iso-flo shakers run as smoothly

suspended from above as supported
from below

• Only four suspension points
per shaker

• Economical installation when
adequate overhead structure
is available

• Key supplies turnbuckles or
eyebolts, which attach to
customer-supplied cables

Turnbuckles for overhead
suspension
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Screen Options

Features
• Smooth, uncluttered design for easy

sanitation
• Designed to reduce screen shatter

and wear
• High strength-to-weight ratio for

efficiency
• Low maintenance costs
• Exclusive Vector-Lock™ Quick-

Change Screen Clamps or bolt-in
systems

Product Handling
Functions
• Dewatering Screens – separate

product from water after transport in
pumping or flume systems (gross
dewatering) or remove light process
water (final dewatering)

• Product Sizing Screens – perform
length grading, width grading, and
scalping

• Fines Removal Screens – separate
fines from good product

• Alignment Screens – align and
singulate product for downstream
processes

• Converging and Diverging Screens
– feed narrower or wider equipment

Key screens come in a wide variety of

styles to align, singulate, dewater,

length grade, width grade, scalp,

move product up an incline – even

several functions in a single

operation.

Screen Styles
Wire mesh screens
Can be customized, both finer and
coarser than the standard design.

Punch-plate screens
Come with either round, oval, square
or rectangular openings, in standard
or custom sizes.

Round or triangular rod screens -
Come in custom and standard sizes.

Wire mesh, punch plate, round rod, triangular rod – a few of our many screen
styles. If you have questions about your application, Key will gladly
recommend screen solutions.
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Gates/Diverters

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  When proportioning/
distributing product
flow is required for
balancing continual
line flows

•  Vegetables, fresh/
frozen

•  Fresh and frozen
potato products

•  Snack foods
•  Cereals
•  Fresh and dried fruits

Actuated proportional gate, closed

Actuated proportional gate, open

Actuated Proportional
Gate – patented, compact
design
• True proportional product

distribution
• Simpler system layout and

maintenance
• PLC controls interface
• Multiple bias discharge openings
• Unique frame-mounted gate

actuator

Flip Gate - cost effective solution for many applications
Iso-Glide® Gate – gently transfers product and greatly reduces maintenance on
gate mechanisms.
• Low life-cycle costs
• Lower operating costs
• Lower maintenance costs
• Reduced worker fatigue and labor

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Alternative to pneumatic
slide gates when gate
installation length is
limited

•  Fresh/frozen
vegetables, potato
products

No Product-Pinch” Gate –
unique step-down bed/
gate virtually eliminates
product “pinching” when
gate closes
• Product quality is maintained
• Rugged and reliable
• Superior pneumatic cylinders
• Many options available

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  For very frequent gate
cycling, as in packaging
distribution systems

•  Vegetables, fresh/frozen
•  Potato products, fresh

and frozen
•  Snacks, cereals
•  Fruits
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Discharge Openings
• Simple, effective and economical
• Combine with other Iso-Flo ptions
• Dropout openings
• Side discharges

NEW! Pneumatic Diverter
Key’s Pneumatic Diverter, with
manual control, uses a pneumatic
cylinder to adjust/meter product flow
to a desired throughput and location.
It’s designed to retrofit to many
existing Iso-Flo applications.
• Efficient and adaptable
• Convenient
• Sanitary
• Ergonomically beneficial

Gates/Diverters
Pivot Gate – virtually
eliminates product pinch-
points
• Accessible and low maintenance
• Handles product gently

Slide Gates (Pneumatic) –
distributes product from
Iso-Flo to other
equipment[
• External signal actuates pneumatic

valve to open or close gate
• Gate closes horizontally, normally

with product flow

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  When below-bed
access to gate
operating components
is limited

•  Fresh/frozen
vegetables, potato
products

•  Snacks, cereals

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Modular distribution
systems with multiple
gates along conveyor
bed

•  Recommended when
gate operation cycle
is low

•  Vegetables,
fresh/frozen

•  Potato products
•  Snacks, cereals

Pneumatic
slide gates

Dual gates in closed position; note
product diverter between gates
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Hoods
Iso-Flo® conveyors can be

equipped with hoods to keep

contaminants out of the product

zone, and to contain airborne

product dust released during

conveying.

Conveyor hoods are used

extensively in the cereal industry

and other industries where bulk

conveying of powdered materials

is common. Key’s practical

designs allow convenient access

for inspection and cleanup.

Clamps and hold-downs are easy

to use, and ensure quiet operation.

For some applications, Key’s

Vector-Lock™ clamp is an

excellent choice.

Full Hood
• Helps contain airborne product dust

released during conveying
• Keeps foreign materials out of

product zone
• Allows quick and easy access for

cleanup and inspection
• Positive clamping system for rattle-

free operation
• Hinged or fully removable
• Custom designs for most needs
• Square and round inlets

Partial Hood
• Helps keep foreign materials out of

product zone.
• Allows quick and easy access for

cleanup and inspection.
• Positive clamping system provides

rattle free operation.
• Hinged or fully removable
• Custom designs for almost every

need.
• Square and round inlets

Full hood

Partial hood
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(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

The need for product alignment

capabilities has increased

tremendously, with the flood of

new convenience foods requiring

multiple processing steps. Key’s

vibratory conveyors align,

singulate, remove fines, recycle

excess products, etc., whether

you’re sorting or whether you’re

adding value through batter/

breading, frying, drying, or special

freezing.  And these special

alignment systems – standard or

custom design – often have a

payback period of less than a year.

Common Product

Applications

•  Fabricated foods
•  Potato strips
•  Potatoes
•  Poultry
•  Vegetables – slices,

strips
•  Mushrooms
•  Cheese sticks
•  Bakery products

Specific Features
• Large variety of standard sizes
• Custom designs available for

unique requirements
• Alignment sections and options

can be designed for easy removal
for quick changeover

• Vector-Lock screen clamp
mechanism provides maximum
screen holding capability

• Numerous material selections for
correct product handling charac-
teristics

• System designs meet sanitation
and safety requirements

Iso-Flo® Alignment
Vibratory Conveyor
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Iso-Flo® Batter/Breader
Feed System

Key’s batter/breader feed system is

the cost-effective way to spread,

separate, align, and elongate

product before the batter/breader

system. Custom engineered

conveyors come with quick-change

inserts specialized for

accomplishing these functions.

Labor costs may be reduced by as

much as 50 percent. By reducing

your dependence on manual labor,

you position your plant for success

as cost-effective labor becomes

harder to find.

Increase Line Throughput
• Automation eliminates bottleneck at

this operation
• Automation efficiencies allow

operation at peak capacities.
• Throughput gains to 90% have

been realized, increasing profit.
• Typical payback less than 9 mo.

Fast Line Changeover
• Quick-change bed inserts, adjustable

dispersion units, adjustable-height
legs, and mounting on casters
simplify product and line
changeover

• Run a variety of products with
minimum changeover time

Sanitary Design
• Stainless steel 2B finish in

product zone (optional)
• Self-cleaning conveying

action
• No mounting fasteners

in product zone

Plant Ready for USDA
Approval
• Streamlined design and stainless

steel construction
• Sanitary production system,

easy to clean and keep clean

Operating Capacities
• Pre-dusted chicken tenders:

1,270 kg (2,800 lb)/hr
• Pre-dusted chicken fillets:

1,814 kg (4000 lb)/hr
• Catfish strips: 1,452 kg (3,200 lb)/hr
• Shrimp: 1,134 kg (2,500 lb)/hr

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Chicken tenders/fillets
•  Catfish strips
•  Shrimp
•  Cheese sticks
•  Bread sticks
•  Zucchini sticks
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Iso-Flo® Collection
Vibratory Conveyor

Proper collection and movement of

product is critical to food processing

applications. Collection of high value

food products requires gentle

handling, and nothing can match the

versatility of Key’s Iso-Flo® conveyor

collection systems. They offer the

processor the reliability, sanitation,

low maintenance, extremely low

vibration transmission and, most

importantly, versatility unequaled by

any other conveyor system.

Hundreds of Iso-Flo collection

systems are at work throughout the

world’s processing industries,

handling fruit, vegetables, berries,

snack foods, cereal, potatoes, and

other root crops. Iso-Flo collection

solutions are also being successfully

used in industries other than food

processing.

Specific Features
• Conveyors and systems designed for

specific applications and capacities.
Many options available

• Infeed spreaders
• Fixed or adjustable lane

dividers
• Product discharge methods:

diverters, gates, etc.
• Expertise unrivaled by any other

conveyor manufacturer
• Applications engineers and facilities

to assist with special testing
Other applications may be used on this equipment.

Call Key to find out about how your product(s) may benefit from this technology or another system.

Common Product Applications

•  Root crops, whole, peeled
•  Cereals
•  Cheese
•  Nuts
•  Snack foods

•  Potato strips
•  Poultry
•  Confectionery
•  Vegetables
•  Pet foods
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Iso-Flo® Cup-Up and Cup-Down
Vibratory Conveyor

Key cup-up and cup-down

vibratory conveyors orient, evenly

feed, and gently convey peach,

pear, and apricot halves.

The inclined infeed deck spreads

product evenly to all lanes. The

specifically designed speed and

stroke keep product under control

at all times. With this modified

action and the ability to easily

change the bed slope, the shakers

can be “tuned” for each product.

Our cup-up and cup-down shakers

provide a minimum product drop

from the shaker discharge onto the

receiving belt, ensuring that the

cup stays oriented during transfer

and the product is handled gently.
Special Features
• Inclined feed deck to ensure even

feed to all lanes
• Special “pre-alignment” lanes
• Field-proven long stroke and low

speed to control product
• Adjustable bed slope for optimum

feed and alignment results
• Minimum product drop from

discharge to receiving belt
• Cup-down orientation provides

optimal position for inspection, lye
peeling, and slicing

• Cup-up system provides optimal
position for inspection of pit cavity

Cup-down shaker processing peaches

Cup-up shaker

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about how

your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Peach halves
•  Pear halves
•  Apricot halves
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Iso-Flo® Cutter-Feed
Vibratory Conveyor

Key’s unique Iso-Flo® cutter-feed

system was designed specifically to

feed the mechanical cutters used in

many potato, cheese, and vegetable

processing plants. It is far superior

to other cutter-feed devices,

in  efficiency, simple and low cost

installation, reliability and ease of

maintenance. Key’s Iso-Flo

products have been operating

successfully around the world for

over 15 years.  For day-in, day-out

reliability, call Key.

Cutter-feed shaker with potatoes

Flexible Design
• Feed one or several cutters
• Right- and left-hand discharges
• Manual or pneumatic controllers on

each lane

Simple Sanitation
• All stainless steel
• Easy access to cutters

Efficiency, Cost Savings
• Oblique delivery to cutters makes

cutter action more efficient
• Singulates and aligns for maximum

cutting efficiency.
• Fewer waste cuts, slivers, and

nubbins
• Gentle handling, less product

damage than with other cutter-feed
devices

• Controllers on each lane for simple
cutter maintenance

• Easier, less costly installation than
belt-style or feed-screw systems

• Lower maintenance costs than
belt-style or feed-screw systems

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Potatoes, whole
•  Carrots, whole
•  Cheese blocks
•  Beets, whole
•  Onions, whole

Cutter-feed shaker with cheese
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Iso-Flo® Deoiling
Vibratory Conveyor

The Iso-Flo® deoiling vibratory

conveyor is one of the best deoiling

and defatting vibratory systems in the

food industry. Deoiling/defatting of

hot, parfried products is only one of

many special applications performed

by Iso-Flo conveyors.

Used primarily in the potato industry,

deoiling helps the processor recover

valuable excess surface oil, which can

be recycled into the fryer’s oil

filtration and heating system. Key

deoilers/defatters often have payback

schedules of less than 2 years. Features
• Large variety of shaker sizes
• Large screen areas maximize

surface area for oil recovery
• Quick-change stainless steel mesh

screens; easily removable for
cleaning

• Mesh screen clamping mechanism
improves screen holding

• Full catch pans to collect oil
• Heated pans optional
• Iso-Drive® or direct-drive option

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Potato products, formed
•  Potato strips
•  Potatoes
•  Meat products
•  Parfried products
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Iso-Flo® Dewatering Vibratory
Conveyor (Standard)

Key Technology’s Iso-Flo® standard

dewatering vibratory conveyors are

a simple, cost effective option for

the user who needs dewatering

capability from a standardized

design. Iso-Flo is the most reliable

and cost-effective solution.

These competitively priced,

off-the-shelf standard dewatering

units are ready for quick delivery,

yet provide Iso-Flo efficiency and

reliability. Many features are

incorporated to make this series of

shakers appropriate for many

applications and markets.

Two Standard Sizes
• Model 2472: 0.93 square meters

(10 square feet) of screen area
• Model 3672: 1.4 square meters

(15 square feet) of screen area

Screen Selection
• Stainless steel construction.
• Screen designs for specific needs –

round or triangular (tri-rod), wire
mesh, punch plate

• Vector-Lock™ screen clamp system
secures screens, yet allows quick
removal for cleaning and changing

Simple, Sanitary Design
• Drain pans for collection of water

and waste
• Molded polyethylene standard;

stainless steel available
• All stainless steel welded plate-style

frame
• Molded seamless polyethylene drain

pan with 152mm (6-inch) tapered
outlet

• 1 hp (0.75 kW) 230/460/60/3
Baldor washdown motor

Capacity
• Model 2472:  1,135 liters

(300 U.S. gallons) per minute
• Model 3672:  1,893 liters

(500 U.S. gallons) per minute

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Root crops
•  Vegetables
•  Legumes
•  Berries
•  Fruits
•  Poultry, seafoods
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Design for standard Dewatering Vibratory
Conveyor DIMENSION MODEL 2472 MODEL 3672

P.N. 421788 P.N. 421789

A 610mm (24") 914mm (36")

B 559mm (22") 864mm (34")

C 1829mm (72") 1829mm (72")

D 407mm (18") 712mm (28")

E 229mm (9") 229mm (9")

F 144mm (5-11/16") 144mm (5-11/16")

G 720mm (28-3/8") 720mm (28-3/8")

H 864mm (34") approx. 864mm (34") approx.

I 705mm (27-3/4") approx. 705mm (27-3/4") approx.

J 1029mm (40-1/2") 1029mm (40-1/2")

K 1435mm (56-1/2") 1435mm (56-1/2")

L 760mm (30-1/4") 1074mm (42-1/4")

M 1130mm (44-1/2") 1130mm (44-1/2")

G

J

K

M
C

F

I

E

B

H

D

A

L
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Iso-Flo® Dewatering Vibratory
Conveyor (Custom)

Key’s Iso-Flo® custom-designed

dewatering vibratory conveyor

performs dewatering tasks for

many applications, and provides

the user with installation flexibility

not available with conventional

bed-driven systems. Iso-Flo®

dewatering shakers are used

worldwide, in many sizes,

applications, and capacities.

Specific Features
• Many shaker sizes available
• Large shaker screen areas maximize

surface area for water removal
• Quick-change stainless steel screens

to meet your specific needs
-  Round stainless steel rod
-  Triangular stainless steel rod
-  Wire mesh
-  Punch plate

• Vector-Lock™ screen clamping
system holds screens securely, yet
allows quick removal for cleaning
and changing

• Drain pans for collection of water
and waste

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Berries
•  Legumes
•  Poultry
•  Fruits
•  Root crops
•  Seafoods
•  Vegetables

Key custom dewatering conveyor

Length mm inches
Minimum 1219 48
Maximum 9144 360

Width mm inches
Minimum 305 12
Maximum 1219 48

Typical Dimensions
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Iso-Flo® Distribution
Vibratory Conveyor

Conveying equipment must be

able to properly control

distribution of the product to its

next step in the process.

Key Technology’s Iso-Flo®

distribution vibratory conveyors

are the finest available for these

needs. Reliable, sanitary, and low

maintenance, they are also

unequaled in application flexibility.

Hundreds of Iso-Flo distribution

shakers and systems are at work

worldwide, handling a wide range

of food products. Iso-Flo

distribution conveyors are also

being used successfully  in

industries other than food

processing. Specific Features
• Custom designed conveyors and

systems to handle specific applica-
tions and capacities

• Options available to address almost
any application

• Expertise unrivaled by any other
conveyor manufacturer

• Applications engineers and facilities
to assist with testing, system layout,
and systems engineering

• Product diverters optional
• Manual slide gates optional
• Pneumatic slide gates optional

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Root crops
•  Cereals, snacks
•  Potato strips
•  Cheese
•  Confectionery
•  Vegetables
•  Poultry
•  Pet foods
•  Nuts

Vegetables, delicate fruits, confectionery, snacks – whatever you need to move,
Key distribution conveyors can move it.
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Iso-Flo® Distribution Systems
For projects large and small, Key’s

Iso-Flo® vibratory conveyor is the

cost-effective, quality solution for

material handling, such as product

and package distribution systems.

Iso-Flo’s “excited-frame” design

focuses vibratory energy in the

conveyor bed, transmitting

virtually no vibration to

surrounding structures. This

reduces installation costs and

increases your layout options

because massive support structures

are not required.

In over 50 years, Key has provided

scores of distribution systems. To

help meet your quality, cost, and

schedule commitments, we can

provide CAD-based systems layout,

assistance during the proposal

phase, and systems engineering

and complete project management

services during the project.

Complete Systems for Distribution to Weighing
and Packaging Machines

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Berries
•  Bulk products
•  Confectionery
•  Fruit
•  Legumes
•  Vegetables
•  Nuts
•  Pet food
•  Pharmaceuticals
•  Recyclables
•  Root crops
•  Snacks, cereals

Iso-Flo distribution system

• Modulated systems
• Recycling systems
• Integrated control systems available

(UL approved)
• Can incorporate Iso-Flo S option

for conveying fragile products
• Iso-Flo Smooth-Cycle scale-feed

shakers available

• Feed product to washers, cutters,
graders, Key optical sorters,
cookers, etc.

• Maximize distribution efficiency by
combining with Key’s Impulse,
Horizon, and/or Marathon shakers
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No Pinch
Product
Gates

Smooth Cycle Scale Feed
Conveyors or Impulse
Electromagnetic Conveyors

Distribution Conveyors
Scales
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Key’s Iso-Flo® enclosed (tube)

vibratory conveyor keeps product

dust in, and moisture and

contaminants out. It can handle

products from powder and granular

to lumpy or irregular.

This versatile conveyor is based on

Key’s Iso-Flo excited-frame design.

At design speed and stroke,

vibratory forces energize only the

conveyor bed, and the frame

remains calm. Because virtually no

vibration is transmitted to support

or building structures, installation

and maintenance costs are very low.

In addition, your plant’s work

environment is improved because of

its quiet operation — typically

below 74 dBA with an empty bed.

Iso-Flo® Enclosed
Vibratory Conveyor

Better than Auger
Conveyors
• Inherently safer design
• No moving parts in the product zone
• No product contamination caused by

parts wear
• Significantly less product damage
• Quicker and easier sanitation
• Long life, reliability
• Low maintenance
• No troublesome gear reducers
• Lower power consumption

Superior Sanitation
• Options such as quick-release clean-

out covers available
• Completely enclosed product zone
• All-stainless-steel construction.
• Non-welded radius-corner tube

designs and round-tube designs
available

Application Versatility
• Collect, convey, distribute, and

screen products
• Configure in end-to-end serial

design, top-loading step-down
design, or combination

• Above-bed, below-bed, or cantile-
vered frames

• Convey product on inclines as steep
as 5 degrees

• Fines removal with addition of
screens

• Pneumatic or manual gates for
special distribution capabilities

• Available with Iso-Flo “S” for
fragile products

• Available with Smooth-Cycle
feature for scale feeding

Options
• Quick-release clean-out covers
• Manual or pneumatic slide gates
• Multiple dropout openings
• Screens
• Four styles of supports
• Systems engineering
• Complete control systems
• Rectangular or round conveying

enclosures

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Cereals
•  Flours
•  Grains
•  Seeds
•  Sugar
•  Pet foods
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Iso-Flo® Feed and Spreader
Vibrating Conveyors

Designed to spread, evenly feed, and

orient food products, Key Iso-Flo®

feed and spreader vibratory

conveyors gently, consistently, and

precisely deliver products to

downstream blanchers, dryers,

freeze tunnels, ovens, fryers, and

other equipment.

Reliable, economical, and versatile,

Iso-Flo conveyors produce the least

external vibration of any vibratory

conveyors, and their installation

flexibility is unequaled.

Special Features
• Many options: dewatering

sections, spreader infeed sections,
various discharge styles

• Special designs for specific
applications and capacities

• Above- or below-bed frames
• Many mounting/support options

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Vegetables – whole,
sliced, shredded

•  Root crops – whole,
peeled

•  Potato products
•  Pet foods
•  Nuts
•  Cereals, snacks
•  Diced fruit
•  Poultry

Iso-Flo used for scale feeding

Spreader infeedFlared spreader
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Iso-Flo® Fines Removal
Vibratory Conveyor

The processing line often requires

an efficient way to remove fine

particulate matter from the main

product flow. Key has the

application experience and process

understanding to design and

manufacture the most cost-efficient

method of small-particle removal.

Key’s Iso-Flo fines removal

vibratory conveyors have been used

in fruit, vegetables, cereals, snack

foods, spices, and other

applications. In applications where

product is conveyed by water to the

shaker, we can design a system

to both dewater and remove fines

in a single operation.

Fines removal shaker –
Special design with optional
removable hoods

Specific Features
• Custom designed for specific needs
• Wide variety of standard and custom

screens to match product and
application requirements

• Special collection pans or hoppers
may be located beneath screen area

• Scalping top decks available to
remove oversize product from line
flow

• Applications engineers and test
facilities to assist with solutions

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Fruits, sliced/diced
•  Nuts
•  Root crops, processed
•  Pet foods
•  Snacks, cereals
•  Vegetables, processed
•  Berries
•  Green beans
•  Corn, cut
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Key’s Iso-Flo® flash separation

vibratory conveyor is the simple,

effective, no-hassle way to remove

moils and tails during bottle

production. It uses an efficient,

proven method of separating large

and small items.

The flash separation shaker

requires far less maintenance than

conventional flash separation

methods that use belt or roller

conveyors. The easily adjustable

“V” trough accommodates various

bottle sizes. The minimal downtime

and fast changeover help increase

productivity and profits.

Quick Changeover
• Easy-adjust slot in bottom of

V-pan removes variety of flash sizes
• No time-consuming rollers to adjust
• Casters for mobility

Reduced Downtime
and Maintenance
• No conveyor belts or rollers
• Few moving parts
• Nothing to grease
• Oil change every 2 years

Less Waste, Lower Costs
• Immediate separation means flash

will not stick to bottle
• Close mating with blow molder

eliminates waste on floor
• Lower conveying deck recovers

flash for recycling

Other Benefits
• Vibration in V-trough only —

not the frame
• Custom built for your application
• Energy efficient 1-hp motor

Iso-Flo® Flash Separation
Vibratory Conveyor

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Molded plastic bottles
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The Key Iso-Flo® inspection

vibratory conveyor presents

products to manual inspectors at

controlled rates that allow

accurate inspection and removal

of defective product. Key reviews

the combination of shaker

frequency (cycles per minute)

and stroke (amplitude) for each

application, to select the correct

combination for your

requirements.

Iso-Flo® Inspection
Vibratory Conveyor

Special Features
• All-stainless-steel product contact

surfaces; or all-stainless-steel
construction

• Options for additional functions
– Trash lanes; fixed or vibrating
– Side trash troughs
– Personnel rails
– Special trash chutes
– Lane dividers, fixed or adjustable
– Dropout gates, manual or

pneumatic
– Dewatering/fines removal screens
– Translucent backlighted sections
– Pedestal supports to meet height

requirements

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Root crops, whole,
peeled

•  Nuts
•  Cereals, snacks
•  Confectionery
•  Fruits
•  Vegetables
•  Pet foods
•  Sliced/diced/shredded

products

Benefits
• Frequency and stroke are

customized for your application
• Conveys at correct speed for

efficient inspection
• Minimizes worker fatigue caused

by equipment vibration
• Versatile and functional
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Poultry Applications
Product Configuration/Capacity (Poultry Feed System available in 34-inch and 40-inch widths)

• Pre-dusted Tenders
34" – 1,270 kg (2,800 lb) per hr
40" – 1,451 kg (3,200 lb) per hr

• Pre-dusted Fillets
34" – 1,814 kg (4,000 lb) per hr
40" – 2,131 kg (4,700 lb) per hr

• Marinated Tenders
34" – 794 kg (1,750 lb) per hr
40" – 907 kg (2,000 lb) per hr

• Marinated Fillets
34" – 1,134 kg (2,500 lb) per hr
40" – 1,315 kg (2,900 lb) per hr

• Bone-in Portions
34" – 1,814 kg (4,000 lb) per hr
40" – 2,131 kg (4,700 lb) per hr

• Contact Key for details on
product testing, etc., for specific
applications

Iso-Flo® Poultry Feed System

Cut Labor Costs up to 65%
• Uniformly spreads product across

full line width
• Performs most product separating,

aligning, elongating, and layout on
the belt

• Requires only hand dressing before
batter/breader process

• Reduces manual labor as availability
of cost-effective labor diminishes

Increase Throughput
up to 100%
• Reduce bottleneck at function
• Automation efficiencies allow

operation at peak line capacities
• Fast payback, typically less than

6 months

Fast Line Changeover
• Vector-Lock quick-change bed

inserts allow rapid reconfiguration
for different products

• Easily configured to feed lines
101.6, 86.4, or 61 cm (40, 34, or
24 inches) wide

• Adjustable-height legs simplify
mating up and leveling

• Casters for mobility

Ready for USDA Approval
• USDA compliant
• Easy to clean and keep clean

Other Proven Applications
• Oven feed system for marinated

tenders and fillets
• Batter/breader line feed system

for fish portions and shrimp
• Other applications  — call Key

Key Technology’s poultry feed

system dramatically reduces labor

costs and increases throughput on

batter/breader lines running poultry

tenders, fillets, and most bone-in

products, whether pre-dusted

or marinated.

Steadily refined for over 15 years,

this unique alignment/feed system

uses Key’s patented Iso-Flo® design,

incorporating the Iso-Drive® energy

unit.  This combination results in a

quiet, low maintenance system with

proven reliability.

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Poultry tenders
•  Poultry fillets
•  Bone-in poultry

portions
•  Shrimp
•  Cheese sticks
•  Vegetable sticks
•  Beef portions
•  Fish portions
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Iso-Flo® Smooth-Cycle™
Scale-Feed Vibratory Conveyor

Under intermittent start/stop

operation, conventional isolated

vibratory scale-feed conveyors can

exhibit substantial amplitude changes.

The resulting vibration and stress to

supporting structures causes more

wear on the conveyor and increased

maintenance on the supporting

structure.

Smooth-Cycle™ eliminates these

difficulties with a unique dual-mode

flow control that  never fully drops out

of vibratory mode, so forces to the

supports are small, greatly extending

the life of all components. Product

flow resumes smoothly and efficiently

in less than 1 second.

Designed for Scale-Feed
Applications
• Conical discharge for even product

feed to scale hoppers
• Extended bed for reaching the scale

dispersion cone
• Transitions from full conveying

speed to no-flow in less
than 1 second

• Choice of two or three preset
drive speeds

• Minimal vibration; will not affect
accuracy of scales

Dual-Mode Flow Control
• Flow mode conveys product gently

and efficiently
• No-flow mode slows sufficiently

to stop product flow
• Intermediate “low flow” option
• Never fully drops out of vibratory

mode, eliminates start/stop forces
• Product flow resumes in less

than 1 second
• Minimizes wear on components

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Snack foods
•  Vegetables, frozen
•  Vegetables, fresh
•  Cereals
•  Fruits
•  Nuts
•  Potato products
•  Berries
•  Confectionery

Key typically includes with
each Smooth-Cycle™ a
NEMA 4 or 4X enclosure
containing:
• AC inverter to toggle between two

(or three) preset drive speeds
• Motor overload protector
• Fuses
• Switches
• Emergency stop and reset
• Hand-off-auto
• Speed select
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Iso-Flo® Scalping
Vibratory Conveyor

The processing line frequently

requires an efficient way to remove

large particles from the main product

flow. Key knows how to define the

needs and work with the processors to

provide the most cost-efficient method

of removing these particles. Iso-Flo®

scalping shakers have been used for

fruit, vegetables, potatoes, cereals,

snack foods, spices, and other

applications. If you convey product by

water to the shaker, we can design a

system to dewater and scalp in a

single operation.

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Nuts
•  Root crops,

fresh and processed
•  Fruits, fresh and

processed
•  Vegetables,

fresh and processed
•  Pet foods
•  Snack foods
•  Berries
•  Cereals
•  Green beans
•  Corn, cut
•  Recyclables
•  Legumes

Specific Features
• Scalping top decks remove

oversize product from line flow
• Custom Iso-Flo shakers for

specific needs
• Standard and custom screens to

match product and application
requirements

• Vector-Lock™ screen clamp system
to keep screen/bed inserts in place

• Special collection pans or hoppers
may be located beneath screen area

• Special discharge configurations to
meet scalping requirements

• Applications engineers and test
facilities to assist with solutions

• Width Range:
305mm (12") to 1219mm (48")

• Length Range:
1521mm (60") to 9144mm (360")
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Iso-Flo® Short Cob Eliminator
The Iso-Flo® short cob eliminator

removes corn “nubbins” before

they reach your cutting system.

It decreases jamming, so your

cutter throughput is increased and

operation is more efficient.

Conventional designs experience

intermittent blockage when short

cobs wedge in their dropout slot.

But the Iso-Flo short cob eliminator

is designed with a unique,

adjustable-opening live roller at the

downstream side of its dropout

zone. The live roller’s rotation

prevents wedging and allows

continuous, accurate short

cob elimination.

Increased Productivity
• Effective short cob elimination
• Less cutter jamming and downtime
• Increased cutter throughput

High Capacity
• 34,019 kg (75,000 lb)/hr
• Faster product speed: 70+ FPM
• 152.4 cm (60 inches) wide by

274.3 cm (108 inches) long

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Corn nubbins

• 10.2 cm (4-inch) adjustment
range for cob length

• No reduction in grading ability

Proven Live-Roller Design
Eliminates Blockage at
Dropout Zone
• High grading efficiency
• Reduces loss of good product
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Transferring high value food

products from one step to the next

requires gentle handling.  And

nothing can match the versatility of

Key’s Iso-Flo® vibratory conveyor

transfer systems for this function.

They offer reliability, sanitation,

low maintenance, extremely low

vibration transmission, and

unequaled versatility.

Hundreds of Iso-Flo transfer

shaker systems are in operation

worldwide, handling fruit,

vegetables, berries, snack foods,

cereal, potatoes, and other root

crops. They have also been

successfully used in industries

other than food processing.

Iso-Flo® Transfer Systems

Specific Features
• Conveyors and systems for specific

applications and capacities
• Options for most applications
• Infeed spreaders
• Fixed or adjustable lane dividers
• Product discharge methods:

diverters, gates, etc.
• Bed materials and styles for many

application needs
• Expertise unrivaled by any other

manufacturer
• Applications engineers and facilities

to assist with special testing

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Root crops, whole/
peeled

•  Cereals
•  Potato strips
•  Cheese
•  Snack foods
•  Confectionery
•  Vegetables
•  Poultry
•  Pet foods
•  Nuts
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Iso-Flo® Vibratory Washer
Key’s Iso-Flo® Vibratory Washer has

been developed for food product

washing applications. The vibratory

washer washes and dewaters in a

single unit. We design the sump

capacity, conveyor speed, and stroke

to wash your product gently yet

thoroughly.

Features
• All T-304 stainless steel
• Adjustable supports and spray bars
• Several screen configuration options

Typical Capacities
• Peeled onions:

6,804 kg (15,000 lb) per hour
• Strawberries:

11,340 kg (25,000 lb) per hour
• Jalapeños:

3,402 kg (7,500 lb) per hour

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Strawberries
•  Jalapeño peppers
•  Onions, peeled
•  Radishes
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Horizon™ Vibratory Conveyors
Key offers the Horizon™

horizontal-motion vibratory

conveyor. Horizon conveys with a

gliding motion that eliminates

vertical “bounce” – making it ideal

for fragile snacks, cereals, and

seasoned/coated products. Horizon

minimizes breakage and coating

loss, and eliminates condiment

buildup, both on the conveyor bed

and in the consumer’s package.

Horizon smoothly conveys your

product. The new (patent pending)

drive system is based on Key’s

time-tested Iso-Drive® technology,

with four shafts instead of two.

This gives you the best in

horizontal conveying, with the

reliable performance you expect

from Key conveyors.

Other applications may be used on this equipment.

Call Key to learn how your product(s) may benefit from this or another Key system.

Special Features
•  Slow-forward/quick-back motion

minimizes breakage, coating loss,
and condiment buildup

•  Drive is mounted under conveyor,
so it doesn’t interfere with infeed
transitions

•  Continuous self-cleaning action
•  One drive unit powers up to 21 m

(70 feet) of conveying
•  Standard sizes for fast delivery
•  Custom systems also available
•  Compact, reduces space needs
• Versatile, low maintenance costs

Simple Cleaning
and Maintenance
•  “Self-cleaning” action makes

sanitation faster and easier
•  Stainless steel bed is easily sani-

tized with standard wipe-down or
high-pressure washdown

•  Unlike belt conveyors, there is no
contact between product and
moving parts

•  Sani-tube frame construction
•  Drive system reduces maintenance

cost, with fewer moving parts

•  Almonds
•  Beans, dry
•  Candy
•  Cashews
•  Cereal
•  Confections
•  Nuts
•  Pasta
•  Peanuts
•  Pet food

•  Pharmaceuticals
•  Plastic – granulates;

 recycled
•  Potato chips, strips
•  Pretzels
•  Rice
•  Seeds
•  Snacks

Common Product Applications
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Application Flexibility
•  Fits into limited floor space,

giving more installation options
•  Standard sizes from 30 to 107 cm

(12 to 42 inches) wide; to 21 m
(70 feet) long

•  Custom sizes also available
•  Integrate with other systems in

Key’s family of conveyors
•  Can be controlled with Forté™,

Key’s modular control system that
simplifies operator interface and
optimizes performance

Standard Features
•  T 304 stainless steel bed
•  Washdown duty electric motor
•  Energy unit based on Iso-Drive

technology

Iso-Drive® Based
Power Unit
•  Perfectly balanced, focused output
•  Efficient, low horsepower
•  Minimal maintenance
•  Horizon four-shaft drive system,

based on Key’s reliable, time-tested
Iso-Drive technology

Zeno Marvin (Nalley’s Fine Foods) and Horizon
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Key Technology’s ImpulseTM line

of electromagnetic shakers is

ideal for snack food and dry

ingredient processors. Stopping in

milliseconds, and with precise

metering control, these custom-

designed shakers are perfect for

product mixing lines, ingredient

feeding, scale feeding, and other

applications that demand

accurate control, gentle handling,

and quick start/stop.

Impulse™ Electromagnetic
Vibratory Conveyors

Other applications may be used on this equipment. Call Key to learn how your product(s) may benefit from this or another Key system.

•  Apples – sliced, diced
•  Beans, broad
•  Beans, dry
•  Berries, cranberries
•  Candy, confections
•  Carrots
•  Cereal
•  Chemicals
•  Cherries
•  Coffee beans
•  Fruit
•  Garlic
•  Glass (cullet)

•  Grain
•  Grapes
•  Ingredients
•  Legumes
•  Lettuce
•  Minerals
•  Nuts, peanuts
•  Pasta
•  Pet food
•  Pharmaceuticals
•  Pickles
•  Plastic – granulates;  recycled
•  Potato chips, strips

•  Potatoes – whole, diced,
sliced, flaked, wedged

•  Pretzels
•  Rice
•  Rocks and gems
•  Salt
•  Sand
•  Seeds
•  Snacks
•  Tea
•  Tobacco
•  Vegetables – whole, sliced,

diced, mixed

Special Features
• Precise, energy-efficient electro-

magnetic conveying
• Maximized food safety and product

quality
• Custom-designed systems up to

762mm (30") wide; up to 9144mm
(12") long

• Unique new mid-size drive elimi-
nates multiple small drives

• Oil-free, low maintenance drive
with no sliding or rotating parts,
belts, or bearings

• Rugged construction for industrial
applications

• Quiet

Simple, Reliable Controls
• Dedicated solid-state controls

optimize efficiency. Conveying pan
amplitudes can range from 0 to 100
percent

• NEMA 4X rated wash down
controls enclosures for years of
trouble-free service

Encapsulated Coils
• Rugged construction – ideal for

industrial applications in challeng-
ing environments

• Dust- and moisture-resistant coils

Common Product Applications
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Model Pan Size Stroke Operating Pan Volume
(inches/feet) Speed Weight

Length (A) Width (B) Height (C) Min Max Type (Hertz) Lbs (Max) Feet3/Hr (Max)

S30 1'-4' 2"-17" 2"-10" 0 3/16" Short Stroke 30 15-70 400

M15 3'-8' 6"-18" 2"-8" 0 7/16" High Stroke 15 40-150 550

M30 3'-8' 6"-18" 2"-8" 0 3/16" Short Stroke 30 60-170 530

L15 8'-14' 12"-40" 2"-8" 0 7/16" High Stroke 15 120-300 1000

L30 8'-14' 12"-36" 2"-8" 0 3/16" Short Stroke 30 200-500 800

Impulse Electromagnetic Conveyors

Model Pan Size Stroke Operating Pan Volume
(mm) Speed Weight

Length (A) Width (B) Height (C) Min Max Type (Hertz) Kg (Max) Meters3/Hr (Max)

S30 305-1220 50-435 50-255 0 5mm Short Stroke 30 6-30 12

M30 915-2440 150-460 50-205 0 5mm Short Stroke 30 30-80 15

HS 900-4000 305-1000 50-205 0 12mm Short Stroke 10-25 20-140 30

L30 2440-3660 305-756 50-205 0 5mm High Stroke 30 90-230 25

Impulse HS Electromagnetic Conveyors

Impulse HS (or L15) Feeding Weigh Scales Impulse Conveying Cereal
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Marathon™ Vibratory Conveyor

Key Technology’s MarathonTM

distribution conveyor has the

reliability of a conveyor based on

our industry-proven Iso-Flo®

technology, in lengths from

9 meters (30 feet) to 30 meters

(100 feet) on a single unit.

Marathon handles products from

vegetables and fruit to a range of

bulk value-added products.

Marathon is designed to deliver

the highest reliability of any

vibratory conveyor over 9 meters

(30 feet.) We use predictive

modeling and finite element

analysis to define the

characteristics of each Marathon

shaker and ensure efficient

conveying. You’ll be assured, in

advance, of how Marathon

will perform in your plant,

under your conditions.

Special Features
• Long run on one shaker maximizes

efficiency
• Compact, well-tuned system

optimizes performance
• Minimizes support structures for

flexibility of installation
• Exceptional reliability
• Low maintenance
• Available with stainless-steel bed

and frame

Common Product Applications

Other applications may be used on this equipment.

Call Key to learn how your product(s) may benefit from this or another Key system.

•  Beans, broad
•  Beans, dry
•  Beans, green/wax
•  Beets
•  Carrots
•  Corn
•  Cucumbers
•  Fruit
•  Legumes
•  Onions
•  Pet food

•  Plastic – recycled
•  Potato strips
•  Potatoes – whole, diced,

sliced, flaked, wedged
•  Rocks and gems
•  Root crops
•  Sand
•  Tobacco
•  Vegetables – whole, sliced,

diced, mixed

Less External Vibration
• Independent, frame-mounted drives

and spring arm assemblies distribute
energy evenly along bed in con-
trolled natural-frequency operation

Cost-Saving Installation
• Compact frame and smaller foot-

print allow easy and flexible
installation

• Existing support structures often can
be used, simplifying installation
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Flexible Designs
and Controls
• Many standard sizes; or custom

design to fit virtually any line
• Easily integrated with other shakers

in Key’s family of conveyor systems
• Can be controlled with Forté™,

Key’s modular control system that
simplifies operator interface and
helps optimize line performance

Drive Units
• Two self-synchronizing vibratory

motors with long-life bearings and
fewer moving parts (standard)

• Reliable drives and tuned system
create a low-maintenance shaker
that helps maximize production
efficiency

• Assembly and setup are simple

Low Maintenance,
Long Life
• Simple design based on Iso-Flo,

industry-proven for reliability
• Vibration distributed evenly along

bed for consistent performance
• Minimal spare parts inventory
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Belt Conveyors:
Fabric, Mesh and Plastic

Food processors often require belt

conveyors to elevate, decline, or

transport product. As part of Key’s

complete“turnkey” material

handling packages, we offer belt

conveyors specifically designed for

the food industry.

Sanitary and robust, Key’s belt

conveyors are available in many

widths, lengths, designs, and

materials. They complement

Key’s Iso-Flo® vibratory conveyors

and size graders, food pumping

systems, and world-leading

optical  inspection products,

Tegra®, Prism™ and ADR®4.

Features and Benefits
• Sanitary design – easy cleaning
• Most constructed with T304

stainless steel components
• Drive components to the side of

product flow
• USDA approved belts, cleated and

non-cleated
–  Fabric
–  Plastic (polypropylene or
polyethylene)

• Standard-profile designs for proper
application fulfillment

• Modular designs with premanu-
factured standard components

• Handles steeper incline/decline
angles than flat-pan conveyors

Easy to Install
• Floor mounted
• Suspended
• Mounted on casters
• Complement other Key material

handling and optical inspection
components

• Options – belt scrapers, washers,
return slides, rollers

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Root crops
•  Snacks, cereals
•  Vegetables
•  Berries
•  Potato products
•  Fruit products
•  Bulk products
•  Pet foods
•  Nuts

Wire-mesh style belts

Fabric belt conveyor

Plastic belt conveyor

Wire-mesh style belts
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Food Pumping Systems
Key® food pumping systems are

sanitary, quiet, efficient, and easy to

use. They gently convey both small

delicate products and large

vegetables and fruit, on a cushion of

water that supports and

protects. In conjunction with hydro-

knife systems, they are also used for

blanching and hydro-cooling, and for

cutting potatoes and peppers.

Call Key for an entire system

including pump, dewatering system,

and reclaim reel for reclaiming and

recycling process water.

Flexible Installation
• Convey horizontally, vertically, or

both in same system
• Replace belt conveyors for many

applications

Multiple Uses
• Transport several hundred feet
• Cushion and transport delicate

products
• Elevate product gently, without

mechanical damage
• Blanch and transport many veg-

etables with 2- to 4-minute blanch
times in one operation

• Preheat product before cutting,
peeling, etc.

• Hydro-cool product to remove field
heat, after blanching, etc.

• Apply additives (dextrose, SAPP,
etc.) during transport

• Gently wash during transport

Compact
• Less space than elevating, bucket, or

screw conveyors

Capacity
• 1,814 to 72,575 kg (2 to 80 tons)

of product an hour

Trouble-Free Pump Unit
• No clogging: Single port impeller

conveys in cushion of water
• Iron cast pump: Heavy wall section

castings – better corrosion and
abrasion resistance

• Pump also in stainless steel casting
or with epoxy coating

• Stress-proof shaft: Special steel
in replaceable AISI stainless-steel
sleeve; or solid stainless steel

• Long bearing life: Steel bearings
in oil-filled frame. Average bearing
life is 20,000 hours

• Two volute designs: Standard volute
(6-in. pump); expanded volute
(4-, 6-, and 8-in. pumps)

• Sizes:  10.2 cm (4 inch), 15.2 cm
(6 inch), and 20.cm (8 inch)

Easy Upkeep
• Smooth stainless-steel tank for fast

and thorough sanitation
• Smooth all-stainless-steel frame –

less upkeep; no repainting

Many Options
• Air-controlled water inlet valve –

accurate, constant water flow into
the pump

• Variable speed drives, including
AC inverter systems, for altering
pump speed

• Buoyant-product tanks for gentle
handling of floating products
(apples, etc.)

• Spray bars to help control foam
• Extended legs for added height
• Variety of motor horsepowers

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Fruit
• Vegetables, whole
•  Vegetables, leafy
• Root crops, potatoes
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Specifications for Standard Systems

Pump Diameter:
Overall Length
Infeed Height
Length of Tank Opening
Depth of Tank
Overall Width
Width of Tank Opening

10.2 cm (4 inch)
188.3 cm (74-1/8”)
78.1 cm (30-3/4”)
60.9 cm (24”)
45.7 cm (18”)
71.1 cm (28”)
55.9 cm (22”)

20.3 cm (8 inch)
284.5 cm (112”)
117.5 cm (46-1/4”)
121.9 cm (48”)
60.9 cm (24”)
120 cm (47-1/4”)
111.8 cm (44”)

15.2 cm (6 inch)
255.9 cm (100-3/4”)
109.2 cm (43”)
106.7 cm (42”)
53.4 cm (21”)
101.6 cm (40”)
86.4 cm (34”)

Standard Food Pumping System
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Key can provide many forms of

mechanical line control for the

process line. We have developed

numerous applications for metering

product in combination with our

versatile Iso-Flo® vibratory

conveyors. For some, hoppers are

an integral part of the Iso-Flo

conveyor. For others, the

combination of a specialized

holding and metering hopper and a

separate Iso-Flo conveyor work

best.

Our hoppers are normally

constructed of T 304 stainless steel,

either smooth or rigidized,

depending on the product and

application.

Material Handling Hopper

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Salad, shredded mixes
•  Pizza toppings
•  Poultry
•  Green beans
•  Potato products, frozen
•  Shrimp

Hopper attached to Iso-Flo® conveyor

Free-standing hopper/tote dump with Iso-Flo® discharge conveyor
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Reclaim Reels and Tanks
The reclaim reel, an integrat part

of Key’s food pumping sytems,

removes primary waste from the

transport liquid. A reclaim reel is

often used as the reservoir for the

pumping system itself. It is also

used in other reclamation and

reservoir applications, such as

flume systems.

Reclaim System Features
• Removes particles from

recirculating water systems
• Three sizes available
• Stainless steel reels, 1/16-inch

perforations on 1/8-inch centers
(other sizes optional)

• Stainless steel tank and shafts
• Water level control
• 3/4-inch NPT fresh water make-up

inlet and valve
• 2-inch NPT drain
• Optional distribution header
• Sanitary, easy-to-clean design

Specifications
Large Reel, Model 1510
• Capacity: 4,542 liters

(1,200 gal.) per minute
• Reel diameter: 91.4 cm (36 in.)
• Motor: 0.37 kW (1/2 hp),

230/460 volt, 50/60 Hz, 3 phase
• Optional stainless-steel reel hood

Double Reel, Model 1504
• Capacity: 2,271 liters

(600 gal.) per minute
• Reel diameter 45.7 cm (18 in.)
• Motor 0.37 kW (1/2 hp),

230/460 volt, 50/60 Hz, 3 phase
• Stainless-steel reel hood option
• Removable steel spirals option
• Stainless steel or aluminum

butt plates

Single Reel, Model 1501
• Capacity: 1,136 liters

(300 gal.) per minute
• Reel diameter: 45.7 cm (18 in.)
• Motor: 0.37 kW (1/2 hp),

230/460 volt, 50/60 Hz, 3 phase
• Stainless-steel reel hood option
• Removable steel spirals (option)
• Stainless steel or aluminum

butt plates

Reclaim reel on strawberry processing line
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Single Reel

Large Reel

Double Reel

Note: Drawings are only representative.
Final configuration of equipment may vary by application

Product Flow

Product Flow

Product Flow
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Spiral Elevator
Key’s  vibratory spiral elevator

combines the unique capabilities of

vibratory conveyors within a

vertical screw to deliver reliable

product handling with very efficient

use of plant space. We have been

designing and manufacturing spiral

elevators for over 30 years, and can

assure the user of a system perfectly

designed to meet specific

application requirements.

Specific Features
• Easy-to-clean one-piece construc-

tion: the vertical sides are not
welded to the flights

• All T 304 stainless steel
• Efficient dual electric drives
• Drives can be mounted at either top

or bottom of spiral
• Suspended on either solid rubber

isolators or coil springs for effective
isolation from mounting floor

• Custom designed and manufactured
to meet requirements for capacity,
type of product, etc.

• Infeed and discharge locations to
suit application

• Dust containment covers available
• Can be designed to provide addi-

tional product cooling or drying
• Use in series for conveying heights

above maximum
• Use in parallel for very large

capacities
• Capacity based on product speed

and lane width
• Application testing available
• All product contact surfaces can be

made of stainless steel, mild steel,
rubber, or PVC

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Frozen vegetables
• Potato products
• Confectionery
• Pasta
• Pet foods
• Cereal
• Plastics
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Model
W 20/38
W 25/47
W 30/56
W 35/67
W 40/76
W 47/88
W 60/114

Outside
Diameter
(mm/inch)
380/15
475/18.7
565/22.2
675/26.6
765/30.1
885/34.8
1,140/44.9

Typical
Height
(m/inch)
4.6/180
4.6/180
4.6/180
4.6/180
4.6/180
4.6/180
4.6/180

Capacity*
(m3/hr,
ft3/hr)
0.9/30.5
1.4/50.5
2.0/70.3
2.8/99.4
3.6/126.6
5.0/175
8.0/281

Spiral Elevator Selection Guide

A Inches 8.5 10.5 12.5 14.5 16.5 19 25
mm 215.9 266.7 317.5 368.3 419.1 482.6 635

B Inches 15 19 22.5 26.5 30 35 45
mm 381 482.6 571.5 673.1 762 889 1143

C Inches 3.25 4.25 5 6 6.75 8 10
mm 82.55 107.95 127 152.4 171.45 203.2 254

D Inches 1.5 1.9 2.25 2.65 3.0 3.5 4.5
mm 38.1 48.26 57.15 67.31 76.2 88.9 114.3

E Inches 180 180 180 180 180 180 180
max mm 4572 4572 4572 4572 4572 4572 4572

F Inches 44 44 44 44 44 44 44
max mm 1117.6 1117.6 1117.6 1117.6 1117.6 1117.6 1117.6

G Inches 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
mm 609.6 609.6 609.6 609.6 609.6 609.6 609.6

Capacity
ft^3/hr 30.5 50.5 70.3 99.4 126.6 175 281
m^3/hr 0.86 1.43 1.99 2.82 3.59 4.96 7.96

Specifications for Spiral Elevator

* Capacity based on product speed of 30f/min.

TYPE hp/kW H (cm/inches)
BXZ 150-8 2 motors x 0.60/0.45 66/26
CXZ 300-8 2 motors x 1.5/1.1 71/28
DXZ 500-8 2 motors x 2.4/1.8 81/32
EXZ 700-8 2 motors x 3.75/2.8  91/36
FXZ 1000-8 2 motors x 4.43/3.3 102/40
GXZ 1300-8 2 motors x 5.9/4.4 112/44

Typical Motor Sizes
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Water and Product Spreader
In any food pumping application,

slowing the flow of the water is

critical, coupled with proper flow to

spread the water and product on to a

dewatering device.

Key has decades of experience in

designing water and product

spreaders. This inexpensive unit

delivers product to the dewatering

unit, greatly reducing the chance of

product damage and enhancing the

efficiency of the primary hydro food

pumping system.

Special Features:
• All-stainless-steel construction
• Designed to fit the specific width

of the dewatering device
• Flanged infeed standard; tubing

infeed optional
• Various diameter inlet sizes to fit

pumping systems and water flow
• Specially designed de-accelerator

inlet to slow water and product
velocity

• Uniquely designed discharge flare
and waterfall drop to gently lower
product

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Vegetables
•  Root crops
•  Fruit
•  Berries
•  Seafoods

Standard spreader unit

Special with three inlets
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Forté™ Modular Control Systems
The best available in modular

control systems, Forté™ controls

your Key vibratory conveyors,

processing systems … even your

sorters, giving you a single point

of control for the processing line.

High Quality
• NEMA 4 certified cabinet or

enclosure for plant washdown
environment

• UL and CUL approved panels and
related electrical devices – inte-
grated in Key’s shop

Lower Cost
• Predesigned basic modules reduce

design and manufacturing time and
costs

• Expandable system – no need to buy
entire new systems as your process-
ing line expands

• Short lead time – predesigned basic
modules; systems installed and
operating sooner

User Friendly
• Interfaces with other control

systems and networks
• Quick, simple installation
• PC-based programming and quality

graphical user interfaces
• Easy to program with Pentiums and

Windows environments
• Components standard and readily

available
• System customized for user needs

Power and Control Module
• Standard 230-volt, 460-volt, and

575-volt sizes
• Economical Level 1 Module

–  For control systems with 18 or
fewer pieces of equipment
–  For fewer PLC inputs and outputs
–  Push-buttom terminal for operator
interface with PLC controller

• Higher capacity Level 2 Module
–  For systems with more than 18
pieces of equipment
–  For more inputs, outputs, and
control requirements
–  Includes PC processor and
touchscreen operator interface with
PLC controller

Distribution Module
• Handles power and control distribu-

tion needs of the system
• Incorporates number, location, and

size of motors; number of gates and
sensors into design

• Wiring requirements reduced
because module is installed near the
equipment it controls(Other applications may be used on this

equipment.  Call Key to find out about
how your product(s) may benefit from this

technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Available with Key
Iso-Flo equipment in
any application or
processing environment
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NEW! Classifiers / Conveyors
for Plastics Industry

For end products as diverse as

auto parts, toys, furniture, and

packaging, Key Technology BV

provides innovative ways to

convey and separate base

material plastic granulates used

in the manufacturing process.

Vibratory Classifying
and Dewatering Systems
Key high-speed classifiers remove
“longs and fines” from the production
line via a unique screening principle
— over long conveying distances and
within limited spaces. The result is
high-purity, uniformly sized plastic
granulates, enabling processors to
obtain a high rate of quality in their
end products.

This dewatering technology rapidly
removes the liquid from water-cooled
granulates and transports them for
further processing.

Features
Type MVSG3 and Type MVDG3
(open), and Type MVSSC (closed)
Vibratory Classifiers, and Type
MVDDW Dewatering Vibratory
Conveyor:
• Wide transporting and screening

surface
• High speed, for thin on-bed product

layer
• Calm, low-noise operation
• Quickly removable screens for full

cleaning access; leakage-free
“quick-lock” clamps

• Completely constructed of ALSI304
(except drives and springs)

• Number of fractions and “screen
perforations” per specifications

• Custom-made discharge per
specifications

• Two maintenance-free, out-of-
balance motors, 0.45 kW and higher
(classifiers); 1.9 kW (dewatering
conveyor)

Classifier Options
• Hardened infeed bed for abrasive

granulates
• “Anti-jumping infeed
• Hinging and removable discharge
• Movable frame

Dewatering Conveyor Options
• Hardened infeed bed for abrasive

granulates
• Various custom possibilities upon

request

Type MVSG3 Classifier for Plastic
Granulates
• Vibratory forces isolated from

supporting structures
• Capacities from 0.5 to 15 T/hr

Type MVDDW Dewatering Conveyor
for Plastic Granulates
• Capacities from 0.5 to 10 m3/hr

Type MVSSC Closed Classifier for
Plastic Granulates and Powders
• Capacities from 0.5 to 8 T/hr

Type MVDG3 Classifier for Plastic
Granulates
• Capacities from 0.5 to 8 T/hr
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Spiral Elevators for Plastic
Granulates (Type MVDSPI)
The Spiral Elevator combines
vibratory conveying with the small
footprint of a vertical screw. Two
unbalanced drives may be located at
either the bottom or top of the spiral
for specific processing demands.  In
addition to transportation, the Spiral
Elevator also can be used for cooling
and/or drying.

Features
• Easy-to-clean, one-piece construc-

tion
• Mounted on solid rubber buffers for

isolation from plant floor
• Use in series for extra height; in

parallel for extra-large capacities

OPTIONAL:
Spiral Elevator Models*

MODEL DIAMETER
CAPACITY/HR
Model 20 / 38
380 mm 0.9 m3 / 30.5 ft3
Model 25 / 47
475 mm .4 m3 / 50.5 ft3
Model 30 / 56
565 mm 2.0 m3 / 70.3 ft3
Model 35 / 67
675 mm 2.8 m3 / 99.4 ft3
Model 40 / 76
765 mm 3.6 m3 / 126.6 ft3
Model 47 / 88
885 mm 5.0 m3/  175 ft3
Model 60 / 114
1140 mm 8.0 m3/  281 ft3

*Models and capacities at a system
height of 4.6 meters.

Type MVDSPI Spiral Elevator
for Plastic Granulates
• Typical height 180 inches (4.6 m)
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Key Technology Helps
Del Monte Foods Raise
the Bar for Product Quality

After one season,

Production Superintendent

Al Bodden is pleased with

the product quality upgrade

and the performance of

Key’s equipment. “We’re

removing more small

pieces so we’ve improved

our product quality, along

with improving our

operations overall.”

Since the Del Monte brand was first
introduced in 1892, the Del Monte
Foods Company has remained
fiercely committed to the highest
standards of quality, innovation and
performance – for its consumers and
trade customers. These standards were
the motivation behind process
upgrades in the green bean processing
line at Del Monte’s Cambria,
Wisconsin plant.

The goal was to improve product
quality by removing a higher percent-
age of knuckles and other EVM.
At that time, the beans were cleaned
on a vibratory conveyor after they had
been cut. It was difficult to distinguish
knuckles from good product and
product recovery levels were hurt.

So Al Bodden, production superinten-
dent, and his staff turned to Key
Technology for a better solution.
Key recommended removing knuck-
les and other EVM with a Farmco
Rotary Size Grader before the beans
were cut.

The Rotary Size Grader is a unique
rotary-style machine that removes
targeted material using a series of
plastic pockets that gently handle
the product. Operators can adjust
“on the fly” to fine tune the size for
separation or removal. Defective
product falls through the rollers and
exits beneath the machine, while
good material moves on to down-
stream equipment over the tops of
the rollers.

“We started to consider the Rotary
Size Grader after we sent samples
to Key Technology,” recalls
Bodden. “We just thought it would
be a good addition to the (grading)
process. They videotaped the test
and after we saw it, we decided to
test a unit in our plant.”

After a successful trial last season,
Del Monte purchased three Farmco
RSG units. Two are installed on the
receiving dock where they remove
and separate knuckles and other
EVM from the whole beans before
they are conveyed into the plant.
The third unit is used inside the
plant to size grade whole beans.

The results? Improved product
quality. The overall operation is
enhanced since the Farmco RSG
units are self-cleaning. Thorough
cleanings which are scheduled at
the end of each shift require only a
hose wash-down. There are no slats
to remove, no screens to change
and no parts to remove.

Bodden reports that the operators
find the Farmco unit easy to use
and maintain. An easy-to-remove
side cover and plastic liner offer
easy access to bearings, sprockets
and the adjusting system.
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The RSG’s components are
manufactured to withstand the
short but rigorous green bean
processing season. Bodden doesn’t
anticipate the need for any costly
rebuilds, a significant investment
for many green bean processors.

In a second step to improve
product quality, Del Monte
installed one Key Optyx™ Optical
Sorters at the same time they
added the Farmco RSG units. The
company was not new to Key’s

optical sorting technology. The
Cambria plant has had four Tegra®
Optical sorters since 1999 – two
inspecting whole beans and two
inspecting cut beans.

The Optyx was added to the recircula-
tion line to accomplish a multi-step
inspection process. Whole beans go
through one Tegra before they are cut.
After the whole beans go through an
unsnipped bean remover, they’re run
through an Optyx unit which sorts out
unsnipped beans and other defects.

The second Tegra is dedicated to
removing blemished cut beans.

After one season, Bodden is
pleased with the product quality
upgrade and the performance of
Key’s equipment. “We’re remov-
ing more small pieces so we’ve
improved our product quality,
along with improving our opera-
tions overall.”
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Ask any veteran in the food process-
ing industry about the biggest change
they’ve seen during their career and
you’ll probably receive the same
answer every time: automation.
Oscar Forster, Department Manager
for the French Fry Department at
Bischofszell Food Ltd. in Bishofszell,
Switzerland, has seen the progression
in automation first-hand in his 21
years with the company, especially
when it comes to grading potatoes.

Bischofszell Food has expanded its
product line considerably during its
90-plus-year history.  The company
started with just two products and
today processes more than 1,100.
As Bischofszell’s product offerings
increased, its commitment to process-
ing food products with state-of-the-art
technology remained the same.

In the potato grading process,
the company’s latest technology
upgrade involved a Farmco Sliver
Sizer-Remover (SSR) from Key
Technology.

The size grading equipment

Bischofszell had at the time

wasn’t designed for these

new processing

requirements because the

rollers were made of plastic

so tolerances couldn’t be

easily adjusted. “Finally,

we found a solution

with Farmco.”

–– Oscar Forster,

Department Manager for

the French Fry Department

Bischofszell Foods Says
‘No News is Good News’

The SSR is a unique rotary-style
machine that transfers potato strips
and separates/removes slivers
leftover from the cutting process
using a series of precision-
machined stainless steel rollers.
Slivers are pulled through the
rollers and exits beneath the
machine while whole potato strips
move on to downstream equip-
ment over the tops of the rollers.

SSR’s like the Farmco unit were
not available at the beginning of
Forster’s career. “Before the roller
sorters, we used a machine that
was originally made for the green
bean industry (to grade potatoes).
Then when the roller sorters came
out, we switched. They were easier
to maintain and they did a much
better job of sorting out slivers.”

But as Bischofszell’s potato
product offerings expanded,
demands on the size grading
equipment increased. “Because the
graders also were needed in our
hashed brown line, for example,
we needed to sort out even smaller
pieces. We needed versatility,”
Forster says.

The size grading equipment
Bischofszell had at the time wasn’t
designed for these new processing
requirements because the rollers
were made of plastic so tolerances
couldn’t be easily adjusted.
“Finally, we found a solution with
Farmco,” says Forster. “Tolerances
are much tighter because the
rollers are made of steel. You can
move them much closer together.”

After consulting with their Farmco
representative, Bischofszell
redesigned the potato grading
process. “We solved the problem
together,” says Forster. The SSR is
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installed after the original roller
grader to further size and separate
the potato product for improved
product quality.

Operators can adjust the Farmco
unit during operation to fine-tune
the size for separation or removal.
Changeover from one product or
cut to another is fast and easy with
very little downtime.

No matter what size of potato strip
is being processed, the SSR offers
precise, consistent sizing. The
“stirring” action of the rotary bed
achieves precise and efficient
sizing and separation with efficien-
cies up to 95 percent.

After nearly five years of opera-
tion, the Farmco unit is performing
up to Bishofszell’s expectations
with only routine maintenance, a
fact that pleases Herbert Zoller,
Technical Manager for Special
Processing, which among other
processes oversees the French fry
line. “The SSR has been perform-
ing very well. We don’t have any
problems with the maintenance.”

The Farmco SSR is easy to use and
maintain. An easy-to-remove side
cover and plastic liner offer easy
access to bearings, sprockets and
the adjusting system.

Further, Bishofszell sees less
downtime in the grading process
since the Farmco SSR unit is self-
cleaning. Thorough cleanings
require only a hose wash-down.
There are no slats to remove, no
screens to change and no parts to
remove.

So when you ask Zoller what he
knows about any maintenance
issues with the Farmco SSR, he
says that no news is good news.
“Mostly it’s normal maintenance,
like replacing bearings. But it is so
rare that I never hear about it. If it
had a bigger problem, the chief of
maintenance would inform me. In
terms of service, we haven’t
needed Key.”
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Iso-Flo® Size Graders
Key’s Iso-Flo® size graders are

industry proven for cost-effective,

reliable, versatile, sanitary, quiet, and

low maintenance service. Conveying

as they size-grade product, the

Iso-Flo size graders are the

workhorses of the industry, with

unsurpassed capacity and reliability.

Greater Accuracy
• Improved grading accuracy
• More separate grades available

Higher Capacities
• Two-deck, 11-screen grader:

13,608 kg (30,000 lb)/hr of wet
product
10,433 kg (23,000 lb)/hr of frozen
product

• Three-deck, 14-screen grader:
16,783 kg (37,000 lb)/hr of wet
product
13,154 kg (29,000 lb)/hr of frozen
product

• Capacities vary depending on
product and product condition

Versatility
• Install on mezzanines and decks
• More designs and options
• More product applications
• More screen combinations and

numbers of screens
• 122 cm (48-in.), 91.4 cm (36-in.)

and 61 cm (24-in.) wide

More Screen Area
• Larger selection of screens per deck
• 1.22 cm (48-inch) width – more

square feet of grading

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Beans, green or Lima
•  Beef, pepperoni –

sliced
•  Berries, cranberries
•  Broccoli, cauliflower
•  Carrots
•  Cereals
•  Chemicals
•  Cherries
•  Coffee beans
•  Corn
•  Cucumbers, pickles
•  Fruit – cut or whole
•  Garlic
•  Glass, plastics
•  Grapes
•  Minerals, rocks, sand
•  Nuts, peanuts, seeds
•  Olives
•  Onions
•  Pears
•  Peas, green/snap
•  Pineapple – cut
• Potato strips, chips
• Potatoes – cut or whole
•  Prunes
•  Radishes
•  Raisins
•  Snacks
•  Vegetables – cut or

whole

Best Screen Clamps
• Vector-Lock™ clamps – most secure
• Reduce screen and bed wear
• Quieter – no loose screens

Sanitary
• Single beam frames
• Sanitary screen designs
• Easy, quick access for cleanup

Options
• Smooth or rigidized stainless steel

screens and deadplates
• Stainless steel frames
• Standard discharge styles:

– Combine first and second decks;
third deck ends short (2 grades +
shorts); conveying fourth deck
ends short

–  Separate first, second, and third
decks (3 grades + shorts);
conveying fourth deck ends short

–  Combine first, second, and third
decks (1 grade + shorts);
conveying fourth deck ends short

–  Others by special order
• Optional infeed styles:

–  Straight 15.2 cm (6-in.) extended
– Straight 30.5 cm (12-in.) extended
– Straight 45.7 cm (18-in.) extended
–  167.6 cm (66-in.) wide flared,

30.5 cm (12-in.) extended
–  167.6 cm (66 in.) wide flared,

45.7 cm (18-in.) extended
• Support columns,

stainless or mild steel
• Dropout gates (manual)
• Bias discharges, etc., available

Grading fresh strawberries
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Iso-Flo® Pulse-Stroke Grader
The Iso-Flo® pulse-stroke grader’s

double-deck screens separate peas

or small berries such as

cranberries or blueberries from

debris as the product is conveyed.

The upper deck eliminates pods,

sticks, and similar material, and

the slotted lower deck removes

small, immature product and fruit

skins. Removable discharge chutes

simplify operation and make it

easy to customize the

configuration. The pulse-stroke

feature periodically raises the

frequency or operation for a brief

“pulse” that cleans the screens.

Simple to install, operate, clean,

and maintain, the pulse-stroke

grader has all Iso-Flo features and

benefits. It is quiet and reliable,

operates at high capacity, and uses

quick-change Vector-Lock™

screen clamps.

More Efficient
• High speed with greater accuracy

and capacity; up to 22,680 kg/hr
(50,000 lb) on 152 cm (60-inch)
model

Improved Quality
• Two-deck screens separate mature

product from small/immature
product

Systems Configuration
• Match with Hi-Flo™ air cleaners

for most effective cleaning
• Trash chutes

Specifications
Model #488
• 122 cm (48 inches) wide by

233.7 cm (92 inches) long
• Quick-change Vector-Lock™

stainless steel scalping screens
(two top deck, one lower deck)

• 1-1/2 hp (1.12kW), washdown duty
motor, Iso-Drive® power plant

Model #6016
• 152 cm (60 inches) wide by

350.5 cm (138 inches) long
• Quick-change Vector-Lock™

stainless steel scalping screens
(three top deck, two lower deck)

• 3 hp (2.24 kW), washdown duty
motor, dual Iso-Drive power plants(Other applications may be used on this

equipment.  Call Key to find out about
how your product(s) may benefit from this

technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Green peas
•  Lima beans
•  Cranberries
•  Blueberries

Pulse-Stroke Operation
• One speed and stroke to grade
• Another speed and stroke to clear

the screens
• Operation and unblinding speeds

and strokes custom set for the
application

• Pulse-stroke feature allows auto-
mated and timed self-cleaning of
screen and pan

Superior Design
• Virtually vibration-free; requires

minimal supports
• Virtually no vibration transfer to

supports or building
• Adaptable: install on mezzanines

and pedestal support
• All welded stainless-steel bed and

frame reduce maintenance and
improve sanitation

• Vector-Lock™ screen clamps are
secure, change quickly, and simplify
cleaning product zone

• Framed screens separate better and
eliminate flex

• Parts interchangeability ensures
compatibility with other Iso-Flo
products; reduces inventory
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Typical Pulse-Stroke Grader

A 122 cm (48 inches)
152 cm (60 inches)

B 234 cm (92 inches)
351 cm (138 inches)

Typical Dimensions
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Iso-Flo® Corn Cob Size Grader
“The best unit on the market; every

corn processor should use it,” say

users of the Iso-Flo® corn cob size

grader. It aligns, singulates, and

grades for length, as it conveys –

on one compact system that can be

quickly and easily adjusted while

in operation.

A punch-plate screen at the front of

the unit eliminates too-short cobs

and nubbins. After cobs are aligned

into lanes, adjustable gates drop

out short but usable cobs. Then the

“live roller” discharge separates

cobs for the cobbette and cut-corn

lines, ensuring grading accuracy.

Capacity is up to 48 tons of cobs

per hour.

Specific Features
• High capacity: up to 48 tons/hr
• Removable bolt-in punch-plate

screens for nubbin removal
• Aligns and singulates cobs for

accurate grading
• Two easily adjustable gates

eliminate short cobs
• Adjustable live-roller discharge

for final grading for cobbette and
cut-corn lines

• All-stainless-steel construction
for maximum life and sanitation

• Below-bed frame: easy access
for inspection, sanitation, and
adjustment

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Husked cob corn
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Typical Corn Cob Size Grader

A 4470mm (175 inches)

B 5707mm (224-11/16 inches)

C 117mm (46-1/8 inches)

D 1524mm (50 inches)

E 1481mm (57-1/2 inches)

F 3-Decline"

Typical Dimensions
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Diameter Sizer
The Diameter Sizer grades product

by diameter, or can be configured

to remove dirt, rocks, and other

undesirable materials. Successfully

used for over 20 years, hundreds of

Diameter Sizers are operating in

processing plants.

The bed of the diameter sizer

consists of a series of sizing

rollers. Each roller comprises a

steel shaft and “finger” style

rubber rollers spaced at a

calculated distance along the

shaft. The “fingers” from each

sizing roller mesh with those of the

adjacent rollers, creating a hole at

each mesh point where undesirable

product falls through to discharge

under the machine. The rollers

turn in the direction of line flow,

conveying good product to

discharge at the end of the

machine.

The diameter sizer is frequently

used for dry receiving, wet

receiving, and at the cutter deck

for peeled potato products.

Benefits
• Accurate Sizing

– On-the-fly fine-tuning of size
– Sizing typically can be adjusted
by plus or minus 1.27 cm (1/2 inch)
from the user-selected target
diameter
– 95 percent or better efficiency

• Rapid Payback
– Consistent, accurate sizing enables
you to direct sized product to
highest-value uses

• Gentle Product Handling
– Rubber finger-rollers absorb
shock, virtually eliminate product
damage at infeed
– No pinch points at discharge to
damage or shear product
– Better yield and product quality

Specifications
• Capacity: Varies with product and

requirements
– Full-width unit runs up to 36,287
kg (80,000 pounds) per hour with
maximum efficiency
– Up to 74,843 kg (165,000 pounds)
per hour with decreased efficiency

• Efficiency: 95 percent or better
typical

• Sizing: Per application
– Can be configured for 2, 3, 4, 5,
or more splits
– Set sizing from 2.54 cm (1 inch)
to 12.7 cm (5 inches), with on-the-
fly fine adjustment capability

• Dimensions:
– Overall width: 99 cm (39 inches)
or 123.2 cm (48-1/2 inches)
– Bed width: 91.4 cm (36 inches)
or 152.4 cm (60 inches)
– Overall length: 180 cm
(70-7/8 inches)  for two-way split or
335.3 cm (132 inches) for three-way
split.

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Beets
• Bulbs
• Dicing carrots
• Onions
• Potatoes Close Up
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• Style: Open frame with legs
• Construction: Stainless steel frame,

mild steel shafts, plated fasteners
– Stainless steel shafts and fasteners
available
– Food-grade stainless steel
available

• Options:
– Spreader infeed section
– Frequently used in conjunction
with Flite Roller Table and/or
Length Sizer for potatoes

• Motor/Gearbox
– Standard: 230/460V, 60 Hz,
3-phase, “C” faced with in-line
helical gearbox
– Horsepower (kW) rating varies
with machine and application
– Other motor specifications
available

Typical Diameter Sizer
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The Flite Roller Table features a

bed of sizing rollers configured to

separate small loose product, dirt

and debris, and vines; perform

coarse-diameter grading; and

spread product as it conveys.

Efficiency is exceptional: often

field proven at 95 percent with

minimal loss of good product.

The sizing rollers, each made up of

a steel shaft covered by rubber

Flite Rollers, rotate in the direction

of product flow. Waste and

undersized product discharge

under the machine, while good

product discharges from the end of

the machine. The Flite Roller Table

is used extensively to sort debris

and small or broken tomatoes from

the processing line; grade baby

whole carrots, beets, onions and

potatoes; and separate debris from

snap peas and whole fruit.

The Flite Roller Table gives food

processors another option to use in

place of or in conjunction with Key

vibratory conveying equipment,

enhancing your choices for the

most efficient plant layout and

processing methods.

Farmco Flite Roller Table

Benefits
• Increased Productivity

– Eliminate defective product early
in the process
– Divert like-size product to specific
finishing machines
– Remove debris and vines that
interfere with machinery operation
– 95 percent efficiency

• Easy Operation
– On-the-fly adjustment for rapid
fine-tuning
– Simple design for easy installation
and maintenance

• Gentle Product Handling
– Rubber rollers absorb shock,
virtually eliminating product
damage

Specifications
• Capacity: Varies with product and

requirements
– Tomatoes – 40,823 kg (45 tons) to
72,575 kg (80 tons) per hour typical
– Other products – 18,144 kg
(20 tons) to 45,359 kg (50 tons) per
hour typical

• Sizing: Per application
– Belt width – 91.4 cm (36 inches)
to 152.4 cm (60 inches)
– Overall width – 136.5 cm
(53-3/4 inches) to 197.5 cm
(77-3/4 inches)
– Overall length – 167.6 cm
(66 inches) to 260 cm
(102-3/8 inches)

• Style: Open frame with legs
• Construction: Stainless steel frame,

mild steel shafts, plated fasteners
– Optional stainless steel shafts and
fasteners
– Optional food-grade stainless steel

(Other applications may be used on this equipment.
Call Key to find out about how your product(s) may benefit from this technology or another system.)

Common Product Applications

• Beets
• Carrots
• Onions
• Potatoes

• Snap peas
• Tomatoes
• Apples
• Apricots

• Peaches
• Pears
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• Motor/Gearbox
– Standard 230/460V, 60 Hz,
3 phase, “C” faced with in-line
helical gearbox
– Horsepower (kW) rating varies
with machine and application
– Other motor specifications
available

Flite Roller Table
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Farmco Length Sizer
The Length Sizer sorts longer

potatoes from a “pee wee” or

eliminator stream, or for length-

grading for specialty cut products

after general diameter grading.

It is used on wet, washed

(no rocks), unpeeled potatoes.

The system uses a series of rotating

steel shafts with rubber rollers,

arranged in pairs. The first shaft in

each pair uses our proprietary Flite

Roller, and the second uses our

proprietary interlocking paddle

wheel rollers and discs, to form

specific size pockets. Potatoes of the

target length and within the defined

major and minor diameter

limitations settle into the pockets,

rotate between the pairs of rollers,

and drop out under the machine.

Longer potatoes are conveyed to the

end of the machine for discharge to

downstream equipment.

Benefits
• Accurate Sizing

– Factory set to select out whole
potatoes of or under the target
length – customer selects size
parameters
– 90 percent efficiency typical,
within plus or minus 1/2- inch
accuracy at design capacity and
operating parameters
– Potato diameter affects efficiency;
perform general diameter grading
before length sizing
– “Five paddle” roller targets longer
potatoes with maximum major
diameter of 7 cm (2-3/4 inches)
and maximum minor diameter of
5.7 cm (2-1/4 inches)
– “Six paddle” roller targets shorter
length potatoes with maximum
major diameter of 5.1 cm (2 inches)
and maximum minor diameter of
4.4 cm (1-3/4 inches)

• Easy Operation
– Easy, on-the-fly adjustiment for
fine-tuning length grading
– Flexibility to fine tune for potato
length and diameter variability
within unit configuration and design
parameters

Specifications
• Capacity:

– Model LNG-46: 13,608 kg
(30,000 pounds) per hour
– Model LNG-57: 18,144 kg
(40,000 pounds) per hour

• Sizing:
– Preconfigured at factory to select
at and under one target length
– Can be set in 2.54 cm (1-inch)
increments, from 5.1 cm (2 cm) to
12.7 cm (5 inches)
– Efficiency 90 percent or better

• Dimensions:
– Overall width: 174.3 cm
(68-5/8 inches) or 205.1 cm
(80-3/4 inches)
– Bed width: 121.9 cm (48 inches)
or 152.4 cm (60 inches)
– Overall length: 200 cm
(78-5/8 inches) or 220 cm
(86-5/8 inches)

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Potatoes

Close-up of Length Sizer
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• Style: Open frame with legs
• Construction: Stainless steel frame,

mild steel shafts, plated fasteners
– Stainless steel shafts and fasteners
available

• Motor/Gearbox
– Standard: 230/460V, 60 Hz,
3-phase, “C” faced with in-line
helical gearbox
– Horsepower (kW)rating varies
with machine and application
– Other motor specifications
available

Length Sizer
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NEW! Farmco Potato Halver
The Farmco Potato Halver cuts

too-long potatoes in half crosswise,

so that French-fry processors can

simply and efficiently increase

yield, achieve length specifications,

and prevent length-related

packaging problems. It is ideal for

use upstream of the ADR® 4

automatic defect removal system

for potato strips.

The Potato Halver unit typically

cuts between 320 and 360 potatoes

per minute — and achieves its

greatest efficiency when used in

conjunction with the Farmco Flite

Roller Table, Diameter Sizer, and

Length Sizer, along with Key

vibratory conveyors, for a

complete process system. The unit

features up to four halving lanes,

with a fifth lane transferring

carryovers into the line flow.

Benefits
• Accurate sizing – simplifies

achieving grade specifications
• Rapid payback – improves yields

and quality for high-value end
product

• Economical – minimum waste or
reprocessing

• Adaptable – fits your plant layout;
seamless integration with other
Key equipment

Specifications
• Capacity – up to 320-360 potatoes

per minute typical
• Dimensions

- Overall length:
   320 cm (126 inches)
- Overall width:
   144.8 cm (57 inches)
- Overall height:
   193 cm (76 inches)

• Construction –  stainless steel, food
grade plastic, food-grade plastic
mesh cross-feed conveyor

• Motors – standard: 230/460V,
60 Hz, 3-phase; other motor
specifications available

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Whole Potatoes
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NEW! Farmco Precision Size Grader
The new Farmco Precision Size Grader

is a leap forward in highly accurate,

meticulous diameter sizing and

line-flow separation for a broad

range of fruits and vegetables.

With customers, competition, and

consumers all demanding maximum

product quality, processors now have

the power to deliver exactness in size

and consistency throughout

the process season.

On-the-fly adjustability, with the

Precision Size Grader’s proprietary

adjustment indicator system, provides

unmatched accuracy. Processors can

fine-tune the gap between the rollers to

within .008 inch per each complete

rotation of the adjusting handle.

While handling capacities exceeding

10,000-14,000 lbs/hour with over 95%

efficiency, this robust, compact

machine will perform year after year

with little or no annual maintenance.

Benefits
• High-efficiency, precision sizing –

consistency, uniformity, 90+%
efficiency through the course of a
process season

• Gentle, damage-free handling –
proprietary drive efficiently splits
line flow and permits product to
drop between rollers without injury

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Green Beans, cut
• Cranberries, fresh
• Wide variety of other

fruits and vegetables

• On-the-fly, precise adjustability –
for product precision and plant
productivity

• High capacity throughput –
handles 10-14,000 lbs/hour

• Robust, low-maintenance design
– eliminates costly annual rebuild-
ing; end-of-season maintenance
may be as simple as bearing
replacement and cleaning

• Small footprint – saves valuable
floor space

• Easy to clean construction –
minimizes downtime
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Farmco Rotary Size Grader
The proprietary Rotary Size

Grader removes short pieces,

nubbins, loose seeds, and snipped

ends of vegetables while

conveying good product to

downstream equipment.

The rotary bed consists of a series

of pocket rollers, each with a

stainless steel shaft and specific

combinations of patented rubber

rollers and plastic disks that

create the pockets. As the pocket

rollers rotate, target-size product

settles in the pockets and passes

through the bed to be discharged

under the machine. Good product

is conveyed to the end of the

machine.

The rotary size grader is ideal for

small to medium size product to

be classified by length or volume.

It is used for regrading, and full

line flow directly from automatic

defect removal systems such as

Key’s ADR® line for potato strips.

Benefits
• Precise Sizing

– “Stirring” action of the rotary bed
moves target-size product into
sizing pockets
– Successful option to vibratory
graders
– Up to 95 percent target length
separation
– Consistent sizing and absolute
control
– Customer selects target size
parameters

• Easy Adjustment
– Simple on-the-fly adjustment for
rapid fine-tuning
– Remove safety guard and bolts to
exchange five pocket rollers for
rollers targeting a different length

• Low Maintenance, Operation, and
Installation Costs
– Compact: efficient use of plant
space
– Transmits little vibration: simple,
inexpensive installation
– Low energy consumption
– Easy access and simple maintenance

• Seamless integration with other
Key products
– Frequently used in conjunction
with Key ADR® systems
– Frequently used in conjunction
with Key Iso-Flo® size graders

Specifications
• Capacity: Varies with product and

requirements
• Dimensions:
– Bed width: 121.9 cm (48 inches)
and 152.4 cm (60 inches)
– Overall width: 203.8 cm
(80-1/4 inches) and 234.3 cm
(92-1/4 inches)
– Overall length: 95.3 cm
(37-1/2 inches)

• Efficiency: 95 percent or better
• Style: Platform model. Legs, stands,

chutes, hoppers, etc., not included
• Construction: Stainless steel, food

grade
• Motor/Gearbox:

– 1 hp (0.75 kW), 230/460V, 60Hz,
3-phase, with right-angle shaft
mount, gearbox standard
– Other motor specifications
available

(Other applications may be used on this equipment.
Call Key to find out about how your product(s) may benefit from this technology or another system.)

Common Product Applications

• Green beans, cut
• Green beans, whole
• Julienne vegetables

• Onion and bell pepper strips
• Potato strips

Close-up of pockets
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Rotary Size Grader
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The Sliver Sizer-Remover is a

unique rotary-style machine that

transfers product and separates/

removes targeted material using a

series of precision-machined

stainless steel rollers. The user can

adjust “on the fly” to fine tune the

size for separation or removal.

Defective product falls through the

rollers and exits beneath the

machine, while good material

moves on to downstream equipment

over the tops of the rollers.

The Sliver Sizer-Remover is widely

used for removing slivers, fines,

and chips; precision size and

grading; and dejuicing and

deseeding. It operates efficiently

for both small whole product and

pieces such as cubes, dices, slices,

wedges, fries, spears, sticks, and

julienne strips.

Farmco Sliver Sizer-Remover

Benefits
• Precise Sizing

– Efficient sizing and separation; no
screens to blind or plug
– Precision adjustment within
thousandths of an inch
– Stainless steel rollers machined to
exacting tolerances
– Consistent sizing and absolute
control

• Easy Operation
– On-the-fly adjustment for rapid
fine-tuning
– Fast changeover from one product
or cut to another on same machine

• Low Maintenance
– Long-life stainless steel rollers
– Rollers are self-cleaning on most
products
– Few moving components
– Easy access to bearing, sprockets,
chain, and adjusting system –
simply remove side cover and
plastic liner with four fast-release
fasteners
– Most grease fittings are centrally
located for fast, easy access

• Compact
– Saves floor space

• Easy, thorough sanitation
– Requires only a hose washdown
– No slats to clean
– No screens to change
– No parts to remove

Specifications
• Capacity: Varies with cut, product,

and requirements
– Model 500M: up to 2,722 kg
(6,000 pounds) per hour typical
– SSR series: up to 11,340 kg
(25,000 pounds) per hour typical
– SSR5: up to 13,608 kg(30,000
pounds) per hour typical

• Efficiency: up to 95 percent
• Standard adjusting range:

– SSR5, SSR, and 500M – 2.5mm
to 9.5mm (1/10 inch to 3/8 inch)
– SSRE and 500M+ -  9.5mm to
19mm (3/8 inch to 3/4 inch)
– SSR-E4 – 19mm to 28.5mm
(3/4 inch to 1-1/8 inch)

• Dimensions:
– Overall width: 132.1 cm
(52 inches) to 231.8 cm
(91-1/4 inches)
– Bed width: 19-3/4 inches to
59 inches
– Overall length: 50.2 cm (38-1/2
inches) to 149.9 cm (41-1/2 inches)

• Style: Platform model. Legs, stands,
chutes, hoppers, etc., not included

• Construction: Stainless steel, food
grade

• Motor/Gearbox
– Model 500M: 1/2 hp (0.37 kW)
– All others: 1 hp (0.75 kW)

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Apples
• Beets
• Carrots
• Cut Green Beans
• Garlic
• Onions
• Peaches
• Pears
• Potatoes
• Tomatoes
• Zucchini
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Sliver Sizer-Remover
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Farmco Small Piece Remover

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Baby whole carrots
• Snap peas
• Soy Beans, Edamame

The Small Piece Remover is an

open-bed design machine with

integral frame and endless sizing belt,

used to separate smaller pieces of

product from line flow.

The machine is factory set at a

six-degree slope from infeed to

discharge. The belt uses molded,

food-grade plastic slats with pockets

to perform sizing. Running at a right

angle to product flow, the sizing belt

forms a trough where product travels

through the machine. The rolling

cross-flow movement gently mixes

and encourages product transfer.

Target-size product settles into sizing

pockets, where it is carried up and

over the crest of the trough and

discharged to the side. Good product

discharges to downstream equipment

from the lower end.

Benefits
• Accurate Sizing

– Mixing action ensures that target
pieces contact the sizing slats for
efficient removal
– 98 percent effective, proven in
field operation on baby whole
carrots
– Almost no loss of large (good)
product

• Lower Costs
– Streamlined design more efficient
than alternative rotary-style separa-
tors
– Self-cleaning pockets eliminate
need for high pressure water and
motor to continuously clean pockets
– Simple, open framework dramati-
cally reduces cleanup and service
time and complexity
– Compact design reduces installa-
tion costs by using less plant area
and simplifying installation

• Seamless integration with other
Key products
– Usually fed by Iso-Flo® vibratory
conveyor with side discharge

Specifications
• Capacity: Vary with product and

requirement
– Typical throughput on baby
whole carrots up to 8,165 kg
(18,000 pounds) per hour

• Target size: Varies with product
– Standard for baby whole carrots
is separation of pieces 3.8 cm
(1-1/2 inches) and less in length

• Efficiency: 98 percent or better
• Dimensions:

– Overall width: 109.9 cm
(43-1/4 inches)
– Overall length: 259.1 cm
(102 inches)

• Style: Open frame with legs
• Construction: Stainless steel,

food grade
• Motor/Gearbox

– Standard: 1 hp (0.75 cm),
230/460V, 60 Hz, 3-phase,
“C” faced with in-line
helical gearbox
– Other motor specifications
available
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processors of delicatessen salads,
Reser’s Fine Foods meets the growing
demand for “home-cooked” quality
product.  When Mildred Reser began
making potato and other salads in her
home kitchen for local markets in
1950, her consistently high quality
product fueled the growth of the
business.  Reser’s continues to strive
for consistent quality – and the
Turbo-Flo® Blancher/Cookers from
Key Technology, installed on their
potato processing lines, help them
achieve that goal.

Today, Reser’s combines tradition
with innovation: they rely on Mrs.
Reser’s recipes, while seeking
productivity-enhancing improve-
ments. “We continuously look for
new technologies to improve our

Reser’s Fine Foods
Saves Energy with Turbo-Flo®

“We’re seeing a trend in

the industry toward more

healthy, nutritious,

natural products. The

product quality

consistently produced

with the Turbo-Flo meets

our customers’ demand

for home-style products.”

 – Al Reser, President,

Reser’s Fine Foods

ability to produce a high quality
product and operate in a cost
competitive manner,” said Al
Reser, company president and son
of founder Mildred Reser.

Reser manages the company,
headquartered in Beaverton,
Oregon, which earns over $200
million a year and employs 1,200
workers in nine plants.  Reser’s
produces over 40 varieties of fresh
salads, and supplies retail deli
counters and food service custom-
ers in the U.S., Canada, Mexico,
and Guam.

Key’s Turbo-Flo’s contribute to
Reser’s success by helping reduce
energy costs, gain labor efficien-
cies, and increase throughput
while improving product quality.

Turbo-Flo’s innovative steam
injection and energy circulation
systems create a high product-to-
steam ratio.  The steam circulation
system actually forces steam
through the food particles,
reducing cook times and increas-
ing throughput.  The full 360º
insulated steam chamber on the
Turbo-Flo maximizes heat
retention, and the unique hydro-
static seal design eliminates
evaporation.  This reduces steam
and power usage, translating into
substantial energy savings.

The energy cost savings were so
great with the Turbo-Flo, we
received a grant from the Oregon
Department of Energy as an added
incentive,” said Tony Kunis,
Beaverton Plant Manager. “We’re
actually saving more than we
anticipated.”
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Al Reser, President of Reser’s

Reser’s first Turbo-Flo was
installed in the Topeka, Kansas,
plant to increase capacity for their
51 different potato salads. Reser’s
Beaverton plant operates their
largest Turbo-Flo, which has a
capacity of 15,000 pounds per
hour.

“One measure of equipment
success considers the productivity
and cost savings attributable to a
particular machine in comparison
to the capital investment,”
explained Mark Reser, Topeka
Plant Manager. “We’ve had great
success with the Turbo-Flo, and
we continue to add more to our
lines.”

Energy Savings
“The Turbo-Flo achieves at least
a 30% reduction in energy use
compared to other blanchers.
The energy efficiencies translate
to reduced costs and greater
operating efficiencies.”
– Al Reser

“(W)e compared the Turbo-Flo
to water blanching, retort, and
the other steam blanching
technologies. We decided that
the Turbo-Flo was the most
energy-efficient.” – Mark Reser

Product Quality
“Steam blanching with the Turbo-Flo
improves product texture, taste, and
color. We can run potato product
through the Turbo-Flo with up to a 6-
inch deep bed. The system evenly
blanches all the way through, with no
hot or cold spots and no over-cooking
on the outer edges. The air flow on
the Turbo-Flo... makes all the
difference.” – Mark Reser

Productivity Enhancing
“We’ve reduced our cook time by
15% since installing the Turbo-Flo.
More efficient cooking and a greater
bed depth increase our throughput so
we can cook more product per man
hour. We’re producing 30 to 40%
more product with the same amount
of labor since we installed the Turbo-
Flo.” – Tony Kunis, Beaverton Plant
Manager

Sanitation
“Key designed the Turbo-Flo
to be very user-friendly from the
Quality Assurance and sanitation
point of view. At the push of a
button, a hydraulic lift raises the
top cover of the blancher to give
our sanitation crew easy access.
Our daily sanitation routine takes
20% less time and the cleaning
between product changeovers
takes 10% less time.”
– Tony Kunis

Floor Space
“Because the Turbo-Flo is so
energy efficient, it can process a
huge amount of product in a small
footprint. When we installed our
first Turbo-Flo, we tripled our
throughput at the same time the
equipment length dropped to less
than half of the previous equip-
ment length.”
– Tony Kunis
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Key’s Turbo-Flo® Blancher/Cooker

is a revolution in blanching/cooking

technology. The efficient heat

transfer increases throughput while

reducing space requirements.

Faster processing improves nutrient

retention, taste, and appearance.

Turbo-Flo reduces operating costs,

increases profits, and improves

quality.

Turbo-Flo® Blancher/Cooker

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

•  Apples, sliced, diced
•  Beans, green/wax
•  Beans, Lima/broad
•  Broccoli, cauliflower
•  Brussels sprouts
•  Carrots
•  Celery
•  Corn
•  Meat, poultry, seafood
•  Mixed vegetables
•  Mushrooms
•  Nuts
•  Okra
•  Olives
•  Onions
•  Peaches, pears,

apricots
•  Peas, green/snap
•  Peppers
•  Pet food
•  Potatoes, potato strips
•  Prunes
•  Root crops
•  Spinach
•  Squash
•  Tomatoes
•  Yams, sweet potatoes

Improved Product Quality
• Energy circulation method improves

nutrient retention, color, and taste
• Even cooking temperatures improve

consistency and quality

Increased Efficiency
• Hydrostatic water seal eliminates

evaporation, the major cause of
efficiency loss

• Full 360° insulated steam chamber
maximizes heat retention

• More efficient heat transfer allows
smaller system with higher product
output, requiring less floor space

Less Waste Water
• Waste water is greatly reduced

in comparison to conventional
blanching/cooking systems

• Less than 113.6 liters (30 gallons)
per hour of effluent waste water
with 1.22 m by 6.1 m (4-foot by
20-foot) active zone (potato
application)

Higher Yields
• Fewer dissolved solids and higher

yield than other blanching/cooking
methods

Superior Sanitation
• Hydraulic hood lifts extend hood

76.2 cm (30 inches) for easy interior
cleaning

• Product guides engineered into hood
for easy cleaning of belt and guides

• Optional clean-in-place systems
simplify cleaning and ensure
sanitation

Configuration Flexibility
• Two infeed and three discharge

options
• Modular sections provide flexibility

for your requirements
• Side chain-driven stainless belts

available in 121.9 cm (4-ft) and
182.9 cm (6-ft) widths

Reduced Operating Costs
• Advanced insulation and seal design

reduces steam and power usage
• Shorter blanch/cook time than

industry standard saves energy costs
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Standard Features
• Keyed central hydraulic control

block
• Hydraulic power pack
• Rotary discharge equipped with

water manifold
• Simple support structure allows

space for ancillary equipment
• Automatic infeed-chute retractor
• Modular design adaptable to length

requirements
• Standard safety features

Options
• 121.9 cm (4-foot) or 182.9 cm

(6-foot) wide belts with
stainless steel chain drive

• Rotary lock infeed with rotary
lock discharge

• Forced water infeed with p-trap
or submersible chute discharge

• Rotary lock self clean system

Utility Requirements
Electrical
• Key-supplied hydraulic power unit:

15 hp (11.2 kW), 1750 rpm
1100 psi (773,377 kg/m3),
227 l kg (60 gallon) reservoir 20
gpm (75.7l/min.) pump (may vary
with size of unit)

• Motor power requirements
230 Vac/60 Hz/3 p/39A
380 Vac/50 Hz/3 p/26A
460 Vac/60 Hz/3 p/19.5A
575 Vac/60 Hz/3 p/18A

• Steam temperature controller:
115 Vac/60 Hz/3 p/1.5-2.0A

• Retention time indicator:
115+11.5Vac/60 Hz/1 p/14A

• Steam circulation systems motor
power requirements (per modular
section)
3 hp (2.24 kW)/1750 rpm
230 Vac/60 Hz/3 p/15A
380 Vac/50 Hz/3 p/15A
460 Vac/60 Hz/3 p/10A
575 Vac/60 Hz/3 p/10A
(2 hp [1.5 kW] also available)

Air
• 20 psi (1,379 bars)/6.35 mm

(1/4-inch)
• NPT/0.2 ft3/min (0.094 dm3/sec)
• Flow/dry, filtered air

Steam
• Main inlet 50.8 mm (2-inch) NPT
• 50 psi nominal steam supply

(Specifications vary per application)

Water
• Varies per application

Environmental
• Operating temperature range

(ambient) 2°C  to 46°C
(35°F to 115°F)

• Relative humidity (operating and
noncondensing) 98% (maximum)

• Shipping weight approximately
5,897 kg (13,000 lbs.) for two-
section unit
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Hi-Flo™ Air Cleaner
The Hi-FloTM Air Cleaner improves

product separation. The specially

engineered separation chamber and

diffuser grid system produce an

equally distributed air pattern that

improves separation  and reduces

residence time and damage from

unnecessary product drops.

The balanced air pattern provides

precise control, while higher

velocity air flow along inlet and

discharge openings creates negative

air pressure to virtually eliminate

escaping waste. Discharged product

is cleaner, free of leaves, stems,

chaff, or other light trash.

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Beans, green/wax
• Berries, strawberries
• Blueberries
• Cherries
• Celery
• Chestnuts
• Coffee beans
• Corn
• Figs
• Garlic
• Grain
• Grapes
• Legumes
• Lettuce
• Okra
• Onions
• Peas, green
• Plastics
• Radishes
• Raisins
• Seafood, shrimp
• Vegetables

High Capacity
• Two models, up to 27,215 kg/hr at

bulk density of 641 kg/m3 (60,000
lb/hr at 40 lb/ft3 )

Integrated Infeed System
• Iso-Flo® infeed shaker (dewatering

or non-dewatering) simplifies
installation and reduces support
needs. Lower infeed minimizes drop
and handles product gently. Durable,
quiet Iso-Drive® power plant

• Optional controls available, includ-
ing inverter

Benefits
• Up to 25 percent more energy

efficient than other air cleaners
• No other air cleaner is quieter:

Average 85 dBA
• Compact: Up to 47 percent less

space than other air cleaners
• Simple operation: One-hand vernier-

style damper control permits fine
tuning for maximum separation;
inspection panels allow observation
of chamber as air flow is adjusted

• Versatile: Extended air chamber or
“drop-through” design
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Motor Specifications
Model No. 8
• Shaker: 0.75 kW (1 hp), 1,800 rpm,

230/460/60/3 (others available)
• Blower: 7.5 kW (10 hp), 1,800 rpm,

230/460/60/3 (others available)

Model No. 16
• Shaker:  0.75 kW (1 hp), 1,800 rpm,

230/460/60/3 (others available)
• Blower:  11.2 kW (15 hp),

1,750 rpm, 230/460/60/3
(others available)

High-Flo Air Cleaner
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2X Air Cleaner
Small, simple, and efficient.

Uniquely designed for smaller

production lines, the 2X Air

Cleaner operates at capacities of

up to 12,000 pounds (5,543 kg)

per hour. Using a positive air flow

design and an Iso-Flo® vibratory

conveyor, the system removes

98 percent of all light trash during

normal processing conditions.

The 2X Air Cleaner also saves

costs by reducing manual

inspection and simplifying

cleaning.

Simple, Versatile Design
• All stainless steel
• Left- or right-side hood
• Conveying, scalping, or dewatering

Iso-Flo® infeed shaker

Efficient
• Removes up to 98% of light trash

from product stream

Labor Saving
• Reduces manual labor costs by

automating light trash removal

Easy Operation
• Simple manual adjustment for

positive air flow

Space Saving
• Compact; fits many line layouts

Improves Quality
• Product is cleaner, enhanced by

efficient trash removal

Quiet Operation
• Under 85 dBA

Electrical Requirements
• 115 Vac/60 Hz 6A
• 230 Vac/60 Hz 6A
• 460 Vac/60 Hz 3A

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Beans, green/wax
• Berries, strawberries
• Celery
• Cherries
• Chestnuts
• Coffee beans
• Corn
• Figs
• Garlic
• Grapes
• Legumes
• Lettuce
• Okra
• Onions
• Peas, green
• Plastics
• Radishes
• Raisins
• Seafood, shrimp
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2X Air Cleaner
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Froth Flotation Cleaner
First developed over 50 years ago,

the Froth Flotation Cleaner was the

first in Key’s processing equipment

line.  To this day, it continues to

clean peas, lima beans, corn, and

other products. The flotation

process selectively separates waste

and foreign material from the food

product. Relying on “wettability”

rather than density or size

difference, air bubbles attach to

waste material and float it away.

Food products sink and are

continually pumped for further

processing. This method of product

and waste separation lowers

cleaning costs and provides the

highest quality products for

downline processing
Complete System
• Features pumps, infeed shaker, and

mounting framework

Efficient Cleaning
• Remove over 95% of light trash in

simple, efficient operation

Labor Saving
• No manual sorting of foreign matter

from product stream

Iso-Flo® Conveyors
• Added at infeed and dewatering

discharge to reduce vibration to tank
and support structure

• Vector-Lock™ clamps for fast and
easy screen removal

Easy Installation
• Fully plumbed and ready for quick

hookup

Saves Plant Floor Space
• 201.9 cm (79-1/2 in.) wide overall,

556.9 cm (219-1/4 in.) long; saves
space when replacing multiple
manual inspection belts

Increased Capacity
• To 9,072 kg (20,000 lb)/hr

(peas and corn)

Lower Maintenance
• All stainless steel (optional) reduces

repair and painting costs

Utilities
Water
• Inlet: 3.8 cm (1-1/2-inch) line
• Waste removal:

2.54 cm (1-inch) line

Electrical
• Motors: 230/460 volt, 3 phase,

60 Hz for 11.2 kW (15-hp)
froth-making motor; 1.12 kW (1-hp)
shaker motor; 1-1/2 hp boost pump
motor

• 50 Hz motor also available
• Heating lamp (50 watt):

110 volt line

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Lima beans
• Coffee beans
• Corn
• Nuts, seeds
• Peas, green
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Froth Flotation Cleaner

5569 mm (219.25")

2338 m
m

 (92.1")

2019 m
m

 (79.5")
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(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Lettuce
• Vegetables, shredded

Lettuce Washing System
Key addresses an unusual need in

the fresh-produce industry with

this system for washing shredded

lettuce. Users in Europe and the

Middle East, who supply one of

the world’s most demanding

restaurant chains, report excellent

results from this washer system —

and full customer satisfaction with

the end product.

Benefits
• Less chilled water –  “counter-flow”

principle introduces chilled water
first to last washing stage, then
progressively uses it in “upstream”
process

• Less floor space than competing
similar equipment

• Better cleaning/cooling – product is
turned over at each screen

• Sanitary – all-stainless-steel
components clean easily and
withstand washdown

• Reduced labor costs for mainte-
nance and cleaning

Specific Features
• All stainless steel
• Quick access to all product surfaces
• Integral clean-in-place system for

fast, effective cleanup and sanitation
• System turns product over at each

screen for improved washing and
cooling

Specifications
• Capacity: 1,000 kg (2,205 lb)/hr

of iceberg lettuce
• Effective washing length:

495 cm (196 inches)
• Four screen sections, each 69.8 cm

(27.5 inches) wide by 124.9 cm
(49.2 inches) long

• Product drop between screens:
15 cm (5.9 inches)

• Smooth stainless-steel screens with
4-mm diam. perforations

• Fresh, chilled water – approx.
3.5 cubic meters (124 cu.ft)/hr

• Each screen section has its own
drain pan; the pump includes piping
to recirculate water to the next
“upstream” washing and dewatering
section

• Hinged spray bars move aside for
quick access to screen area

• Access platform along one side
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Lettuce Washing System
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Broccoli/Cauliflower Floret Grader
Key offers high capacity

cauliflower/broccoli floret grading

for up to six size grades. Because

of the adaptable drive system,

capacities can reach up to

13.3 tons (12 metric tons) per

hour. Very smooth frequency and

product lift provide fast yet gentle

handling of this fragile product.

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Broccoli
• Cauliflower

Cauliflower processing on Floret Grader

Special Features
• Several models, 4 to 6 grades
• Diverging bar screens prevent

product blocking between bars
• Screens change easily for different

grades, cleaning, etc.
• Grading sizes: 60+ mm (0 to 2.4 in.)
• Electric vibratory drive allows

maximum amplitude adjustment
• All T-304 stainless steel

Optional Features
• Bidirectional belt conveyors transfer

product to tote bins
• Optional FDA noise-reducing

insulation for pan bottom
• Multiple screen configurations

Energy Units
• Lifetime lubrication of motor

bearings (no oil required)
• Trouble-free – no maintenance

during 40,000 working hours
• Fully adjustable stroke from

standstill to maximum design stroke

Electrical Requirements
• All voltages available on request for

50 or 60 Hz
• Power: Two motors, 1.2kW (2 hp)

each, or up to 2.5 kW (3 hp) each,
depending on grader size

• Multiple screen configurations
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Broccoli/Cauliflower Floret Grader
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Multi-Deck Pea Grading Systems
Key’s direct bed-driven multi-

deck pea graders offer great

opportunities to grade fresh or

frozen peas and other vegetables

at capacities of up to 12 metric

tons (13.3 tons) per hour, in five

or six grades.  The direct-drive

system with vibration with a high

vertical motion  prevents

blocking of the screens.

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Broad beans
• Brussels sprouts
• Carrots
• Green peas

Standard Features
• T 304 stainless steel bed and frame
• Dual electric motor drive system
• Quick-remove punch plate screens
• Maintenance-free twist-arm

suspension system for maximum
isolation and quiet operation

Unique Features
• Quick-release screens permit use

for multiple products
• Graded products collect in tote bins;

when bin is full, small hoppers with
manual gates bridge tote bin
changing time

• Maximum grading width =
121.9 cm (48 inches)

• Maximum grading length =
487.7 cm (192 inches)

• Vibration-free catwalks for access
to grading area and screens

• Grader supported on base frame by
no-maintenance twist-arm vibration
absorbers

• Electric drive motors have lifetime
lubrication of bearings and require
no attention in 40,000 working
hours

Options
• Stainless steel support frame
• Stainless steel access platforms

with vertical stairs
• Aluminum decking

(others available)
• Stainless steel discharge hoppers,

with gates and stainless steel
transfer tubes

• Extra grading screens

Capacities
• Up to 12,000 kg (26,455 lbs) per

hour in five or six grades

Electrical Requirements
• 220/380/50/3 or 230/460/60/3
• Two motors, 3.73 kW (5 hp) each
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Multi-deck pea grading system

4470 mm
(176")

5150 mm (202.8")
4700 mm (185")

1820 mm
(71.7")

2000 mm
(78")

1500 mm
(59.1")

1200 mm
(47.3")

1000 mm
(39.4")

200 mm (7.9")
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Veg-Mix System

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Beans, green/wax
• Beans, Lima
• Broccoli
• Cauliflower
• Carrots
• Corn
• Fruit
• Nuts
• Peas, green
• Vegetables

Key’s Veg-Mix system comes

complete with dumping,

declustering, metering, mixing,

conveying, and controls.

The system design minimizes

contact points with the floor,

which makes it easy to clean and

install. Iso-Flo vibratory

collection conveyors are

integrated into the system,

minimizing the need for conveyor

supports. Master overrides allow

for line flow adjustment while

automatically maintaining your

preset mix ratios. The fully

integrated Veg-Mix is designed for

versatility, and ensures proper

mixing of your product.

Accurate Mixing
• Master override adjusts total

line flow while maintaining
preset mix ratios

• Delay timing allows precise mix
ratios during startup and shutdown

• Independent “on-the-fly” adjustment
of cluster breaker and Vari-Feeder
allows quick, reliable change of
product mix and metering

Simple Design
• Hopper design moves product better

and minimizes “sticking”
• Smaller lower hopper reduces

potential buildup of warm/thawed
product

• Full-length back plates and open
backs on dump trays help prevent
pallet wood and trash from entering
product stream

• Pipe grid infeed hopper keeps large
clumps from jamming cluster
breaker

• Vari-Feeder and cluster breaker
adjust quickly and easily for
changeover from small to large
product with less downtime

• Hopper framework eliminates
outside horizontal surfaces where
trash can accumulate and contami-
nate product

Heavy-Duty Construction
• All stainless steel – lower mainte-

nance costs than systems that
require repainting

• Long-span frame allows for
minimum supports to the floor

Integrated Iso-Flo®

Conveyors
• Maximizes shaker efficiency and

eliminates need for floor support
columns

Options
• Hydraulically driven option
• 1-unit to 4-unit modular systems

and combinations

Utility Requirements
• Electrical: 230 or 460 V/60 Hz/3

phase
• Hydraulic: depends on number

of units in system. Call for
information.

Vari-feeder Infeed hopper

Cluster breaker
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Veg-Mix System

Tote Dumper

Receiving/Infeed Hopper

Takeaway Conveyors

Cluster Breaker Vari-Feeder
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Air Knife

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Beans, green/wax/Lima
• Berries, cranberries
• Broccoli, cauliflower
• Carrots
• Corn
• Peaches, pears
• Peas, green/snap
• Potato strips
• Vegetables

By removing excess moisture from

product, Key’s Air Knife improves

plant efficiency, reduces operating

costs, and enhances product

quality. The Air Knife features an

over-line double air plenum with

remote high velocity blower that

provides both primary and

secondary air curtains to strip

moisture from product. The product

momentarily stops as it flows to the

primary air curtain, where it rolls,

then proceeds forward for the final

pass through the air curtain.

Lower Costs
• Simpler handling and storage
• Less loss from spoilage
• Reduced freezer load and associated

operating costs – stripping excess
surface moisture from product
before it enters freeze zone reduces
buildup of ice and requires less
energy to freeze finished product

Product Quality Enhanced
• Fresh product: eliminating moisture

reduces spoilage and associated
costs

• IQF frozen product: eliminating
moisture reduces clumping, im-
proves consistency and quality

Additional Cooling
• Using ambient air, Air Knife can

continue evaporative cooling
process before final freeze

Easy Installation
• Air plenum unit mounts over

existing line equipment and comes
in various widths and styles, making
it simple to enhance your process.
Remote blower is connected by
flexible ducting for easy placement

Sanitary and Rugged
• Side access doors at each end of

plenum permit quick sanitation.
Stainless steel construction ensures
long life, easy cleaning

Better Sorter Performance
• When excess water is stripped from

product before sorting, optical
sorters remove defects more
efficiently, and reject less good
product

Standard Features
• Remote blower with 4.6 m (15 feet)

of  flexible ducting
• Plenum with side access doors
• All stainless steel construction,

except remote blower

Options
• Single or double plenum in widths

to fit many widths of vibrating or
belt conveyor
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Product Flow
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Vari-Feeder Metering System

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Apples
• Beans, dry
• Berries, strawberries
• Candy, confectionery
• Cereals, snacks
• Chemicals
• Chicken
• Coffee
• Corn
• Fruit
• Ingredients
• Nuts, peanuts, seeds
• Pasta
• Peas, green
• Pimiento
• Pineapple
• Raisins
• Vegetables

When proportioning for product

mixes or metering to control

product flow, the Key Vari-Feeder

gives you reliable accuracy,

limitless flow rates, and excellent

product recovery. Precise metering

is easily achieved when you select

from a complete offering of

metering drums with unique pocket

configurations. When special

metering needs arise, Key can

produce a customized design. Precise Metering
• Quick-release metering drum option

permits changing drums in minutes
• Silicon controlled rectifier (SCR)

controller for infinite product-flow
control

• For supervised or lock-box opera-
tion, speed controls can be remotely
located

Excellent Recovery
• Reducing aperture approach

capitalizes on product elasticity and
product flow properties

• Infeed design improves recovery –
eliminates most product damage
from infeed sheering

• Trims costs that result from dam-
aged product waste

Easy Sanitation
• Heavy-duty stainless steel; durable

and easy to clean
• Rounded pocket in metering drum

eliminates hard-to-clean angles and
narrow spaces

• Sanitary butted-weld seams instead
of folded or lap-weld seams, which
can accommodate bacteria

• Quick-release metering drum option
saves time and sanitation costs

Complete System
• Vari-Feeder can be designed to fit

existing production facilities
• Easy, inexpensive installation
• Complete systems available to

upgrade or install entire line

Volume/capacity varies by application.

Contact Key for more information.
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Vari-Feeder Metering System

Quick release metering
drum option

Precise metering in
compact size

Quick access cleaning door

657mm
(25.88” )

254mm
(10” )

Rotor
229mm

(9” )

548mm
(21.56” )

700mm
(27.56” )

or

311mm
(12.25” )

464mm
(18.25” )

or

Electrical Requirements
Voltages
• 480 volt, 3 phase, 60 Hz, 40 amp
• 380 volt, 3 phase, 50 Hz, 40 amp
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Shrimp Processing Systems

(Other applications may be used on this
equipment.  Call Key to find out about

how your product(s) may benefit from this
technology or another system.)

Common Product

Applications

• Shrimp
• Other seafood

Key offers shrimp processors an

engineered approach to operating

efficiency and profits …greater

product recovery, less production

labor, and a product with higher

market value. Our proven shrimp

processing machinery can receive,

handle, clean, grade, and convey.

Thaw tanks can double output and

reduce product damage. The 2X Air

Cleaner virtually eliminates costly

manual sorting. Key’s continuous

blanchers use infeed layout belts.

Glazers further enhance product

quality. Key can meet your needs

through these products and

complementary equipment.

Froth Flotation Cleaner (shown with cut corn)

Thaw Tank

Dewatering Conveyor
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Increased Profit
• Industry-proven machinery to

receive, handle, clean, grade, and
convey shrimp. In addition to
processing machinery, we design
and manufacture related equipment
to complete your processing line,
such as platforms, catwalks, and
stairways

Safe and Sanitary
• Worker safety and government

regulations, as well as simple and
thorough cleanup, are critical
elements of system design

• Rely on Key for innovative
solutions to your shrimp processing
needs

2X Air Cleaner

Glazer

Spiral Elevator

Size Grader
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One of the most efficient ways to

transfer product to the next

processing step is a Key Tote Bin

Dumper system. These rugged,

versatile systems come in many

designs, from a single-station tote

dumper to multiple units used for

mixing and combining bulk

products. A wide choice of

standard unit configurations saves

upfront engineering costs, and

custom designs are available to

meet special requirements. With

Key’s other specialized conveying

systems, you’re assured the best in

product handling

Tote Bin Dumper

Quick Installation
• Integral frame and hydraulic power

pack make installation move
smoothly

All Stainless Steel
• Rugged construction for durability

over multiple processing seasons
• Simple sanitation

Complete System
• Key’s turnkey abilities and other

quality equipment provide complete
systems to fulfill your specifications

Standard Features
• Open-back tote holder
• 100% butted welds

Options
• Tote sizes up to 122 by 122 by

122 cm (48 inches by 48 inches
by 48 inches)

• Discharge hopper, with or without
Vari-Feeder

• Catwalks and stairways

Other applications may be used on this equipment.
Call Key to find out about how your product(s) may benefit from this technology or another system.

Common Product Applications

• Apples
• Apricots
• Asparagus
• Avocados
• Beans, broad, Lima
• Beans, dry
• Beans, green/wax
• Beans, soy
• Beets
• Berries, cranberries
• Broccoli
• Brussels sprouts
• Candy, confections
• Cauliflower
• Carrots
• Celery
• Cereal
• Chemicals
• Cherries
• Citrus
• Coffee beans
• Corn
• Cucumbers
• Figs
• Fruit

• Garlic
• Glass (cullet)
• Grain
• Grapes
• Hops
• Ingredients
• Legumes
• Lettuce
• Meat, poultry
• Minerals
• Mushrooms
• Nuts, peanuts
• Okra
• Olives
• Onions, leeks
• Parsley
• Pasta
• Peaches
• Pears
• Peas, fresh
• Peppers
• Pet food
• Pharmaceuticals
• Pickles
• Pimientos

• Pineapple
• Plastics
• Potato strips
• Potatoes
• Prunes
• Pumpkin
• Radishes
• Raisins
• Rice
• Rocks
• Salt
• Sand
• Seafood
• Seaweed
• Seeds
• Snacks
• Spinach
• Squash
• Strawberries
• Tea
• Tobacco
• Tomatoes
• Yams, sweet

potatoes
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Service is one of

Key’s most innovative

systems.
It’s an attitude system that has
been refined and polished over
our more than 50 years of
developing cutting-edge tech-
nologies. And it stands behind
every piece of Key equipment
in action around the globe
today.

Rely on these Key ideas:
• Fast support in person, on

the phone, and online
• Local support from a strate-

gically positioned, world-
wide network of field service
technicians

• Inventive support that
anticipates need with new
products and programs

• More-than-expected sup-
port that helps you achieve
your goals

Keeping you in action is key.
Your Key support team is at
work right now pursuing ways
to provide service value faster,

better, and closer to you. We
design service products and
packages to reduce downtime
and increase efficiency – and
we customize each to your
needs, with all the flexibility
you require. Our practice is to
be trained and ready to solve
problems NOW … helping to
keep you productive and
successful.

Service Overview
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Service Elements
Key’s service value consists of

more than reliably fast response

to the occasional problem.  It

also means a suite of

opportunities for mining

maximum efficiency, productivity

and return on investment from

your equipment.

Training
Boost the effectiveness of operators
and maintenance crews with regularly
scheduled or tailored training courses
at our site or yours. Refresher CDs
and videos also on tap. See courses at
www.keyww.com/SS_training.cfm

Upgrades
Add the latest capabilities to your Key
equipment systems and stay at peak
performance. We’re continually
developing new ideas to enhance
productivity. See current lineup at
www.keyww.com/SS_upgrades.cfm

Support Agreements
From once-yearly visits to full-time
seasonal support, we’ll work with you
to define your service needs.  Action
items for service calls could include:
• Review mechanical/electronic

components
• Recommend/perform preventive

maintenance
• Repair equipment
• Train operators/maintenance crew
• Inventory spare parts

See UpTime™ Service Program,
page 160

Global Support
Service desks in Walla Walla, USA,
and Beusichem, The Netherlands, as
well as regionalized field service
technicians, provide coverage across
continents and time zones. Emergency
24-hour phone help and online
diagnostics extend our support.

Extended Warranties
Extend the industry’s strongest
original product warranties for as
short as one month, or as long as
multiple years. Contact
warranty.info@keyww.com

Systems Engineering and

Project Management
Key professionals will help ensure
your project’s successful outcome
from preliminary jobsite review to
comprehensive engineering responsi-
bility for large-scale undertakings.
See pages 163 and 164 for detailed
descriptions.
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UpTime™ Service Program

Built-in integrity is included

inside every Key sorting,

conveying, and processing

system. Each piece of equipment

made to work hard – and to last.

However, a well-tailored plan to

manage this asset and protect

your investment can only

enhance its productivity and

longevity.

Key Uptime™ Services

are customized packages of

service components designed to

fit your plant and seasonal

requirements – and enable you

to protect your budget and

production strategies from

unanticipated expenses and

variances.

UpTime Connection

Benefits
• Reduced downtime
• Reduced maintenance costs
• Enhanced product recovery
• Improved product quality

An Extensive Menu
UpTime packages are highly
customized to your operation.  You
define the depth of coverage for
each service level to fit your plan.
Service options could include:
• Assigned UpTime certified

For UpTimeTM services call

888-UPTIME1 or e-mail

uptime.info@keyww.com@keyww.com

In Europe call +31 (0) 345-50 99 00

or e-mail keybv@keyww.com

Access troubleshooting, training,

and software upgrades via

worldwide Internet or modem

connection.  UpTime

Connection™ is a key advantage

for your optical sorters or Iso-

Flo® vibratory conveyors

equipped with SmartShaker™

Technology1. Real-time support

from Key Service Engineers

means reduced downtime,

optimized production, and

extended life for your well-

maintained equipment.

Benefits
• Reduced downtime – fast online,

real-time diagnostics capability,
with certified service engineer
interface, helps keep you up and
running

• Increased sorting recovery –
optimized sorters increase yield,
require less product rework

• One-on-one training – educate your
operators in your plant with a live
connection to Key trainers

• Reduced software upgrade cost –
online access to upgrades and
updates when you need them

service specialist, dedicated to your plant
• Scheduled service program
• On-site, tailored training programs
• Standard classes at Key
• Frequently updated training materials
• Warranty extensions
• Warranty extensions, targeted zone
• Special pricing for software/hardware upgrades
• Special pricing for spare/replacement parts
• Special access to Key services

Easy Access
UpTime Connection requires installa-
tion of hardware, dependent upon
your connectivity configuration
choice.  Installation may require one
visit from a Key UpTime Connection
specialist.
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Consumers, competitors,

colleagues — they all challenge

you daily to deliver top quality in

product and productivity.

By tapping into Key’s

systems engineering and project

management to help pre-plan your

improvements, forecast and control

costs, and manage the

undertaking, you’ll get the most

out of your project budget: a

functional, well-coordinated, “no-

surprises” outcome.  And all from

a single source of responsibility.

The chart on the

following page outlines the

services Key can provide as your

systems engineering or project

management specialists.

Technical Services

Systems Engineering
Systems engineering services are useful if you have no engineering personnel
to dedicate to a project – especially if there are several pieces of Key equipment
in a line, or equipment from other vendors is included. Benefits include:
• Upfront planning – Key engineers visit your facility; get input from plant

personnel; review quotes, components, design.
• One Key contact for all technical/schedule concerns
• Time savings – Key handles equipment layout, capacities, line-flow details,

coordination, installation.
• Optimal results – Key experience helps produce a functional/profitable

project.

Project Management
Key provides comprehensive services for large-scale projects, especially those
involving demolition and/or purchase, installation, or startup of major equip-
ment. Services include proposal development; subcontractor, outside vendor,
and site work coordination and direction; commercial/fiscal issue control;
status report, review, and budget responsibility.  Benefits include those of
systems engineering, plus:
• Experience – Key project managers have success record with similar chal-

lenges.
• Dedicated expertise – Key engineer on-site.
• Single source – one contact for entire line or plant, saving you from having to

deal with multiple vendors and subcontractors

Applications Testing
Key’s state-of-the-art Applications Laboratories in Walla Walla, Washington
USA, Beusichem, The Netherlands, and Victoria, Australia demonstrate
equipment performance to assist you in project planning and system selection.
Key personnel also will conduct on-site testing at your plant for test-size or
production equipment.
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Systems Project Activity

Engineering Management

X X Preliminary pre-sale work with customer

X X Jobsite review

X X Perform line-flow analysis and equipment sizing

X X Direct creation of initial layout

- X Request quotes from vendors and contractors

- X Evaluate vendor and contractor quotes;
recommend equipment choices

X X Develop Key equipment specifications

- X Develop project proposal

X X Estimate necessary activities

- X Develop project plan and project schedule

X X Direct development of final plant layout

- X Review and resolve any commercial issues

X X Coordinate with customer and Key sales, project
engineering, scheduling, and manufacturing

- X Prepare and distribute project status reports

- X Create and maintain project spreadsheet (cost,
price, margin)

X X Resolve any customer issues

X X Resolve any application issues

X X Resolve any engineering issues

X X Resolve any scheduling issues

X X Resolve any manufacturing issues

X X Provide technical direction on site

- X Manage site installation work

X X Resolve and make decisions on unanticipated site work

X X Provide spreadsheet record of unanticipated site work
costs

- X Direct and coordinate work of subcontractors on site

- X Maintain control of “buyout” equipment

- X Maintain control of project budget

- X Write and obtain signatures on project completion letter

X X Follow up and resolve warranty issues
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Appendix



Bulk Density Averages

Almonds See Nuts
Apples, Whole 38 609

Dry Pomace 15 240
Sliced 32 513
Whole, Field Run, 2-1/2”  diameter 30 481

20 320
Halves, Dried 28 449

Asparagus
Cut 34 545
Whole 28 449

Avocados, Fresh whole 28 449
Barley 43 689
Beans

Castors, Whole 36 577
Cocoa 37 593
Coffee, Roasted 26 417
Garbanzo, Dry 55 881
Fava, Dry 50 801
Navy, Dry 54 865
Navy, Small white 50 801
Pinto, Blanched 50 min. 44 705
Pinto, Dry 49 785
Red Kidney, Soaked 42 673
Soy, Field run 45 721
Speckled, Butter 52 833

Beets
Sliced 42 673
Sugar 60 961
Sugar (per Holly Sugar) 35 561
Sugar, Dry pulp 15 240
Sugar, Wet pulp 45 721
Whole 40 641

Blackberries 45 721
Blueberries 45 721
Bran 16 256
Bread Crumbs 3-4 48
Broccoli

5" Blanched 29 465
2-? ”  Blanched 32 513
1" Blanched 35 561
6" Field cut 16 256
1" Frozen 26 417

Buckwheat 42 673
Brussel Sprouts

Blanched 29 465
Pre-blanched 25 401
Frozen TBD

Cabbage 27 433
Cantaloupe 38 609
Carrots

Diced TBD
Diced, Frozen TBD
Sliced 42 673
Whole 40 641
Whole, Baby Field Run
(roots, dirt, etc). 26  417
Whole, Baby (washed & peeled) 42 673
Whole, Baby Blanched
(all sizes combined) 40 641
Whole, Baby Frozen
(all sizes combined) 31 497

Cauliflower
Whole Heads in Totes
(with leaves) 18  288
Whole Heads in Totes
(without leaves) 20 320
Cuts, Before Blanch 27-31 37 593
Cuts, Blanched 32-35 32 513
Frozen, 3/8" to 3/4"
(approx. 8000/ft3) 30  481
Frozen, 3/4" to 1-1/4"
(approx. 2200/ft3) 29  465
Frozen, 1-1/4" to 1-1/2"
(approx. 800/ft3) 28 449

Celery, Diced 3/8" 35 561
Cereal

Post Raisin Bran 6.25 100
Cheese

Cubed, Granulated 72 1,153
Curd 63 1,009
Grated 24  384
Long Grain 30 481

Cherries 40 641
Chicken

Bone-in Parts 55-60 881
Skins 69.5 1,113
Breasts 70 1,121

Cocoa
Nibs 40 641
Powder 35 561

Coconut, Shredded 25 401
Coffee Beans 32 513

Ground 25 401
Roasted Bean 26 417

Corn
Cob, Unhusked 18-25 288
Cob, After Husker (full length) 26 417
Cob, Prior to Blanch
(2-3/4" long) 33 529
Cob, Blanched & Cooled
(2-3/4" long) 38 609
Cob, Frozen (2-3/4" long) 35 561
Cut, Washed Prior to Blanch 40 641
Cut, Blanched & Key Air
Cooler 45 721
Cut, Frozen 37 593
Meal, Dry 40 641

Crab Tanner
Cooked, Frozen Sections 20 320
Live Weight 29 465
At Pre-cooker 20 320
Final Product
(as packaged) 52  833

Cranberries, Fresh 40 641
Cucumbers, Fresh 40 641
Fish, Fresh Whole

Chilled fish muscle 65.8 1,054
Cod in bulk gutted 57.5 921
Cod in bulk with ice/49.5 mix. 33 529
(2/3 fish - 1/3 ice by weight)
Cod Fillets in bulk 60 961
Cod Fillets, Boxed with ice 30  481

Fish, Fresh Whole (cont.)
(enough ice for normal inland j ourney,
and including allowance for box)
Herring in bulk 58.2  932

Fish, Frozen
Mackerel in bulk 50  801
Salmon in bulk 45 721
Whole gutted cod single fish 25-30 401
Whole gutted cod large blocks
Loosely packed 40  641
Tightly packed 55 881
Average 48 769
Fillets in large blocks 55-60 881
Fillets in consumer packs 25 401
in master carton with allowance
for pallets, access, etc.
Fish sticks in retail packs 25-30 401
Whole gutted halibut
In wooden boxes 30-35 481
Stored loose 38  609
Whole salmon
In wooden boxes 24 384
Stored loose 33-35  529
Frozen shelled shrimp
in blocks 45-55 721
Frozen breaded shrimp 25-30 401
(in consumer packs in master carton)

Flour, Wheat 35 561
Grapefruit 35 561
Grapes 30 481
Green Beans

Unsnipped, Fresh 18  288
Snipped, Whole Fresh
(2 & 3 sieve) 21 336
Snipped, Whole Frozen
(2 & 3 sieve)
(approx. 2500/ft3) 24 384
Cut, Fresh 1" (2, 3, & 4 sieve) 33  529
Cut, Blanched 1"
(2, 3, & 4 sieve) 35 561
Cut, Frozen 1" (2, 3, & 4 sieve)
(approx. 11,700/ft3) 33 529
French Beans
Sliced and Blanched 35 561
French Beans, Frozen 20 320

Hamburger, Pellets Frozen 35  561
(3/8-1/2" X 3/4-1-1/2” )

Hops
Dry 35 561
Wet 55 881

Ice, Crushed 40  641
Kiwi Fruit, Fresh 55 881
Lemons 40 641
Lettuce 23 368
Lima Beans

Dry 45  721
Frozen TBD
Green 34  545
Unshelled 26 417

Lbs./ft3 Kg/m3Lbs./ft3 Kg/m3 Lbs./ft3 Kg/m3



Bulk Density Averages

Malt
Dry ground 1/8" and under 22  352
Dry whole 30  481
Meal 40 641
Wet 65 1,041

Meat
Ground 55 881
Balls 16 256

Milk
Dried Flakes 6 96
Malted 35 561
Whole powdered 28 449

Millet, Birdseed 46 737
Mushrooms

Fresh whole (float) 15-17 240
Blanched whole (sink) 23-25  368
Sliced 48  769
Sliced, Frozen TBD

Mustard, Seed 48  769
Mussel, Green Lip 25 401

(10 oz. frozen in shell)
Noodles, Enriched 46 737
Nuts

Almonds
  Meat 30 481
  Unshelled 20 320
  Cashews, Whole 37 593
  Hazel Nuts, Shelled 35  561
  Hickory Nuts, Wild 40  641
Macadamia Nuts
  Fresh, unshelled 43 689
  Dry, shelled 35 561
Peanuts
  Shelled 45  721
  Unshelled Runners 17 272
  Spanish 20 320
  Virginia 14  224
Walnuts
  In Shell 20  320
  Meats (Halved & Pieces) 25-30 401

Oats 26 417
Okra

Breaded Nuggets TBD
Whole 20  320
Blanched 3 minutes 32 513

Olives 41  657
Onions

Winter Whites, 2-3/4" Small 35 561
Medium 3-4" 19-31 304
2" diameter 32 513
Diced 36.5 585
Small, Whole, Field Run
(with roots, dirt, etc) 38 609
Small, Whole Prior to Blanch
(all sizes) 40 641
Small, Whole Frozen
  3/8" to 5/8" diameter
  (approx. 3800/ft3) 34 545

Onions (cont.)
Small, Whole Frozen
  5/8" to 7/8" diameter
  (approx. 2400/ft3) 36 577
Small, Whole Frozen
  7/8" to 1-1/8" diameter
  (approx. 1300/ft3) 35 561

Oranges, Whole 30 481
Orange Peel, Dry 15 240
Pasta

Hay & Straw 43  689
Elbow, Shell 30-40  481
Spaghetti, Flat 40 641
Macaroni
  Blanched 65 1,041
  Elbow, Dry 34  545
  Elbow, Cooked 48 769
  Rotelli Spirals 42   673

Peaches, Freestone 34 545
Peanuts See Nuts
Pears 38  609
Peas

Black-eyed 38 609
Crowder 38  609
Dried 48 769
Green fresh 35 561
Sugar Snap 27 433
Unshelled 24 384

Peppers
Chili Peppers, Whole 16 256
Whole green 18 288
Whole blanched 23  368
Diced TBD
Diced Frozen TBD
Dried 8.6 138
Halves 18 288
Halves, Blanched 23  368
Strips, Blanched 23-47 368
Jalapeno Fresh 21  336
Pepper Corns, Black 40 641

Pepperoncini 37 593
Pimento, Whole 26 417
Pickles

Chips 57  913
Sliced 46 737
Whole 39  625

Pineapple
Wedges 1/2" to 1" 55 881
Whole 29-30 465

Plums 45  721
Potatoes

Chips 3.5 -5.6   56
Cut Strips, 3/8 cut 35 561
Fried Strips 28 449
Frozen Strips
  1/2" Cut 21.5 344
  7/16" Cut 20 320
  3/8" Cut 18.5  296
  1/4" Cut 17 272

Potatoes (cont.)
Sliced 52 833
Whole, Peeled 41-48 657
Whole, Unpeeled 40-43  641
Helical Cut, Wet 18  288
Helical Cut, Frozen 10 160
Lattice Cut, Wet 30 481
Lattice Cut, Frozen 20 320

Prunes, Dried 30% Moisture 42  673
Pumpkin 35 561
Pretzels 10 160
Quinces 44 705
Raisins 39 625
Rhubarb 34  545
Raspberries 44 705
Rice

Dry 52 833
Grits 45  721
Hulled and Polished 48 769
Rough 36  577
Wild White 48 769

Rutabagas 45 721
Rye, Seed 45 721
Salt, Coarse 40-55 641

Fine 70-80 1,121
Sesame Seeds 27  433
Shrimp

Frozen, Small (300 count) 30 481
Frozen, Shelled in Blocks 45-55  721
Frozen, Breaded 25-30 401
(in consumer package)

Soap, Detergent 15-50 240
Silica Flour 80 1,282
Spinach

Loose Leaf (dry on shaker) 8-8.5 128
Loose Leaf, (wet on shaker) 10.5  168
Blanched 44  705

Squash 35  561
Strawberries 44 705
Sugar

Brown 45  721
Granulated 55 881
Powdered 55 881
Raw Cane 65 1,041
Raw Cane, Knived 18  288

Sunflower Seeds, Hulled 41 657
Tomatoes 30-33 481
Tortilla Chips 7 112
Turnips 43 689
Wheat 48 769

Cracked 45 721
Germ 28 449
Flour 35 561

Zucchini, Slices Frozen 27.5 441

Lbs./ft3 Kg/m3Lbs./ft3 Kg/m3 Lbs./ft3 Kg/m3
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